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Abstract

Sea ice surface albedo is critical in determining the overall energy st¿tus of the marine

cryosphere and the seasonal processes of sea ice growth and decay. The all weather, all

light capabilities of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) make it an appropriate tool for the

analysis of evolving sea ice energy balance variables such as surface albedo. During the

spring melt period, the ERS-I average scattering coefficient (oo) of fust-year and multi-

year ice co-evolves distinctively in response to physical changes occurring in the sea ice

and its snow cover.

The physical changes which affect the microwave signatures of sea ice, also

influence sea ice albedo. It is proposed that the relationship between microwave and

shortwave interactions with sea ice can be used in a predictive manner to estimate albedo

from ERS-1 oo. Multi-year ice oo is found to evolve in a more predicøble way than the

oo for first-year ice, making it an appropriate indicator of surface albedo changes.

Results indicate that a strong statistical relationship exists between oo and daily

average albedo for multi-year ice during the early phases of the melt period. This

relationship is used to map albedo over an ERS-1 image mosaic based on relative change in

the ERS-I average scattering coefficient of multi-year ice. The classification of sea ice into

albedo based on relative change in oo results in visually striking thematic albedo images

where spatial variability in albedo based on ice type is clearly apparenl
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CHAPTER I: Introductíon

1.1. Introduction

Earth system science views the planet as a composition of several spheres. The

marine cryosphere represents a component of fundamental importance to the Earth system.

Its existence is the primary reason for the low energy status of the polar regions which

operate as large scale heat sinks in the global atmospheric circulation system. The high

surface reflectivity or albedo of the marine cryosphere contributes to its efficiency as a

global heat sink.

The challenge facing Earth system scientists is to understand fully the interactions

between the component spheres in the planetary system. The interaction of the marine

cryosphere with the global hydrosphere through its role in the global thermohaline

circulation is one example of a linkage that is receiving considerable attention. Links

between the marine cryosphere and the atmosphere continue to be a major research focus.

Of specific interest are the seasonal processes of energy exchange over the marine

cryosphere and the extent to which they impinge upon hemispheric and global atmospheric

circulation patterns.

Remote sensing is increasingly being used to aid in the monitoring and modelling of

Eafih System components and interactions. Active microwave remote sensing occupies an

important niche in cryospheric research due to its all-weather all-light capabilities. Recent



research has been concerned with the use of microwave interactions with sea ice as an

analog for shortwave interactions. The primary goal of this kind of research is to develop

algorithms which can provide estimations of the energy st¿tus of the marine cryosphere

based on the seasonal evolution of active microwave signatures from a number of sea ice

types.

The specific research objective of this thesis attempts to make a significant

contribution to the research spheres of geophysical inversion, microwave modelling and

algorithm development. By using a unique combination of surface radiation daø and ERS-

1 synthetic apertue radar (SAR) imagery, a methodology is developed whereby the spring

period evolution of sea ice albedo can be mapped based on time series changes in the

microwave average scattering coefficient (oo) of multi-year ice.

The findings presented in this research represent only a small component of our

understanding of microwave and solar wavelength interaction. As with many similar

studies, this research is characterized by certain limitations. Due to the limited spatial

coverage and repeat time of ERS-1 imagery, analysis of albedo changes is only presented

for a small region of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago for a short time period. Statistical

relationships between microwave and shortwave interactions are based on a limited number

of coincident ERS- I SAR and surface albedo measurements.

Many of the limitations that are apparent in this study will be reduced through the

availability of RADARSAT data with excellent spatial and temporal coverage of the Arctic

regions. With continuing research, the routine extraction of spring period energy balance

variables from multi-temporal active microwave data will become a reality. This will

represent an important step in our understanding of the marine cryosphere and its role in

global change.



1.2. Research Procedure

A number of research approaches are used in this study in order to tackle the

specific resea¡ch problem from a variety of angles. The methods used in this thesis are all

related to the research goal which is formally stated as follows:

Research Goal -- " To develop a procedure for mappíng the spring per[od evolutíon of sea

íce albedo based on time-series change in ERS-I SAR signøtures of multí-year ice."

Attaining this research goal requires the use of several research techniques, the most

important of which are summarized below:

l) Data Acquisition: Both surface and remotely sensed data are required to achieve the

research goal. Surface data were acquired during field programs associated with the

Seasonal Sea Ice Monitoring and Modelling Site (SIMMS). Remotely sensed data were

acquired from the ERS-1 satellite. Surface shortwave radiation data and temporally

coincident ERS-I SAR measurements from SIMMS multi-year ice sites are the primary

data sources used to develop a methodology to reach the research goal. Surface climatic

data and snorrv geophysical data are also used to further an understanding of the interaction

of microwave and shortwave radiation.

2) Statistical Analysis: Several statistical analysis techniques are employed in order to

examine contributions of the data to the research goal. These range from descriptive

techniques to illustrate variations in radiative, snow geophysical and remotely sensed

variables with time, through to multivariate analysis methods. These are employed to

assess the relative influence of radiative fluxes and snow temperatue on the albedo and

ERS-l average scattering coefficient (oo) of multi-year ice.



3) Modelling Techniques: Daily Averages of shortwave albedo from SIMMS multi-year

ice sites a¡e modelled against ERS-l oo using regression techniques. This procedure is

used to determine the nature of the relationship between the two variables and to develop a

statistical model which can be used to predict albedo from MYI oo changes across multi-

temporal ERS-1 imagery. Both absolute ERS-I oo as well as the relative change in oo

compared to winter levels are used in the modelling process. In addition, the time frames

of the models are varied from fult season to a specifically defined early melt period.

4) Image Analysis Techniques: It is through image analysis of repeat-pass ERS-I SAR

data that the statistical observations and model results are employed in an operational

context to assess the feasibility of the research goal. A suite of image analysis techniques

are used including mosaicking, geometric rectification, change deæction and classification.

These lead to the generation of a series of albedo maps over a region of the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago for the spring melt period of 1995.

1.3. Thesis Structure

This thesis is broken up into eight chapærs, each progressing systematically toward

investigation and assessment of the final research goal. This chapter serves as a general

overview of the pu4)ose, methodology and structure of the research. Chapter II provides

an overview of sea ice energy balance, radar remote sensing of sea ice and microwave-

shortwave interactions with the seasonally evolving sea ice. Previous research into the

mapping of sea ice geophysical state changes from SAR data is also reviewed.
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In Chapter III, the research associated with the Seasonal Sea Ice Monitoring and

Modelling Site (SIMMS) is introduced. Collection of surface climatological and snow

geophysical data is described, as is the acquisition and processing of Alaska SAR Facility

(ASÐ ERS-1 SAR Imagery. In Chapter fV, these data are present€d as a function of time

in order to show seasonal and inter-annual variability in the primary climatological,

geophysical and remotely sensed variables used in this study.

In Chapter V, multivariate statistical techniques are used to examine how various

radiative fluxes, as well as snow temperature at several depths explain variation in the

albedo and ERS-I oo of multi-year ice. Contrasts in the surface radiative properties of

multi-year and fust-year ice are also presented.

Chapter VI presents methods and results of søtistical models relating multi-year ice

ERS-l oo to daily averages of multi-year ice shortwave albedo. Performance of models is

assessed based on variations in the ERS-1 parameter and variations in the time span of the

models. An appropriate model for classification of change detection images into albedo

maps is presented as is the use of confidence intervals around the mean to create discrete

albedo classes based on change in ERS-1 oo.

Chapter VII outlines the practical implementation of the model constructed in

Chapter VI. Change detection techniques are performed between mosaics of repeat-pass

ERS-I imagery and the resultant change images classified into maps of albedo. In Chapter

VIII, the results from each of the preceding chapters are summarized and conclusions

presented, pertaining to the success with which the research goal was attained. A

discussion is provided concerning the limitations of this study and the direction which

future research should take to reduce these limiøtions.



CHAPTER II. The Geophysícø|, Radiatíve and Microwave

Remote Sensing Properties of Sea lce: A Review

2.1 Introduction

The growth and decay of Arctic sea ice characterizes the seasonal change in the

marine cryosphere. The geophysical and radiative properties of sea ice influence climate on

a global scale, making the marine cryosphere a key agent in the global atmospheric

circulation system. It is in order to better understand the ways in which the marine

cryosphere interacts with other spheres in the Earth system, that remote sensing of sea ice

has become increasingly important. Active microwave remote sensing in particular plays

an important role in the monitoring and modelling of sea ice and its seasonal evolution.

Current research focuses on the development of algorithms to invert surface sea ice

geophysical and radiative properties out of active microwave signatures of seasonally

evolving sea ice. Estimating sea ice albedo from microwave signatures of sea ice is one

example of this current research focus.

This chapter provides an overview of literature concerning the key issues in this

thesis: sea ice albedo; microwave interactions with sea ice; ERS-I first-yea.r and multi-year

ice signatures and their seasonal evolution; and recent research into the estimation of sea ice

geophysical state changes from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery.



2.2 The Marine Cryosphere

The marine cryosphere represents a fundamentally important component of the

Euth system, playing a vital role as a global heat sink. Its low energy status is due to two

main factors. Firstly, sea ice insulates the atmosphere from the ocean thereby restricting

heat exchange. Secondly, sea ice increases surface albedo. The albedo ofa snow-covered

sea ice surface is typically around 80Vo but it can be as high as 98Vo ffowinckel and Orvig,

1970). This contrasts with open water areas where albedo typically ranges fuom I07o to

157o.

The marine cryosphere is also an important component of the global thermohaline

ocean circulation. The cold saline water which lies beneath sea ice is an important source

of deep and bottom water, critical components of the convection process driving the

thermohaline circulation @ryan et a1., 1975). Strong coupling exists between the marine

cryosphere, the atmosphere and the hydrosphere. Consequently, variations in the extent of

sea ice have the potential to generate feedback effects on a global scale. The social and

economic implications of rapid global change demand that effective observations of polar

processes be incorporated into global climate models. Remote sensing is central to the

observation and modelling of change and variability in the marine cryosphere.

2.3 Sea lce Albedo

Albedo is the proportion of downwelling radiation that is reflected from a surface.

Albedo (tr.1) can be calculaæd for radiation at any wavelength.

a =Kî/KJ (tr.1)



where fî is upwelling shortwave radiation and KJ is downwelling shortwave radiation.

In this study, the primary wavelength of interest is sola¡ or shortwave radiation (0.15 - 3.0

Fm). The high albedo of sea ice and its snow cover is the primary reason for its high

reflectance of incident shortwave radiation and consequent low energy status. The albedo

of sea ice is closely related to the seasonal evolution of its snow cover. As the melt season

advances, albedo decreases due to changes in snow geophysical propefües, notably density

and grain size.

The albedo of snow-covered sea ice exhibits a strong wavelength dependency, with

the highest values occurring at solar wavelengttrs and considerably lower values occurring

at infra-red wavelengths (Oke, 1987). Snow and ice also exhibit a marked diumal variation

in albedo in response to solar altitude. At low solar altitude, spectral reflection creates a

higher albedo than at higher altitude (i.e., solar noon). It should be noted that even small

amounts of liquid water in the snow pack can reduce albedo considerably.

2.3.1 The Role of Sea Ice Albedo in the Marine Cryosphere

Sea ice albedo is a critical factor determining the overall energy balance of the

marine cryosphere and the seasonal processes of sea ice growth and decay. The amount of

solar energy absorbed at the sea ice-ocean interface is strongly controlled by surface albedo

(DeAbreu et al., 1994). The albedo of sea ice is determined by a number of factors

including the incidence angle of solar radiation, cloud cover and the optical properties of the

ice and its snow cover. A fundamental difference between snorw and ice compared with

other surfaces is that shortwave radiation is úansmitted to considerable depths beyond the

snow surface. The result is that snow-covered sea ice possesses complex optical properties

with reflection and absorption occurring in a volume rather than on a plane.

Sea ice albedo is closely linked to the regional climate of the marine cryosphere



through the existence of positive feedback loops between sea ice and albedo. The sea ice-

albedo feedback proposed by Budyko (1969) is an example of the relationship between sea

ice extent and climaæ. An increase in sea ice albedo leads an to expansion in the area of sea

ice which leads to a further increase in regional albedo. The sensitivity of Arctic regions to

various climate change scenarios is largely due to the possibility of positive feedback

effects between sea ice and surface albedo. Consequently, accurate parameterization of

albedo within models from the microscale to the global scale is essential in order to

understand the role of the marine cryosphere in climate change.

2.3.2 Modelling Sea fce Albedo

The importance of sea ice surface albedo has generally not been adequately

represented in either small-scale sea ice models or global circulation models (GCMs).

Albedo has typically been calculated as a simple function of temperafure, ignoring critical

factors such as snow depth, grain size, ice thickness, brine density, melt pond area and

cloud cover.

Early sea ice models proposed by Maykut and Untersteiner in 197 | and Semtner in

1976 used highly simplistic parameterizations of surface albedo. Many of these models

used a fixed ice albedo, with seasonally varying snow surface albedo. Typically, the effect

of melt ponds was neglected in these models.

Subsequent models illustrated substantial improvements over these models. A

model proposed by Shine and Henderson-Sellers in 1985 is widely regarded as having one

of the more detailed and accurate parameterizations of sea ice albedo (Morassutti, 1989). A

number of surface cha¡acteristics are included which encompass many of the influences on

sea ice albedo. These include dry snow, melting snow, bare ice, bare puddled ice, thin

melting ice and thin forming ice. In addition, albedo parameterizations are facilit¿ted for



both clear sky and cloudy conditions.

The shortcomings associated with surface albedo parameterization in sea ice models

are magnified in large scale global climate simulations. Typically albedo is held constant or

varied as a simple function of temperature and latitude. Some improvements have been

evident since the early 1980s. Cloud, solar-zenith angle and snow grain radius, together

with snow depth, soot and underlying ice surface albedo are incorporated in the Marshall-

War¡en 1987 model. Such improvements in the representation of sea ice surface albedo

should result in improved accuracy of the GCM simulation of the impacts of climate change

in high latitude regions (Morassuni, 1989).

A number of conclusions can be drawn regarding the need for improved

parameterization of sea ice surface albedo in models at all scales. The first is that surface

albedo differences between clear and cloudy skies significantly affect the rate of seasonal

snow melt and ice break-up. Secondly, a distinction between frozen and melting snow

cover must be made due to the difference in albedo in each case. Finally, if the ice is snow

covered and has an albedo in excess of 0.60, cloud cover will result in increased surface

warming.

The critical role which sea ice surface albedo plays in determining the overall energy

balance of the marine cryosphere is reflected in a requirement to improve our ability to

incorporate albedo into small-scale sea ice models and global-scale climate models.

Improved modelling capabilities will allow a better understanding of the role of the marine

cryosphere in the global climate system and its possible responses to climatic change.

2.3.3 Seasonal Evolution of Sea Ice Albedo

While remaining high for the majority of the year, sea ice surface albedo decreases

substantially during spring and summer, becoming highly variable both spatially and
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temporally @e Abreu e! al., 1994). In Aprit and May, sea ice albedo typicatly averages

around 0.8 due to the high optical reflectivity of dry snow cover. Rapid declines occur in

June, although the timing of melt onset imparts considerable variability in the rate of

decrease. Bare ice surfaces have a typical integrated albedo of 0.6. The seasonal minimum

albedo is normally associated with the extensive ponding on the ice surface at which point it

stands as low as 0.2 (Bany et. al., 1993)

Seasonal evolution of sea ice albedo is strongly linked to the growth and decay of

snow cover. As temperatures approach zero, snow melt begins and is accompanied by

significant decreases in albedo. Physical changes in the snow cover are the primary reason

for this decrease. The onset of melt is accompanied by changes in snow grain size, water

volume and density in addition to changes in the vapou content, bubble density and crystal

structure of the ice. Snow pack metamorphism during melt is characterized by the

breakdown and agglomeration of individual snow grains into larger grains. As a result of

this process the overall density of the snow cover increases. The albedo of snow is

inversely proportional to grain size, therefore as snow undergoes metamorphism, the

density increases through grain growth and the albedo decreases. Fresh snow has densities

of 1.0 to 3.0 kg/m3 and an albedo of 0.95. Old snow has densities between 200 and 6.0

kg/m3 and albedos as low as 0.4. As grain growth increases albedo decreases. This

decline in albedo can be temporarily reversed by fresh snowfall which can raise albedo

back to values exceeding 0.9 (Langleben, 1969).

Snow cover determines albedo in the period before advanced melt occurs. Once the

sno\il cover has melted off the ice, ice properties such as brine volume, air bubble density

and ice grain size contol ice albedo. The albedo of bare ice is conÍolled strongly by the

degree of ponded snow melt water on the surface. Melt ponds represent low albedo areas

in comparison to the relatively high albedo of the exposed ice surface. The maximum

extent of melt ponds occrus shortly after the disappearance of snow cover where they may

cover in excess of 50Vo of the ice surface. Spatially averaged albedos of 0.40 to 0.45 are
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apparent during this stage (Grenfell and Maykut" 1977). This compares with albedo values

of 0.60 to 0.65 for bare ice without melt ponds. Once surface drainage is initiated, the

overall albedo might be expected to increase. However, this depends upon the extent of

albedo decreases in the remaining melt ponds. Langleben (1969) observes an apparent

linear relationship between ice surface albedo and melt pond coverage. Albedo decreases

as the area of the ice covered by melt ponds inøeases.

Spatial variations in albedo (Table II.1) are apparent due to variations in ice type

and seasonal state @obinson fuL, 1992). The different snow distribution over first-year

and multi-year ice accounts for different spatial averages of integrated albedo (Barber et al,

1992a).

Table II.1 Typical albedo values of first-year, multi-year, thin and new ice

Ice TYpe Seasonal State Albedo
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Múi-Yea
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2.4 Remote Sensing of Sea lce

Remote sensing has become a valuable source of information in polar regions

where the collection of surface data is logistically difficult. In high latitude regions, active

microwave remote sensing systems offer distinct advantages over visible wavelength

technologies, largely due to the fact that they can gather surface information regardless of

cloud cover or seasonal darkness.

2.4.1 Active Microwave Remote Sensing

Elecfromagnetic energy interacts with a surface or volume in response to its

geophysical properties. These properties will determine how the incident energy is

apportioned between the th¡ee primary EM interaction mechanisms: reflection, transmission

and absorption. The manner in which microwavelength energy interacts with a snow-

covered sea ice volume is a function of the geophysical properties of that volume and their

seasonal evolution. The seasonal evolution of sea ice microwave signatures can in

principle be used as an analog for a number of physical, electrical and radiative changes

occurring in the sea ice volume.

Active microwave remote sensing is achieved through a sensor that both transmits

and receives microwave energy over a range of incidence angles. The transmitted

microwave signal interacts with a surface or volume, acquiring a "geophysical fingerprint"

of the properties of that surface or volume before being scattered and received by the

sensor. Once knowledge is gained of sea ice geophysical properties, radar data can in

principle be used to infer energy and climatic state variables. Synthetic Aperture Radar

commonly operates at C-Band (5.3 GHz) and X-Band (9.25 GHz) frequencies.

Polarization is typically HH or W, meaning that energy is both transmined and received
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with horizontal and vertical polarization respectively (Barber and l,eDrew,1994). Active

microwave remote sensing is unaffected by darkness or cloud cover, making it ideal for the

study ofpolarregions.

Microwave backscatter is primarily a function of surface roughness and dielectric

properties. The average scattering coefficient (o") is the standard measure of backscatter

intensity. It expresses the retuned power per unit area received at the SAR antenna

(Barber and l,eDrew,1994) and is expressed in decibels (dB). Microwave interaction with

sea ice is a complex phenomenon in which both surface and volume scattering models must

be integrated with dielectric mixture models to synthesize the influence of sea ice

geophysical and electrical properties on microwave interaction.

2.4.2 The ERS-I Synthetic Aperture Radar

Launched in 1991, the fust European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1) represents

the primary soruce of remotely sensed data in this study. The ERS-I consists of a set of

microwave instruments including a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The ERS-l orbit is

sun-synchronous, near polar and quasi-circular with a mean altitude of 785 km and a

repeat-pass interval ranging from 3 to 35 days (Flett, 1992). The SAR operates with VV

polarization at a frequency of 5.3 GHz (wavelength 5.7 cm). Imagery is provided at a

ground resolution of 25-30 metres from a swath width of 100 km.

The ERS-I SAR in image mode has a number of polar applications. These include

ice type description based on tonal and textural differences, pressure ridge delineation and

characærization of sea ice roughness. The ERS-1 SAR in image mode has some limitations

primarily confined to polarization. The W polarization with which the SAR operates does

not produce as large a contrast between first-year and multi-year sea ice as is evident at HH

polarization. At C-Band wavelengths, surface roughness effects may hinder classification
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of certain ice types. Brash ice has a rough surface relative to C-band radiation and can

consequently produce bright returns not dissimilar to those from multi-year ice. A similar

problem is experienced with wind-roughened open water areas.

2.5 Microwave Interactions with Sea lce

2.5.1 Electromagnetic Properties of Sea Ice

In considering microwave remote sensing of sea ice, a broad understanding of the

electromagnetic properties of sea ice is necessary. In its broadest sense, the

electromagnetic properties of sea ice relevant to microrwave remote sensing include

reflectivity and emissivity. In active microwave remote sensing the average scattering

coefficient (oo) is analogous to reflectivity. The average scattering coefficient is a measure

of reflected or backscattered microwave energy and is usually expressed with respect to the

incidence angle and polarization of the incident radiation (Massom, 1991). Reflection of

active microwave signals occurs at the surface and also below it. When volume scattering

occurs, the penetration depth of microwave radiation also becomes important. Penenation

depth expresses the maximum depth below the surface from which significant amounts of

radiation are reflected back to the sensor.

Microwave interactions with sea ice are a function both of sensor characteristics and

sea ice properties. Sensor characteristics which affect interaction mechanisms include the

depression angle of the sensor and the frequency, wavelength and polarization of the

radiation. Sea ice properties which determine scattering behaviour are threefold: surface

toughness, volume inhomogeneities and the complex dielectric constant. Microwave

interaction with sea ice is complex with both surface and volume contributions to oo.
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2.5.2 Sea Ice Scattering Mechanisms

2.5.2.1 Surface Roughness

Surface roughness is the primary mechanism determining the characteristics of

radar scatter and return. Surface roughness can be measured in an absolute sense as the

average relief of small-scale roughness features. Roughness can also be measured in a

relative sense with respect to the wavelength of the incident energy. The following

roughness categories can be used to classify the relative scattering properties of surfaces

(Sabins, 1978).

I . A smooth surface ts one whích reflects all incídent energy at an angle equal and

opposíte to the angle of incidence.

2. A surface of íntermediate roughness results in some reflection and some dffision of incident

energy.

3 . A rough surface scatters incid.ent energy diffisely at all angles

Surface scattering is controlled by the wavelength, polarization and incidence angle

of the transmitted microwave radiation. The frequency of the sensor and the corresponding

wavelength of the microwave energy are the key influences on the inæraction of radiation

with the surface. There is an increase in the ability of radiation to penetrate beyond the

surface as wavelength increases. Polarization refers to the plane in which Eansmitted

energy vibrates. Polarization may be vertical or horizontal, with a proportion of the

scattered radiation generally displaying the same polarization as the hansmitted radiation.
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The depression angle of the radar antenna and the corresponding incidence angle of

the radiation are sensor properties which also have ramifications for backscatter power,

particularly when dealing with smooth surfaces. A smooth, specularly reflecting surface

exposed to incident energy at low to intermediate depression angles (high incidence angles)

will result in virtually no energy being returned to the sensor. Only high depression angles

(low to ne¿ìr norrnal incidence angles) result in strong retrun signals from smooth surfaces.

With a rough surface, energy is diffused back to the sensor regardless of depression angle.

25 22 Dielectríc Properties

Together with surface roughness, dielectric properties represent a significant

influence on microwave interactions. The complex dielectric constant (CDC) (II.2) is used

to express the surface and volume scattering properties of any body. The complex

dielectric constant is def,med by equation II.3

e* = e'+ je" (rr.2)

where €,* is the complex dielectric constant, t' is the permittivity, t" is the loss and j is the

square root of -1. The depth of radar wave penetration below the surface varies inversely

with the complex dielecnic constant. The reflectivity of a surface increases as the complex

dielectric constant increases. In both snow and ice, the complex dielectric const¿nt is

dependent on the fractions of water, ice and b¡ine in both the sea ice and its snow cover.

Changes in the complex dielectric constant of sea ice are strongly related to

changing volumes of liquid water in the ice and snow. In general, during the winter

period, snow is fansp¿uent to microwave energy and scattering occurs primarily from the

ice surface and ice volume. As the melt season approaches, even small quantities of water

in the snow pack are sufficient to induce dielectric changes which result in snow surface
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and volume rehrms becoming the dominant component of microwave backscattar.

The effect of an increase in water content on the complex dielectric constant has been

determined empirically and is expressed as follows:

e' dry = 1, + l.\p¿¡y + O.lpzary

Lt'wet =e'wel -E'dry

E'wet =e'r, (0.lWy + O.\Wv2)

E"wet =e"rry (0.114/y +0.8Wv2)

(rr.3 )

Where:

e' is the dielectric permifivity

e" is the dielectric loss

Wv is the volume fraction of water

A denoæs the change in the particular parameter

The dielectric properties of sea ice and snow sfongly affect the penetration depth of

microwave energy. An increase in snow water volume from 0.1 to 1.07o reduces

penetration depth an order of magnitude from 2.493 to 0.239 metres. It is possible to

calculate the penetration depth (õp) of various microwave frequencies into snow cover of

varying moisture levels using the following equation:

(rr.4)

Where À is the SAR wavelength in metres

,,=*{l (,.(î)')'-,]t 
}-
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2.5.3 Sea Ice Scattering Models

Understanding microwave interactions with sea ice requires the use of models to

account for the dielectric properties of the components of sea ice and its snow cover.

Microwave interactions a¡e extremely complex so 'first order'microwave scatæring models

are often used to describe the bulk dielectric properries of the sea ice volume @arber and

LeDrew, 1994). First order scattering models can be constructed to account for surface,

volume and mixture effects of sea ice on microwave interaction. The integration of these

models provides an indication of the scattering properties of the sea ice body as a whole.

Surface scattering models attempt to account for the component of reflected

microwave energy imparted by the snow or ice surface. Typically, surface scattering

models use the scattering physics of Kirchoff scattering models with physical or geomefric

optics formulation. The physical optics formulation is used to model scattering from

smooth snow or ice surfaces with RMS slopes less than 0.25 radians. The Kirchoff model

with the geometric optics formulation is used to model scattering from rougher surfaces

with RMS slopes in excess of 0.25. (Barber, 1992b).

Volume scattering models express the proportion of the backscattered microwave

signal which is reflected due to volume inhomogeneities in sea ice and its snow cover. The

snow volume component of microwave scattering depends upon the presence of air

bubbles as well as ice and water scattering radii. Volume scattering models are typically

based on Rayleigh cloud analogy radiative fransfer equations. Such equations account for

ice and water scattering radii in an air background. The average volume scattering

coefñcient is specified by the number density of each material multiplied by their respective

scattering contributions

Sea ice consists of water in all three phases, brine, solid salt and air. Each

component has specific dielectric properties. The scattering properties of the ice body as a

whole therefore depends upon the relative abundance of these components. Dielectric
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mixing models are used to predict microwave scattering given the variable proportions of

brine, ai¡ and other inclusions (Barber, 1993). The dielectric properties of sea ice are

heavily dependent on the proportion of brine and the salinity of the brine.

The effect of brine on the complex dielectric constant of first-year ice is

incorporated into a model by Polder-Van Santen/de Loor (tr.5).

€-si=¿+3vue,,(tu-E')-"fi1Ç (tr.s)

where Êi is the relative permittivity of pure ice.

An approximate value of €' can be calculated following Hoekstra and Cappillino (1971):

(t-3Vø)

where V6 is the volume fraction of brine.

Hoekstra and Cappillino also provide a model for the dielectric loss of sea ice:

&i"= Vueø"

where Ê"å is the dielectric loss of brine.

(rr.6)

(rr.7)
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2.6 Microwave Scattering Properties of First-Year and Multi-
Year lce

In this study, a distinction is made between fwo types of sea ice: first-year ice and

multi-year ice. The different geophysical properties of the two ice types are evident as

va¡iations in microwave scatæring. During the cold season, backscatter levels from smooth

fust-year sea ice are consistently lower than those from multi-year ice. These differences

become less marked as spring melt progresses. An understanding of the scattering

variations between the two ice types requires knowledge of their respective physical and

dielectric properties.

2.6.1 First-Year Ice

2.6.1.1 Physícal Properttes of First-Year lce

An understanding of microwave interactions with first-year sea ice fustty requires

an understanding of its formation and physical properties. First-year ice results from the

evolution of a succession of intermediate ice t)?es. Fraztl ice is the initial stage of fust-year

ice formation. Strong cooling at the wat€r surface results in the formation of suspended ice

platelets and needles which coalesce forming a mixture described as grease ice. A thin

flexible layer of solid ice represents the first major stage of ice growth. This nilas ice

grows rapidly in calm conditions or in sheltered regions. First-year ice types range from

these initial thin ice forms to thick landfast ice. The microwave scattering characteristics of

first-year ice are a function of physical properties such as crystal structure, brine levels,

porosity and thickness.

The formation of nilas ice influences the scatæring properties of fust-year ice since
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it is at this point that crystal orientation is determined. Due to strong vertical heat fluxes

through the ice body, the preferred ice crystal orient¿tion is vertical with C-axes parallel to

the ice water interface. Newly-formed first-year ice is therefore characterized by a

columnar arrangement of ice crystals with vertical orientation overlaid by the initial frazil

Iayer and a transition Layer.

The crystal sfructure of first-year ice is highly variable. Parricularly inconsistent is

the depth of incorporated frazil ice which may range from lcm to 15 cm in a 20 cm thick

sheet of new ice (Gow et al, 1990) Proximity to leads, wind and wave action may all

influence crystal structtue of new ice.

As fust-year ice grows, brine and air become trapped in the grain structure. Brine

occurs in parallel layers interspersing ice plates. The occurrence of such brine inclusions

sEongly confrols the overall salinity of the ice sheet. Brine inclusions also act as scattering

centres and are therefore an important variable determining first-year ice scattering

properties. The inclusion of brine in first-year sea ice is highly temperature dependent.

High ice salinity results from cold temperatues and rapid freezing rates since brine

inclusions occur more frequently. Conversely, lower concentrations of brine inclusions are

associated with warmer temperatures and slower ice growth rates. Under these conditions

ice salinity is lower.

Phase equilibrium determines the amount of liquid brine and air in ice after

entapment. Expansion and contraction of brine pocket walls due to temperature changes

results in a constant variation in the proportions of brine and air in the inclusions. Freezing

of the ice sheet results in upward and downward brine expulsion due to expansion of brine

cavity walls.
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2.6.1.2 Mtcrowove Scattering Properties of First-year Ice

The microwave scattering properties of young first-year sea ice have been

experimentally observed by numerous authors. Delker gl aI (1930) observed the scattering

properties of cold, thin frst-year ice off the coast of Tuktoyaktuk, NWT at frequencies

between 8 and 18 GHz. The chosen site was a frozen lead with a coverage of high salinity

frost flowers. Ice surface temperatures were between -20oC and -30oC. A strong

relationship was observed between radar scatæring cross-sections and the salinity of the ice

surface. New, thin ice with high salinities produced higher scattering coefficients than

older, thicker ice with lower salinity.

Surface scattering is the major scattering mechanism for first-year ice without a

snow cover. However, much of the recent research concerns microwave scattering from

snow-covered first-year sea ice. Scattering from snow-covered first-year ice has three

components. The fust is surface scatter from the snoVai¡ inærface. The second is volume

scatter from volume inhomogeneities in the snow layer. The third is surface scatter from

the snoVice interface providing that the penetration depth of incident energy is sufficient to

reach the ice surface. It can be seen from these mechanisms that under ceftain conditions, a

snow cover can effectively repress any signif,rcant scattering from the ice itself.

Scattering from the snow/air interface is governed primarily by the dielectric

mismatch between air and snow, which is generally high. In volume scatter from the snow

layer, confributions to the total volume scatter are made by ice, air and brine particles. The

volume scatter from the snow layer has been presented by Ulaby et al (1982) as a particle

cloud model with ice particles and brine inclusions being embedded in an air background

In this study, the spring melt period is the primary period of interest. Under

thawing conditions, it is typical for the basal layer of the snow cover to be wet due to the

percolation of snow melt water through the snow pack. After a substantial period of

thawing temperatures, a process of melt-freeze metåmorphism is apparent in the snow
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grains. Refrozen melt water acts to bond snow crystals together forming polycrystalline

ag$egates of larger g¡ains (Drinkwater, 1989) As advanced melt approaches, clusters of

large rounded grains between 2 and 3 mm in diameær charactenze the remaining thin snow

cover. The density of the snow ice at this st¿ge may be 6.0 to 7.0 kg m3 compared with

4.0 kg m3 for fresh snow in the cold season.

The effects of snow on the oo of fust-year sea ice changes considerably when the

snow contains water in the liquid phase. The presence of free water considerably alters the

complex dielectric constant of the sriow cover. The dielectric permifivity (e') and dielectric

loss (e") both increase as snow water volume increases. Consequently a damp snow layer

has the effect of attenuating microwave energy to the extent that the response of the

underlying sea ice is suppressed.

An important factor in the suppression of the ice signature by wet snow is the

reduction in microwave penetration depth. There is a strong relationship between

microwave penetration depth and water content (Figure tr.1).
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This reduction effect is most apparent when small volumes of water initially appear

in the snow cover. 10 percent water by volume fraction reduces the penetration depth of

5.3 GHz microwave energy from several meters to between 0.02 and 0.03 m @rinkwater,

1989). Furthermore, this effect is independent of the density of the snow.

2.6.1.3 Evolution of Fírst-Year lce ooDuring the Spring Melt Pertod

The average scattering coefficient (o") of flust-year ice undergoes a characteristic

seasonal evolution in response to the physical and dielecnic changes occurring in the ice

and its sno\ry cover (Barber et. al., 1994). The precise nature of this seasonal evolution is

naturally dependent upon polarization and frequency. In this discussion, the focus will be

on the melt period seasonal evolution of oo as it is detected by C-Band VV polarized

radiation (ERS-1) (Figure II.2).

In the winter period microwave scattering from first-year ice is relatively low,

typically between -15 and -20 dB. There is evidence of oscillations in backscatter (Barber

et. aI.,1995). These appear to be associated with variations in atmospheric and oceanic

heat fluxes. @arber and Thomas, 1995) In the early melt period microwave scattering

appears to be dominated by a combination of volume scattering from the snow basal layer

and ice surface scattering. Consequently the magnitude of oo during this period will

depend upon the surface brine volume and the microscale roughness of the ice surface.

At the onset of melt a rapid increase in fust-year ice oo is apparenl It is likely that,

at water volumes of 1 to 3 To,large wet snow grains in the basal layer may impart a

significant volume scattering component, thereby raising oo. The snow cover undergoes

significant changes during this period including the formation of ice nodules neat rhe ice

surface causing an increase in ice surface roughness. Snow melt water percolates down to

the ice surface and freezes, creating a superimposed ice layer. The addition of this ice layer

causes a major increase in ice surface roughness over formerly smooth first-year ice.
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(Onstott and Gogineni, 1985). It is probable that such changes at the snow-ice interface

may impart a significant ice surface scattering component to oo @arber et. al., 1995). This

corresponds to the period when water in the liquid phase continues to increase, but is still

maintained in the pendular satu¡ation regime. The pendular regime describes the state when

melt water in the snow is stored at contact points between snow grains (Barber and

LeDrew, 1994). The transition from a pendular to a funicular saturation regime occurs as

ice grains in the sno\il grow to I to 2 mm in diameær and snow increases in density. Melt

water then begins to fill the pore spaces in the snow. This represents the transition to the

funicular saturation regime. This transition is marked by a temporary drop in oo. This

decline in backscatter levels is associated with the reduction of basal layer brine

concentrations to near zero levels. This dip is also related to drainage processes in the

snow cover, specifically the reduction of water in liquid phase at the top of the snow

volume and the corresponding increase of water at the base of the snow volume. These

processes seem to reduce both the volume and surface scattering terms prevalent in the

pendular regime.
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Figure II.2 Seasonal evolution of first-year (FYI), thin first-year (Thin FYI) and thick
first-year (Thick FY[) oo for the period Day 50 to 190, 1993. SIMMS'93 field period and

ERS-1 overpass times are denoted. @arberet. al., 1995)

In the advanced melt stage, there is a rapid increase in oo due to the ponding of

melted sno'ìw on the ice surface. Standing water may account for up to 90 Vo of spatial

coverage over first-year ice The increase in backscatter levels is due to a significant rise in

the dielectric mismatch at the atilwater boundary. The dielectric properties of snow melt

water include high permittivity and high loss. Consequently, the penetration depth of

microwave radiation into the melt ponds is extremely low, in the region of 1 cm (Jlaby et

al, 1986). This powerful surface scattering component pushes oo up to a level similar to
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that of winter oo from multi-year ice. The end of the advanced melt period is marked by

drainage of melt water through the ice. In both first-year and multi-year ice this period is

denoted by a steady decrease in oo

Relatively few studies have been undertaken to evaluate the scattering properties of
fust-year sea ice under surnmer conditions. A study by Peterherych (1gg1) using sEAsAT

scatterometer datz show a reversal of cold season trends with first-year ice having higher

absoluæ backscatter levels than multi-year ice. Studies of Beaufort Sea ice in August 19g0

by Gray et al (1982) showed first-year ice signafures to have evolved to a stage where rhey

were similar to winter levels, despiæ major changes in the stats of the ice and snow.

The seasonal response of first-year ice between winter and advanced melt

conditions is characterized by an increase in oo. This phenomenon can be attributed to the

addition of a superimposed ice layer with vastly increased roughness, the fransformation of

the snow pack into a dense, granular material and temperature-induced dielectric changes.

2.6.2 Multi-Year Ice

2.62.1 Physical Properties of Multt-year lce

Multi-year ice is ice that has survived one melt period. It may comprise up to 60 Vo

of all ice cover in the Arctic and can be up to seven years in age (Gow and Tucker, 1990).

Typically multi-year ice will be considerably thicker than first-year ice and will also be less

saline. These ploperties act with others to give multi-year ice unique scattering

cha¡acteristics. First-year ice in the Arctic is typicatly less than 2 meües thick. Multi-year

ice thicknesses are highly variable across a single floe, but a thickness of 3 to 4 metres is

considered to be the average (Maykut and Untersteiner, IgT l). Apart from its thickness,

multi-year ice is distinguishable from first-year ice by its rolling hummock and melt pond
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surface topography. Major differences between first-year and multi-year ice are also

evident in salinity, crystal sfructure density and porosity.

First-year ice displays a well defined ice plate arangement within the crystal

structure. This is not apparent in multi-year ice. Crystal retexturing is an important

process in the formation of multi-year ice. The clear grain boundaries which occur in the

upper mefre of first-year ice are not evident in multi-year ice. This retexturing is caused by

sulruner warming. The ice melt process results in rounded ice crystals and removal of the

characteristic plate structure of first-year ice. The columnar structure of ice crystals may

still be present, but brine concenfrations are extemely low and salinities are close to zero.

In effect the grain structure of multi-year ice resembles pure, glacier ice.

Summer desalination is the major process through which first-year ice evolves into

multi-year ice. Temperature changes within the ice are the primary causes of desalination.

During sulrlmer months the largest temperatüe increases are observed near the ice surface.

Consequently the greatest desalination occurs in the upper layers of the ice. 'Warming of

the ice allows a coalescence of brine inclusions into vertical channels which accelerate the

natual gravity drainage occurring in the ice. Flushing out of brine in ice by snow melt

water is another important mechanism in the formation of multi-year ice. Melting snow

cover provides the primary source of water for brine flushing. Satinities in the upper meter

ofthe ice can be reduced to values close to zero through thisprocess.

2.6.22 Mícrowave Scatteríng Properties of Multi-Year lce

Air bubbles are the dominant form of inclusion in multi-year ice. Air bubbles are

most widespread in ice above the water tine. The low salinity of upper layers of multi-year

ice results in high microwave peneration depths. As a result, microwave interaction with

the air bubble structure is possible. This interaction forms the volume scattering

component of the multi-year ice signature. The average scattering coefficient (o") of MYI
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is comprised of this and the surface scattering componenl

Hummocks and melt ponds cha¡acterize the topography of multi-year ice. The type

of inclusions vary between hummock ice and melt pond ice. In hummock ice, air bubbles

are the only inclusion type. Consequently, microwave volume scattering is strongest from

hummocks, since their low salinity allows high microwave peneûation depths. In the

layers of ice near the surface, a higtrly inûerconnected bubble network is evident.

In melt pond ice, air bubbles and brine inclusions co-exist, with the relative

proportions of each being determined by the overall salinity of the ice. Two distinct types

of ai¡ inclusions are evident in melt pond ice. The first is characterized by clusters of

bubbles, possibly relaæd to air trapped between snow grains at one time. Small air bubbles

trapped during formation of ice in melt ponds form the second ai¡ inclusion type.

Bubble size and shape have important consequences for microwave volume

scattering. Shokr and Sinha (1994) present multi-year ice bubble statistics derived from

digital analysis of ice section photographs from the upper 300 mm of multi-year hummock

and melçond ice. The average bubble diameter in melt pond ice is 2.58 mm compared to

2.36 mm for hummock ice. Large bubbles of snow ice origin ¿ì.re responsible for the larger

average diameær in melt pond ice.

The differences in bubble characteristics between hummock and melt pond ice

reflect the structural difference between the two ice types. Water percolation from the

surface during sulnmer is the dominant formation mechanism for air bubbles in hummock

ice. This explains their complex network structure near the surface as compared to the

simpler forms of l-5 mm diameter found deeper in the ice layer. Melt pond ice is more

likely to contain snow ice formed through the freezing of snow or slush on top of an

existing ice layer. Air bubbles are typically between 3 and 10 mm in diameter (Shokr and

Sinha, 1994).

A number of microwave volume scattering models have been proposed to explain

the scattering properties of air inclusions in multi-year ice. The concept of discrete
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scatterers has often been introduced into these models, whereby scattering originates from

geometrically distinct scatterers with the same dielectric constant embedded in a host

material with a different dielectric constant (Shokr and Sinha, 1994). Multi-year hummock

ice is appropriate for this modelling approach since it consists of discrete air bubbles in a

background of low salinity ice. Application of discrete scattering models to hummock ice

have typically highlighted the importance of air bubble radius to the scattering cross

section. The backscattering coeff,rcient increases by 4 dB with an increase in bubble size

from 0.5 to 1.0 mm according to model results by Winebrenner et al (1989).

Many dielectric and scattering models make the assumption that melt pond ice is a

low loss media with air inclusions as the only scattering element. The coexistence of air

bubbles and brine inclusions observed by Shokr and Sinha (1994) indicates that such an

assumption is not valid. Ice, brine and air bubbles need to be accounted for in such

scattering models.

Shokr and Sinha (1994) propose five possible reasons for the variability of

microwave scattering from the multi-year ice volume. The fundamental difference between

hummock and melt pond air bubble structure is the first reason. The second reason is

bubble orientation. This affects radar backscatter since air bubble orient¿tion varies relative

to fixed look and incidence angles of SAR. The third reason is the existence of saline melt

ponds surrounded by desalinated ice hummocks (dark and bright returns respectively).

The fourth reason is the formation of a new snow layer over original melt pond ice. This

affects volume scattering. The final reason is the variability of the depth of the bubble rich

hummock layer. This can vary from between a few mm to 350 mm.

2.62.3 Evolution of Multi-Year lce ooDuríng the Spríng Melt Period

The average scattering coefficient of multi-year ice undergoes a characteristic

seasonal evolution in the spring melt period (Figure II.3). During the winter period,
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microwave scattering from multi-year ice is very stable. C-Band backscatter originates

predominantly from air bubble inclusions in hummocks (Ba¡ber ü1.., 1995). In contrast,

scattering from roughness at the snow-ice inærface is relatively weak in comparison to the

volume scattering from bubbles. The snow-ice interface is therefore not a significant

component of oo during the winter period. Hummocks provide significant volume

scattering due to deep porous surface layers. In contrast, melt ponds allow radiation to

penetrate up to 10 cm beyond the surface. The smooth melt pond surface and the lack of

scattering inclusions result in microwave radiation either being transmitted through the

pond or being scattered specularly. The spatial arrangement of hummocks in relation to the

less reflective melt ponds influences the texture characteristics of multi-year ice in radar

imagery (Barber et al, 1992b). Older ice floes are observed as having higher oo due to

larger and more widely spaced bubble inclusions in the hummock layers. In the winter

period, snow cover, even tens of centimeters deep over multi-year ice is effectively

transparent to 5.3 GHz energy. Low density, low salinity and small grain size are the

primary characteristics of the snow cover which preclude it from having a significant

scattering role over multi-year ice in the winter.
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Figure II.3 Seasonal evolution of multi-year (MYI), young multi-year (YMYI), and

second year (SYI) oo for the period Day 50 to 190, 1993. The SIMMS'93 field period and

ERS-I overpass times are denoted.(Barber et. al., 1995)

During the early melt period, multi-year ice hummocks lose most of their snow

cover. At the same time, geophysical changes begin in the melt pond snow. These

changes include the formation of ice layers and lenses and columnar crystals at the base of

the snow pack. These changes result in an increase in volume scattering from melt ponds

at a time when volume scattering from hummocks is decreasing due to snow ablation. In

radar imagery, this is denoted as a slight reduction in image texture or grey level variance

(Barber et al, 1992b). Hummock volume scattering from air inclusions dominates the
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multi-year ice signature into the early melt period. Snow volume scattering is still not

significant during the early melt period due to the small grain size and brine free nature of

the snow cover. The only variations in multi-year ice oo that may be present during the

early melt period are diumal variations caused by liquid water in the snow pack occurring

near solar noon.

A rapid drop in multi-year ice oo marks the arrival of melt onset. This decrease is

caused by two mechanisms. The first mechanism is the absorption of microwave energy

by the melt pond snow cover (Winebrenner et.al. 1994). Microwave penetration into the

snow cover is decreased as snow metamorphosis progresses. The second mechanism is

the presence of liquid water in multi-year ice hummocks. Both act to mask the previous

strong backscatter from the multi-year ice volume. Liquid \¡/ater in both snow and

hummock ice reduces the scattering contrast, thereby decreasing the mean volume

scattering received by the radar.

The sharp drop in oo with snow moisture can be related to dielectric changes

occurring in the snow cover. The real part of the dielectric permittivity for dry snow

depends primarily upon snow density. It is largely independent of frequency, grain size

and grain shape. For snow densities between 300 and 450 kg/m3, €' ranges from 1.6 to

1.9. With a snow wetness increase from 0 to 3Vo by volume, t' experiences a frequency

independent increase by 0.3 to 0.5 (Winebrenner et.al, 1994). Snow wetness has a much

stronger influence upon the imaginary part of snow permittivity. An increase in volumetric

snow 'wetness from 0 to 2Vo results in an increase in t" from 0.0001 to 0.1 (Winebrenner

glù,1994). The peneEation depth of 5 GHz radiation decreases rapidly due to absorption

as snow wetness increases to just a few percent per volume. The result is significant

attenuation of baclscatter from the bubbly upper ice layers.

'Winebrenner et. al. (1994) use observations and modelling to conclude that the

appearance of moisture in the snow cover is by far the dominant cause of the initial

decrease in 5.3 GHz backscattering from multi-year ice. Modelling results show that
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qpatial va¡iations in snow density grain size have comparativeþ minor influences upon this

decrease (Figr¡re tr.4).

Volumefic Snow Mobtæ, m,(%)

Figure IL4 Theoretical decrease in the C-Band W polarized oo of multi-year sea ice at

23o incidence angle versus volumetric snow moisture. Snow moisture is assumed to be

uniformly distributed throughout a 5 cm thick snow layer. Initial dry snow density p is a

parameter (Winebrenner @L 1994).

With the arrival of advanced melt and ice ponding, multi-year ice oo behaves

similarly to first-year ice d. There is a rapid inc¡ease in microwave backscarer due to high

dielectric penrrinivity and loss of sunding melt water. Subsequent drainage is accompanied

by a decrease in multi-year ice cf simila¡ to that which occrus over first-yea¡ ice.
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2.7 Estimating Physical Changes In Snow and Sea lce from SAR

Data: Recent Research

The physical properties of sea ice and snow affect the interaction of both microwave

and shortwave radiation. Due to the codependence of microwave and shortwave radiation

interactions with the seasonal evolution of sea ice and snow physical properties, it is

theoretically possible to estimate the evolution of shortwave albedo (0.15 to 3.0 ¡tm) from

the microwave average scattering coefficient of sea ice. A review of some recent research

into the inversion of sea ice physical changes from SAR data is presented in the following

sections.

2.7.1 Estimating Shortwave Radiation fnteraction over First-Year Ice

from Modelled oo

A combination of modelled and observational data are used by Barber and LeDrew

(1994) to examine the relationship between microwave backscatter and shortwave albedo

over snow covered ftst-year sea ice. To investigate the relationship between albedo and

modelled oo, shortwave radiation data from SIMMS'91 stations were used to compute

albedo. Snow geophysical properties obtained from pit sampling at the first-year ice site

were used as inputs into the microwave scattering models. Models were run at both 5.3

GHz (Figure II.5) and 9.25 GHz for incidence angles of 20o,30o and 40o at HH

polarization.
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Figure II.5 Least squares polynomial regression model fits for daily averages of oo

versus daily averages of integrated climatological albedo. Scattering model results are

computed for 5.3 GHz, HH polarization at20o,30o, and 40o incidence angles (Barber and

LeDrew, 1994).

A relationship is apparent between modelled oo and shortwave albedo. At 5.3 GHz, an

inverse relationship is apparent between oo and albedo. A change in albedo o10.22 was

found to conespond to an increase in oo from -21to -12 dB at an incidence angle of.20"

(Barber and LeDrew, 1994). The increase in oo is largely due to a growing snow volume

scattering component caused by increased snow moisture and grain size. Increased snow

moisture and grain size simultaneously act to reduce shortwave albedo. At low water

volumes below l%o, virtuelly no shortwave radiation peneEates to the snodice interface.

Reflection from the snow surface is the dominant interaction mechanism. At water

volumes above 57o, shortwave albedo is reduced as penetration into the snow pack

increases. Spring period snow metamorphism is characterized by agglomeration of small

snow grains into larger wet clusters, raising the overall density of the snow pack.

Shortwave albedo is inversely related to snow grain size, therefore as snow metamorphism

I
s
o

3

o" 5.3 GHz;40'
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progresses and density increases, albedo decreases. The strong statistical relationship

between backscatter levels and shortwave albedo for fust-year ice is based on a strong co-

dependence of both microwave and shortwave interactions on the same snow pack

geophysical properties, namely snow grain size and density. Figure II.5 shows that

prediction of albedo from oo at 5.3 GHz would be equally valid at 20o,30o or 40o

incidence angles.

2.7.2 Estimating Melt Onset Using Time Series Mutti-Year Ice oo

The evolution of the multi-year ice C-Band radar signature offers significant

possibilities for the estimation of sea ice physical state changes. Unlike flrst-year ice

whose signature is highly va¡iable during the winter period, the multi-year ice signature is

influenced primarily by stable volume scattering from hummock ice (Barber et.al, 1995).

The multi-year ice signature is an appropriate indicator of sea ice physical changes since the

initial stages of melting are accompanied by a steep, clean drop in oo.

Very few time sequences of multi-year ice oo data which span the entire melt onset

period have been presented. Consequently, although it is clear that the drop in oo at melt

onset is the characteristic response of multi-year ice, it remains unclear how this response

varies from case to case (Winebrenner et. al., 1994).

The links between changing multi-year ice oo the onset of melt over sea ice are

investigated by V/inebrenner eL al., (1994). The authors use a combination of temperature

records from drifting buoys and multi-year ice oo acquired from ERS-I imagery covering

the buoy locations in the Beaufort Sea (Figure II.6).
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Figure II.6 Near-surface temperature and C-Band W ERS-I oo of multi-year ice near

buoy 7100, as a function of time during the period April to July 7992. Ci¡cled dots on the

temperature record denote temperatue at time of ERS-I SAR image acquisition
(Winebrenner e!.!ú, 1994).

Figure 11.6 indicates that ERS-I oo is extremely stable in April and May when

temperatures are always below -10oC. The apparent anomaly on May 25th is related to a

temporary rise in temperature to near melt levels, oo drops and rebounds as soon as colder

temperatures return. A clear, steep drop in oo occrus on June 14th. At this point

temperatrres rise consistently to OoC or slightly above. A rebound in oo is apparent,

peaking on July 2nd. This is associated with the surface melt water ponding prior to

drainage.

The clear drop in multi-year o" is caused by liquid r#ater in the sno\# cover over the

ice. ConcenEations as low as27o significantly attenuate the strong scattering component

from the ice volume, thereby decreasing the average scauering coefEcient of multi-yea¡ ice

as a whole. The magnitude of the drop is dependent upon the snorw depth in which signal

absorption occurs. ZVo wztsr volume in snow cover 10 cm thick is suffi.cient to produce a
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oo drop of 10 dB (Winebrenner et.al, 1994). Analysis of shifts in the frequency

distribution of MYI o" over the melt period has been used successfully by Winebrenner eL

a1., (1994) to identify the point of melt onset (Figue tr.7)
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Figure II.7 A series of six frequency distributions of backscattering cross sections for
low-resolution ERS-1 SAR images ne¿r buoy 7100 on the indicated dates. The peaks of the

histograms are marked by vertical doned lines (Winebrennerg]t4l, 1994).

Figure tr.7 shows six frequency distributions of ERS-I oo through the melt period.

StabiJity in the d frequency distribution is apparent up until the onset of melr At this point

the oo histogram peak begins to shift to a lower dB mean in response to decreasing MYI

oo. A secondary peak at -15 dB is also evident due to increasing FYI oo. It is argued by

Winebrenner et al (1994) that, in areas dominated by multi-year ice, the onset of melt can

be determined by tracking the movement of these histogram peaks. It is st¿ted that the daæ

of melt onset can be estimated as the date on which the æmporally inærpolated location of

the histogram peak crosses a predeærmined threshold fromright to left The authors used a

th¡eshold of -14 dB as the indicator of melt onset.
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Analysis of shifu in oo histograms appe¿us to be the first step in inferring physical

state changes over sea ice during the melt period. Mapping surface albedo using MYI oo

histogram shifts as a proxy indicator is a new a¡ea of resea¡ch in which very little literatu¡e

has been published. A æntative procedural outline is provided by Barber (1994) (Figure

1 1.8).
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Figrre tr.8 Proposed methodology for exuacting albedo from time series variations in I\,[YI

and FYI oo @arber, L994)
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Image segmentation is the fust step. First-year and multi-year ice are separated on

the basis of their scattering properties and any other ice types discarded. Histograms for

the two ice classes would then be analyzed, to exploit the relationship between oo and

albedo for both first-year and multi-year ice and to develop algorithms for the automatic

extraction of albedo information from the histogram distribution of image backscatter

values.

It is proposed that mapping of albedo would follow a time series form, exploiting

several distinct sub-periods in the evolution of multi-year ice oo which are distinct enough

to facilitate mapping of an albedo change. The st¿bility of the multi-year ice signature

during the winter period suggests that time series intervals of one to two weeks would be

necessæy to extract any albedo changes. In the more dynamic melt period, large changes

in oo occur over a period of a few days. At this point, time intervals would need to be as

closely spaced as possible to map the evolution of albedo.

2.8 Conclusions

The seasonal growth and decay of Arctic sea ice is the defining process in the

marine cryosphere. The physical and radiative properties of sea ice influence climate on a

global scale, making the marine cryosphere a key agent in the global atmospheric

circulation system. Remote sensing of sea ice has become increasingly important in

developing an understanding of the role of the marine cryosphere in global climatic change.

SAR imagery occupies a unique position in the remote sensing of sea ice since it can be

acquired regardless of cloud or darkness. lnterpretation of sea ice SAR signatures requires

an understanding of microwave interactions with sea ice. Surface roughness, volume

inhomogeneities and the complex dielectric constant are the three factors determining
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microwave scattering levels from sea ice. Current research focuses on the development of

algorithms to invert surface sea ice geophysical and radiative properties out of active

microwave signatures of seasonally evolving sea ice. Estimating sea ice albedo from

seasonally evolving SAR signatures of sea ice is an example of this research and provides

the focus for this thesis.

2.9. Objectives

The objective of this research is to develop a method whereby the shortwave albedo

of sea ice can be mapped using a time series changes in ERS-1 MYI oo The focus will be

exploiting the seasonal evolution of the multi-year ice microwave signature as a proxy for

albedo change. This principle objective requires the statement and resolution of a number

of intermediate questions:

l. How do surface temperature, radiatíve, geophysícal varíables and ERS-I scattering

cofficients of multi-year íce vary wíth time, both wíthin and between SIMMS field

programs?

2. Whnt is the signíficance of snow temperature ín explaintng the evolution of multi-year

íce albedo?

3. What are the contríbutions of srnw temperature and radíative fluxes to the explained

variance of the ERS-I oo of multí-year íce.?

4. Do statistícally significant dffirences exist between the radiatíve properties of multi-

year íce andrtrst-year ice?
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5. Is there a statístícally significant relatíonshíp between the ERS-I (Nerage scatteríng

coffictent and the shortwave albedo of multí-year ice?

6. To what extent can spatial varíatíons in the evolutíon of oobe used to map seasonnl

chnnges tn shartwave albedo over ERS-I ImageryT

These questions are stated as investigation objectives at the beginning of Chapters 4, 5, 6

and7. They provide the focus for the selected analysis methods.
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CHAPTER III: Sea lce Geophysical, Radiative and Remotely

Sensed Data Collection: The SIMMS Project

3.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter it was stated that physical changes in snow and sea ice can

be estimated from microwave interactions. In order to understand the relationships

between albedo and ERS-1 oo, comprehensive surface climate and snow physical data are

required. In this chapter, the collection of surface data during the Sea Ice Monitoring and

Modelling Site (SIMMS) experiments is documented. Surface data were acquired from

SIMMS spring field programs between 1992 and 1995 in combination with remotely

sensed data from ERS-1. This chapter describes the general location and characteristics of

each SIMMS field season and outlines the acquisition and processing of climate, physical

and remotely sensed variables.

3.2. Data Sources

The data used in this study are potentially unique in that they represent a

comprehensive summary of the evolution of sea ice and snow from the winter period to the

melt period. This evolution is summarized in snow geophysical data, boundary layer
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climate data and ERS-1 dat¿. This synergistic data set offers significant potential for the

estimation of surface geophysical state information from remotely sensed imagery. In the

following sections, a summary of the location and general conditions associated with each

of the SIMMS field programs is presenred.

3.2.1. The Seasonal Sea Ice Monitoring and Modelling Site (SIMMS)

SIMMS is a multi-disciplinary field experiment comprising many individual

projects with autonomous goals and objectives. Research is primarily focused into each of

the four following spheres: l) Sea ice energy balance; 2) Ecosystem studies; 3)

Electromagnetic Radiation @MR) interactions; and 4) Numerical modelling (Barber and

LeDrew, 1994a).

SIMMS research in the field of sea ice energy balance aims to address many science

issues including the partitioning of shortwave radiation; the role of clouds in sea ice

radiation and energy balance; and the variability of spring melt onset. SIMMS research in

the field of EMR interactions is based on the premise that the interaction mechanisms of

radiation at any wavelength can be estimated if the geophysical state of the sea ice and its

snow cover are known. Inverting this premise, such that geophysical and energy balance

variables can be calculated from observed EMR radiation interaction with sea ice, is the

next research goal.

The relationship between the average scattering coefficient (oo) and shortwave

albedo of multi-year ice is the specific research focus of this thesis. The aim is to integrate

EMR interactions with energy balance studies by developing a viable method of extracting

sea ice albedo information from ERS-I imagery. Estimating albedo from oo is based on

the principle that both visible and microwave interactions are affected by the same sea ice

and snow geophysical properties, including water in the liquid phase, snow crystal size and
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Figure Itr.l National and regional conrexr of the SIMMS Research area
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snow pack brine concentration. Infe¡ence of shornvave inæractions such as albedo is

theoretically possible using microwave energy inæractions as an analog.

To date there have been six SIMMS spring field projects, located in Resolute

Passage and Barrow Strait in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Figure trI.1). In this

research, data from SIMMS'92 through to SIMMS' 95 will be the primary focus.

SIMMS'92 was the fust year to have coverage by ERS-l and represents the earliest time

frame in which SIMMS surface albedo data can be integrated with ERS-I data to test the

feasibility of estimating surface albedo from ERS-1 oo

3.2.1.1. SIMMS',92

SIMMS'92 consisted of a 12 week field program lasting from early April to the end

of June 1992. The project began earlier than previous SIMMS projects in an attempt to

observe the complete seasonal evolution from winter to advanced melt conditions.

SIMMS'92 was the first project to have ERS-1 SAR coverage and imagery was acquired

on a regular basis.

The SIMMS'92 field camp was located on Griffith Island, 20 kilometers from the

Polar Continental Shelf Project (PCSP) at Resolute Bay, NWT. Four sampling sites were

est¿blished of which the FYI and MYI sites are of primary interest in this study (Figure

III.2). The FYI site was located 5 km north-west of the field camp. The site was

characterized by smooth first-year ice 1.4 to 1.8 metres thick (Reddan, 1992). 300m2

sampling grids were established at the site for snow sampling and SAR verification.

Aspects of the surface radiation and energy bala¡rce were recorded by an automated climate

st¿tion.
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Figure ttr.2 ERS-I sAR image, April, 1992, showing general ice conditions and

location of SMMS'92 sampling siæs.

The multi-year ice site was located 60 km east of Resolute Bay in the north east

corner of a 40 km2 floe in Wellington Channel. The site was charactenzed by hummocky

ice between 3 and 5 years old. A climate station and surface sampling area were

established similar to those at the FYI site. Prolonged cold conditions lasted until the time

of site pull down with the result that snow cover at the MYI site ìwas still present and

relatively dry.

SIMMS'92 experienced the coldest conditions of all the SIMMS projects referred to

in this study. Full melt conditions were not achieved at the time of site pull down in late

June. At this point in time, conditions resembled early-melt conditions with very little

surface ponding evident at most sites.
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3.2.1 .2. SIMMS'93

As with SMMS'92, SIMMS'93 was based out of pcsp, Resolute Bay, NWT.

SIMMS'93 lasted eight weeks from Apnl2} to June 22,1993. The field camp was located

on landfast first-year ice, 15 km south of PCSP. Primary dat¿ collection occurred at two

sites, FYI and MYI (Figure m.3). The MYI site was a high priority due to problems

acquiring systematic data from the SMMS'92 MYI site. Automated climate stations were

set up on both sites. Snow grid and pit sampling were undertaken at both sites in order to

acquire data on the following snow geophysical properties: snow depth, salinity, density,

wetness and grain size. SAR data were acquired on a regular basis by ERS-1.

Figure mJ ERS-I sAR image, April, 7993, showing general ice conditions and

location of SIMMS'93 sampling sites.
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The FYI site was located on a flat first-year ice floe sur¡ounded by ridges and

rubble. The ice thickness ranged from 1.30 to 1.45 metres. Climate dat¿ were recorded

from Day I 19 to Day 171 (Misurak, 1993) by which time large melt ponds had developed

over the entire site. Conditions at siæ pull-down were typical of advanced melt and were in

stark contrast to the prolonged cold conditions experienced during SMMS'92.

The MYI site was located 1.8 km west of the field camp on a multi-year ice floe,

2.5 km long and 2.1 km wide. Ice thickness ranged from 2 meFes to more than 6 metres.

The age of the floe was estimated to be between 4 and 5 years (Misurak, 1993). Climate

data were recorded from Day 119 to Day 173 at which point melt ponds covered extensive

areas of the floe.

In comparison to SIMMS'92, full melt was experienced, surface sampling was

halted by exúensive melt pond and slush coverage. Weather conditions were generally mild

and considerably milder than those experienced in SIMMS'92. Major storms occurred on

Day 118 and Day 128, resulting mainly in snow movement by wind. Days 162 and 163

brought rain, but otherwise the weather was stable and clear with a long stretch of days

with thawing temperatures. The result was a steady evolution from winter to spring

conditions, followed by a rapid evolution to advanced melt beyond Day 161.

3.2.1 .3 . SIMMS',q4

SIMMS'94 acæd primarily as a maintenance year, continuing the data collection of

previous years. SIMMS'94 lasted l0 weeks from May I to June 30, 1994. The fietd

camp \ilas established on Somerville Island, 36 km west of PCSP (Figure m.4). The FYI

and MYI sites were both equipped with automated climate stations. In addition, regular

snow pit and grid sampling occured at both locations. Regular SAR data were acquired by

ERS- 1.
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The FYI site was located 5 km north-west of the field camp. The ice surface was

relatively rough and snow thicknesses ranged from 10 to 30 cm (Misurak, 1994). Ice

thickness ranged from 1.65 to 2.0 metes. Climate data were logged from Day 122 toDay

181 at which point large melt ponds had developed over the entire siæ. The MYI site was

located 1.5 km south of the FYI site on a small multi-year ice floe 750 metres in diameter.

The lack of any other multi-year ice floes in close proximity to the field siæ was the primary

reason for the selection of such a small floe. Ice thickness ranged from 2.5 to 6 metres.

Many of the melt ponds contained saline ice, suggesting invasion by sea water in the

previous year. Snow depths ranged from 0 cm on hummocks to more than 100 cm over

melçonds. Climaæ data were logged until Day 179 atwhich point the floe was extensively

covered by melt ponds.

Figure m.4 ERS-I SAR image, April, 1994, showing general ice conditions and

location of SIMMS'94 sampling sites.

'l-UÉr: ,ì{tl
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W'eather during SIMMS'94 was generally mild with an early spring. No major

snow falls occuned, but persistent light rain occurred over a six hour period on Day 146

and over a four hour period the following day. An early transition to the melt period was

caused by this weather which resulted in early snow saturation and melting. Mild ove¡cast

weather with near-zero temperatures prevailed from mid-May to mid-June. This resulæd in

a relatively slow, stable tra¡rsition from melt onset to advanced melt conditions.

3.2.1.4. SIMMS',95

SIMMS'95 lasted 12 weeks from April 4 to June 19, 1995. Unlike the previous

field seasons, field camp v/as not located in the Resolute Passage region. The SIMMS'95

field camp was located 8 km east of Lowther Island on fust-year sea ice in Barrow Strait

(Figure III.5).

Figure m5 ERS-1 SAR image, April, 1995, showing general ice conditions and

location of SIMMS'95 sampüng sites.
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The SIMMS'95 FYI site was located 2 km from camp on smooth first-year ice

averaging 1.8 m in thickness. Air temperattue, radiation and wi¡d dat¿ were recorded from

automated climate towers. Dat¿ extend from Day 105 to 169 at which point melt ponds

were distributed irregularly over the ice surface.

The MYI site was locaæd on a small floe embedded in a conglomeraæd ice f7oe,2.5

km from the field camp. The MYI floe was 1 km in diameter and was surrounded by

smaller MYI floes in addition to deformed ice structures. Snow cover at the MYI was

variable with both hummocks and melt ponds exhibiting a wide range of snow thickness.

Temperature, radiation and wind data were logged from Day 106 to Day 170, at which

point melt ponds were distributed over a large portion of the ice surface (Misurak and

Derksen, 1995).

General weather conditions during SIMMS'95 were characteized by temperatures

up to 10oC above normal throughout the month of April. Air æmperatures throughout May

were close to seasonal averages with mainly clear conditions. Thawing temperatures

arrived on May 29 ndpersisted into June.

3.2.2. SIMMS Climate Data

The primary purpose of this research is to establish links between climatological

variables measured near the ice surface and microwave signatures of ice received by an

orbiting active microwave sensor (ERS-1 SAR). The surface data component used in this

research consists primarity of shortwave radiation data and snow geophysical property

data.

Climate data were acquired from automated meteorological stations located at the

FYI and MYI sites of SMMS'92 through SIMMS'95 (Figures ltr.2 to III.5) Variables for

which data were recorded include air temperature, humidity, radiation and wind. In this
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research the primary data of interest are the temperatwe and radiation data, specifically

shortwave radiation fluxes.

Sensors for the va¡ious measured climatic parameters were installed on suppoft

structures befween 5 and 10 mefres in height depending on the site and year. Data were

logged by Campbell Scientific Instn¡ments (CSÐ model CR2lX dataloggers every 2

seconds and stored in final memory as 30 minute averages n 1992 and 15 minute averages

in subsequent years (Papakyriakou, 1994).

3.2.2.1 . Air Temperahtre Data

Air temperature data were acquired at both the FYI and MYI sites for SIMMS'92

through SIMMS'95 (Table trI.l). In SIMMS'92, fíve temperature sensors were installed

at the FYI site station, ranging in height from 0.86 and 10 metres above the snow surface.

At the MYI site only one sensor was installed, 1.10 metres above the snow surface. In

subsequent field programs, temperature sensors, typically numbering four or five, were

installed at regular intervals on the support structures at both FYI and MYI sites, facilitating

measurement of vertical temperature variations through the near-surface boundary layer.

Measurement accruacy of the air temperature sensor array is estimated to be +/- 0.3' C

(Papakyriakou, 1994).
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Table III.I Time span of air temperature dat¿ for the FYI and MYI sites of SIMMS'92 to

SIMMS'95

Year Site Tlnrc Span

SIMN/ß'92

SIMN6'93

SIMfvß'94

SIMI\,ß'95

Day1ü/o178

Dayl?2ø1fi
D5r120o 171

ÞryIAø173
Þ'ylnr-ßt
Þ'yl21ol73
D4y 105 ûr 169

Dav l06b 170

FYI

ÌvfYI

FYI

N4YI

FYI

lvIYI

FYI

lvIYI

32.22. Radtatíon Data

Radiation data recorded at SIMMS FYI and MYI sites includes solar, infrared and

photosynthetically active radiation. In this study the primary radiation data of interest are

the solar radiation data. Incident and reflected shortwave solar radiation dat¿ are available

for SIMMS'92 through SIMMS'95 from both FYI and MYI sites.

lncident solar radiation (approximately 0.28 to 4.00 ¡tm) \ilas measrued using either

Eppley Precision Spectral Pyranometer (PSP) or Eppley Black and White (B&W)

pyranometer. Pyranometers were typically installed independent of the main automated

climate station at heights of around 1.5 menes above the snow surface. Errors associated

with the pyranometers are estimated to be between2.37o and3.67o. Reflected shortwave

radiation was measured at both FYI and MYI sites using Eppley pyranometers in an

inverted configuration. Data are available for all SIMMS field programs (Table nl.z).
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Table III.2 Time span of incident and reflected shortwave radiation data for the FYI and

MYI sites of SIMMS'92 to SIMMS'95.

Year Site Tinæ Smn

SIMh/S'92

SIMN4S'93

SIMf\rß'94

SIMN4S'95

DøyIATnffl

Þ.yl4zrlfi
ÞiylÐø172
Þry1?2.ø174

Daylntc,ßz
Døyt21ol78

DÐ/ l05tc 169

Dav 106t¡ 170

FYI

lvIYI

FYI

lvIYI

FYI

lvÍYI

FYI

TVtYr

3.2.3. SIMMS Snow and Ice Data

Snow and ice data have been routinely collected in all of the SIMMS field

programs. In this study, snow data are important from the standpoint of both shortwave

and microwave interactions. The relationship between sea ice albedo and ERS-I oo hinges

on the influence of snow geophysical properties on both solar and microwave radiation.

The snow data collected during the SIMMS field experiments include snow and ice

temperature and snow geophysical properties.

Vertical profiles of snow and ice temperattue near the FYI and MYI climate station

Íurays were measured at equal increments from the snodice interface to the snow surface.

Sensor arrays typically consisted of a series of thermocouple sensors protruding at 90o

from a wooden support mounted vertically in the snow pack. At the MYI sites, ¡wo anays

were typically installed; one for hummock snow cover, the other for melt pond snow

cover. Data were logged as 30 minute averages in L992 and 15 minute averages in

subsequent years.
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3.2.3.1 Snow Geophysícal Property Data

Snow geophysical properties are important parameters in establishing a relationship

between ERS-I oo and sea ice albedo. During the four SIMMS field used in this study,

snow geophysical properties were measured using a combination of snow pit and snow

grid sampling methodologies at both FYI and MYI sites. The geophysical properties

measured included snow depth, snodice salinity, snow density, water volume and snow

crysøl p¿fameters.

During SIMMS'92, snow sampling was strongly focused on the FYI site, with the

MYI site being sampled on an opportunistic basis. Grid and pit sampling strategies were

used to sample snow properties at the FYI site. The grid sampling methodology consisted

of a 300m2 grid divided into 100m sections along the X and Y axis. Random transect lines

were selected for each section and sections were rot¿ted each sampling day.12 pits were

dug along the X and Y transect axes each sampling day. Snow and hoa¡ thickness and

saliniry daø throughout the snow profile were acquired at each pit using this procedure.

The grid sampling procedure was used at both the FYI and MYI sites during SMMS'93,

'94 and'95.

The snow pit sampling methodology entailed the excavation of snow pits adjacent

to snow temperature sensors at the FYI site in 1992 and at both FYI and MYI sites in

subsequent years. Total snow depth and hoar thickness rwere measured and samples were

collected at regular intervals down the snow pit to be later measured for salinity and

density. Calculation of 'water volume for the mid point of pit depth was achieved using

capaciønce plate measurements which provide the input for a quadratic equation to calculate

water volume of the snow as a percentage of total volume. All pit sampling was conducted

as close to solar noon (13:20 local time) as was possible.
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Snow crystal photography was used to varying extents in the SIMMS field

prograrns to calculate snow crystal area, perimeter length and axis orientation, all or which

are important microstmctural properties affecting microwave scattering.

3.2.4. Remotely Sensed Data

In this research, remotely sensed data a¡e integrated with SIMMS surface data in

order to examine the relationship between microwave and shortwave interactions with

seasonally evolving sea ice. The specific research goal is to map sea ice surface albedo

from time series changes in the ERS-1 oo of multi-year ice.

3.2.4.1. The ERS-I Satellite

Launched in 1991, the fust European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-l) represents

the primary source of remotely sensed data in this study. ERS-I consists of a set of

microwave instruments including a synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The ERS-1 orbit is

sun-synchronous, near polar and quasi ci¡cular with a mean altitude of 785 km and a repeat

cycle of 35 days (Flett, 1994). The SAR operates at C-Band with VV polarization at a

frequency of 5.3 GHz (wavelength 5.7 cm). Imagery is provided at a ground resolution of

25-30 metres from a swath width of 100 km at an average incidence angle of 23o.

Overpass times for the SIMMS research ¿ìrea are 22:30local time for ascending passes and

13:30local time for descending passes.
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3.2.4.2. SAR Data Acquisition and Processíng

All remotely sensed data used in this study are SAR data acquired by the ERS-I

satellite. ERS-I imagery for the SIMMS research area is received and processed at the

Alaska SAR Facility (ASF) at the Geophysical Instituæ, University of Alaska, Fairbanks.

All imagery used in this research is low resolution (Lo-Res) imagery generated from a

simple 8x8 pixel average of the Full-Res images. Lo-Res dat¿ format is the same as Full-

Res, but divided by 8. Image size is 1025 by 1036 pixels . Pixet spacing is 100 metres in

each direction with image location identical to the Full-Res image.

Acquisition of ERS-I Lo-Res imagery covering the various SIMMS sampling sites

was achieved through the product ordering facility at ASF. For each SIMMS field

program, a 50 km radius centered on the intensive sampling area was used as the first

search p¿[ameter. (This area was extended when data for large scale mosaics were

ordered). A date range encompassing SMMS surface data availability was used to narrow

down the selection. All imagery matching the search requests were acquired through file

transfer (FTP) Initial image analysis was performed using image analysis software which

permits image viewing and extraction of microwave scattering statistics. Appendix A

contains information regarding the ERS-1 coverage for the four SIMMS field programs

used in this research.

3.3. Data Analysis Methods

Surface and remotely sensed data were processed before statistical analysis was

performed. The primary processing technique for surface data was the generation of daily

averages for each variable from the 15 to 30 minute averages stored in the data loggers.
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The primary processing technique for ERS-1 dat¿ was the extraction of backscatter

statistics from pixel samples over the SIMMS FYI and MYI sites.

3.3.1. Extraction of Temporal Averages of Surface Data

All SIMMS data acquired by the automated meteorological stations are stored as 15

minute averages (30 minute averages for SIMMS'92). This research project is concerned

with a larger temporal scale, such as the evolution of sea ice energy balance characteristics

from winter to spring. Consequently, much of the automated sampling data has been

transformed into daily averages. This was achieved using spreadsheet software.

3.3.2. Extraction of oo from ERS-I SAR Imagery

Lo-Res ERS-1 imagery processed by the Alaska SAR facility is geocoded, meaning

that each pixel has a latitude and longitude coordinate and can be calibrated to a

backscattering coefficient in decibels. In order to extract pixel windows representative of

the FYI and MYI ice sites from which the radiative and geophysical variables were

acquired, the pixel coordinates closest to the recorded GPS location of the FYI and MYI

automated climate stations were used as the centre of a 5x5 pixel window within which the

average oo value was extracted. The spatial coverage of 5x5 windows most closely

approximates the field of view of the surface radiation instumentation while providing a

workable pixel sample size (n = 25).
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3.4. Conclusions

It can be appreciated from the preceding sections that the data provided by the

SIMMS field programs provide a synergistic summary of the spring-period evolution of the

marine cryosphere. The daø arc unique in that surface data were acquired simuløneously

with ERS-1 SAR dat¿. This allows for research linking SAR image characteristics to

geophysical state changes occurring at the surface. In this study, two variables are the

primary research focus; the ERS-1 average scattering coefficient of multi-year ice and the

daily average shortwave albedo of multi-year ice. A suite of other SIMMS radiative,

climatological and snow dat¿ are used to examine the precise nature of the relationship

between the two primary research variables.
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CHAPTER Iv. Temporal and Interannual Evolution of Multi-
Year lce Radiative, Geophysícal and Remotely Sensed Variables

4.1. Introduction

In Chapter II, Section 2.9, the following question was posed as investigation

objective one:

How do surface temperature, radiative, geophysícal variables and ERS-1 scatteríng

coffictents of multi-year íce vary with tíme, both wíthín and between SIMMS fietd

programs?

The most important reasons why methods need to be developed to estimate surface

energy balance from SAR data relate to the temporal and inter-annual variability in the

radiative and geophysical properties of sea ice. If there were no inter-annual variations in

energy fluxes, albedo could be calculated as a simple function of latitude, monthly mean

temperature and ice type. In reality inter-annual variability does exist. Consequently, a

technique for estimating surface albedo is required which is based on the unique radiative

and geophysical characteristics of sea ice in any given year. The approach outlined in this

thesis; estimating albedo based on the microwave signatues of multi-year sea ice, is such a

technique. Since ERS-I oo evolution is determined by snow and ice geophysical and
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radiative properties, the albedo predicted f¡om oo wilt be representative of the geophysical

and radiative fluxes over the sea ice for any given year.

In this chapter, the results of the radiative, geophysical and remotely sensed data

acquisition over SIMMS multi-year ice sites are presented. Daily averages of the primary

climate, snow and ice variables are plotæd against Julian day to investigate the seasonal and

inter-annual variation in their evolution. The evolution of ERS-I oo is also presented and

its spring period evolution related to changes in the climatic and snow geophysical

properties recorded at the MYI sites. It is apparent that large inter-annual variability

occurred in the general weather conditions between SIMMS'92 and SIMMS'95.

4.2. Analysis Methods

Exploratory methods of data analysis were used to characterize variability in the

primary MYI climatic and snow geophysical variables. The primary technique used is

scatterplots of daily averages of each va¡iable against Julian Day, which in conjunction with

summary statistics allow an effective expression of the seasonal change in each of the

variables. This change can be associated with fou¡ SAR "scattering seasons": 'Winter;

Early Melt; Melt Onset; and Advanced Melt (Livingstone et a1., 1987). Tables for the

conversion of Julian Day to Date are presented in Appendix B

Net shortwave radiation (K*) and net longwave radiation (L*) were calculated

according to IV.1

K*=KJ-Kî
L*=LJ-Lî (rv.1)

where KJ and Kl are downwelling and upwelling shortwave radiation and LJ and Ll are

downwelling and upwelling longwave radiation.
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Net all-wave radiation (Q*) was calculaæd according toT,/.2

Q* = K* r L* = xJ - r1 + I-J - l1 (rv.2)

4.2.1. Temporal and Interannual variability in srMMS climate, snow

and Remotely Sensed Variables

heliminary statistical analysis is performed in this section to assess the behaviour

of surface radiative and geophysical properties as well as ERS-1 multi-year ice oo over

time, both within and between the SIMMS field programs used in this study. At the time

of writing, much of the surface data for SIMMS'95 was still awaiting processing and

quality checks. For this reason only a small number of SIMMS'95 variables are presented

in this section.

Simple univariaæ analyses (scatterplots vs date) are initiatly used to characterize the

change in climatological and geophysical variables within and between SIMMS field

seasons. Daily averages of air, snow and ice temperatuÌe; net shortwave, longwave and all

wave radiation were plotted against Julian Day for SIMMS'92,'93,'94 (and SIMMS'95 if
available) to illusraæ trends both within and among field seasons.
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4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Temperature Variables

4.3.1 .I . Aír Temperature

The evolution of daily average air temperature varied considerably between

SIMMS'92 and SIMMS'95 (Figure IV.l). It can be seen that SIMMS'92 experienced by

far the coldest air temperatures, averaging -l3.6oC over the entire multi-year ice record.

This low figure is partly due to the MYI temperatue record ending earlier than 1993 and

1994, but also due to prolonged cold conditions. The MYI temperature in 1992 ranges

ftom -23oC to -7oC. Temperatures we¡e consistently below -10oC until Day 142 when a

steady increase is apparent Gigure IV.2).
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Figure IV.l Box plots of daily average air temperarure (SIMMS'92 to SIMMS'95)

SIMMS'93 was substantially warmer than the previous year. The average

temperature at the MYI site across the enti¡e field season was -4.8oC with a minimum of
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-l7oC and a maximum of +2"C. Temperatures increase rapidly between Day 120 and Day

135 before stabilizing to a more steady inc¡ease. Fluctuations in daily average air

temperatures are appffent throughout the record. Temperatures generally remain at or

slightly above 0 oC after Day 160.

SIMMS'94 was the warmest of the three SIMMS years. The average temperature

at the MYI site was -3.5oC with a minimum of -15oC and a maximum +1.6oC (Figure

ry.1). Large temperature fluctuations are apparent between Day 120 and Day 140,

indicating changes in air mass influence Day 130 at which point they rise rapidly to -2"C

before descending to - 13oC. Temperatures fust reach OoC on Day 144, the earliest a¡rival

of melt conditions in the four years of data used here (Figure IV.2).

For SIMMS'95, the average temperature recorded at the MYI site was -9.0oC.

This is colder than the averages for SIMMS'93 and SIMMS'94, but is considerably

twarmer than the average for SIMMS'92. The minimum temperature recorded at the

SIMMS'95 MYI site was -17oC while the maximum temperature was +1.7"C. Although

the SIMMS'95 MYI temperature record begins much earlier than in previous years,

temperatwes during this early period were above normal. However, temperatures between

Day 120 and 150 are generally lower than those for SIMMS'93 and SIMMS'94, explaining

the relatively low average temperatue for the SIMMS'95 MYI site.
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Figure IY .2 Daily averages of air temperature at the MYI sites for SIMMS'92 to
SIMMS'95

4.3.1.2. Snow and Ice Temperature

The seasonal evolution of snow and ice temperature follows similar frends to air

temperature. SIMMS'92 sno,w temperatures (Figure IV.3) increase steadily from

approximately -10oC to -5oC. There are variations in snow temperature at any given time

based on the depth of the snow sensor. Snow surface temperatue is generally lower than

temperature deeper in to the snow pack, but is generally higher than basal layer

temperature. Average temperatue at the snow surface is -7.8oC. The lowest recorded

temperature is -l0.4oC which occurs on Day 142 at the snow surface. The highest

recorded temperature of -4.7"C occurs on Day 155 at the snow surface and mid profile.

Ice temperahues (Figure tV.4) show a clear seasonal evolution. There is a wide range in
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temperature through the ice during the winter period which is considerably reduced as the

melt period evolves. Temperatures deeper in the ice (nearer the ocean) are initially the

v/armest. At the onset of melt however, the profile is reversed and temperatures near the

snoVice interface begin to exceed deeper ice temperatures. This is caused by the wave of

radiative energy which penetrates into the ice surface during melt conditions.

140 142 't44 146 148 150 152 154 156 158
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Figure IV.3 Daily averages of melt pond snow temperatues recorded at the SIMMS'92
MYI site
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Figure IV.4 Daily averages of melt pond ice temperatures recorded at the SIMMS'92
MYI site @epths indicate distance in cm below the snoflice interface)
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During SIMMS'93, IVm sno,w temperatures display the futl evolution from winter

to spring conditions (Figure W.5). P¡ior to Day 130, snow surface temperature is

periodically lower than at other levels, reflecting strong surface radiative cooling. After

Day 130 and before Day 162, there is a large increase in the temperatue range through the

snow pack as the surface warms and temperatures deeper in the pack lag behind. In this

period a clear increase in snow temperatue is evident with increasing vertical distance from

the basal layer. Ice temperafiues (Figure IV.6) show a clear evolution in response to melt

conditions. A clear reversal in the temperature profile is evident after Day 150. Deep ice

temperatures which are influenced by the moderating effect of the ocean are initially

warmest. However once melt becomes established, they are exceeded by temperatures near

the snow/ice interface. This process is much more apparent than for SIMMS'92 (Figure

IV.4) due to a full transition to melt conditions over the course of the field program.
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Figure IV.5 Daily averages of melt pond snow temperatures recorded at the SIMMS'93
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SIMMS'94 snow temperature (Figure IV.7) displays similar trends to SIMMS'93

except that the onset of melt occurs much earlier. Prior to Day I32, fluctuations in the

temperature profile are evident in response to variations in radiative warming and cooling.
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Between Day 126 and 146, the temperature profile is reversed with basal layer

temperatures being lowest and snow temperatures increasing nearer the snow surface.

Early rainfall events between Day 142 and Day 145 ue reflected in a rapid increase in snow

temperature at all levels, indicating snow melt and saturation. Temperatures then remain

stable at or neil OoC between Day 143 and Day 165. SIMMS'94 snow temperatures 'ùvere

the warmest of the three field seasons. Snow surface temperatures averaged -3oC and

basal layer temperatures averaged -6.7"C. The coldest snow temperature was -16.6.C

recorded at the snow surface on Day I27. The warmest temperatue was +2.6ocrecorded

at the snow surface on Day I34. SIMMS'94 ice temperatures (Figure IV.8) show the clear

seasonal evolution apparent for SIMMS'93, except that there is a double wave effect in the

snow/ice interface record due to two distinct warm periods. Snow/ice interface

temperatures increase rapidly afær Day 142. This is associaæd with the effects of persistent

early season rainfall on snow temperatues.
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4.3.2. Radiative Fluxes

4.3.2.1. Net Shortwave Radíation

Daily average net shortwave radiation (K*) measured at the SIMMS MYI sites

(Figure IV.9) shows a clear increasing trend for all fou¡ field seasons. Considerable

variability is also apparent in the records
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Figure IV.9. Daily averages of net shortwave radiation (K*) for the MYI sites of
SIMMS'92, SIMMS'93, SIMMS'94 and SIMMS'95

The SIMMS'92 K* record extends from Day 142 to Day 156. There are significant

daily variations but an increasing trend is apparent. Average K* for SIMMS'92 is 63.1

Wm2. K* values range from 35.6 V/m2 to 93.8 Wm2. During SIMMS'93, variations in

the K* flux are apparent on a daily basis. These fluctuations reflect changes in annospheric
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clarity and cloudiness. The general increase in K* across SIMMS'93 is a reflection of

increasing solar incidence angles and increasing duration of insolation. Daily average K*

values range from 5 Wm2 to 199 Wm2. The average K* flux over the entire program was

59 V/m2.

SIMMS'94 displays the wide variations in K* apparent in SIMMS'93. The

average flux for the whole season is slightly higher (89.7 V/mz). The range in daily

average K* flux is simila¡ to SIMMS'93. A minimum of 29.2 'Wm2 and a maximum of

195.8 Wm2 were recorded. The K* record for the SIMMS'95 MYI site displays the same

increase over the course of the field season as was apparent in previous years. The mean

K* flux over the enthe record was 137.5 wm2, with a maximum of 169 'wm2 and a

minimum of 106 Wm2

4.3 .2.2. D ownwelling Lo ngwave Radiation

At the SIMMS multi-year sites, downwelling longwave radiation (LJ) was

measured in 1992,1993 and 1994. Conversely upwelling longwave radiation (L1) was

measured at the MYI site during 1993 only. Consequently, results for net longwave fluxes

can only be calculated for 1993. In order to show inter-annual variability in the longwave

fluxes, LJ is plotted against Julian Day for the SIMMS 'g2,'g3 and '94 (Figure tv.10).
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Figure IV.10. Daily averages of downwelling longwave radiation GJ) for the MYI sites

of SIMMS'92, SIMMS'93 and SIMMS'94

The SIMMS'92 LJ record is comparatively short, extending from Day 147 toDay

156. During this period a substantial decrease in the LJ flux is apparent, probably due to a

shift from cloudy to clear sky conditions. The corresponding increase in K* during this

period (Figure IV.g) seems to support this assertion. The average LJ flux for SIMMS'92

is 276.7 W*2, with the minimum and maximum daily average fluxes being 250.3 Wm2

and 306.9 Wm2 respectively.

The SIMMS'93 LJ record spans the full length of the field program. Wide

variations are apparent on a daily basis, but an increasing LJ flux is generally apparent over

the time series. Increasing cloud cover in the spring accounts for much of this general

increase, since cloud traps and re-radiates the upwelling L flux from the sea ice surface.

Peaks in the L.f flux generally correspond to froughs in the K* flux and vice versa. This

indicates the confasting influence of cloud cover on the two radiative fluxes. The average

LJ flux over the entire SIMMS'93 field season was 253.6 W-2, with a range from 175.5

to 304.4Wm2.
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The SIMMS'94 LJ record displays similar daily variations to that of the previous

years, but the overall LJ flux is higher. A rapid increase in the LJ flux is evident befween

Days 128 and 135. This corresponds to the clear increase in air and snow surface

temperatue which occurs over the same time period (Figures IV.2 and fV.7). The average

L.L flux for SIMMS'94 is 270.7 Wm2 with a minimum and maximum of 181.9 'Wm2 and

321.g'Wm2 respectively.

4.3.2.3. Net All-wave Radiatíon

Early on in all field seasons there is evidence of fluctuations between negative and

positive Q* fluxes. This represents shifts from the radiation deficit situation characteristic

of the winter season to the radiation surplus typical of spring. SIMMS'93 and SIMMS'94

both shift to a positive Q* regime after Day 150 and Day 132 respectively. The inter-

annual variability of the Q* fluxes (Figure IV.11) provides a useful surrunary of the total

radiative inputs into the sites each year.
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SIMMS'92 has a low Q* flux compared to the same period for the following two

years. This low radiative flux is reflected in air and snow temperatures which are

significantly lower than those of the same time period in 1993 and 1994. A contrast in the

all-wave radiative inputs between the MYI sites of 1993 and 1994 is clearly apparent from

Figure IV.11. Q* during SIMMS'94 generally increases much quicker than the previous

year and remains at a consistently higher overall level than SIMMS'93 for the majority of

the record. The SMMS'94 qx record is a reflection of the early melt onset which was the

defining feature of SMMS'94. The rapid jump in Q* flux between Day 146 andDay 152

is clearly associated with the sudden rise of air and snow temperatues to thawing levels.

The average Q* flux for SIMMS'94 is 37.9 Wmz, over 20 Wm2 greater than the 17.7

Wm2 recorded over SIMMS'93.

4.3.2.4. Shortwave Albedo

A clear seasonal decrease in albedo during the spring transitional period is apparent

for SIMMS'93 to SIMMS'95 (Figure IV.12). The SIMMS'92 record ended early and

shows the beginnings of a downturn. There are also significant fluctuations in all the

records due to precipitation and temperatue variations.
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Figure lV.l2 Daily averages of shortwave albedo for the MYI sites of SIMMS'92,

SIMMS'93, SIMMS'94 and SIMMS'95

The SIMMS'92 albedo record comprises a reduced time period due to sensor

difficulties. Only a slight seasonal trend is evident, with winter values being dominant.

rJ/hen compared with the same time period (Days 142 to 156) for SIMMS'93 and

SIMMS'94, the 1992 albedo record is significantly higher. This is indicative of the

premature thawing conditions in 1993 and 1994 relative to the prolonged winter conditions

of 1992. The average albedo over this protracted 1992 record is 0.8 with a very small

range (min 0.76, max 0.84).

The SIMMS'93 MYI albedo record exhibits the full evolution from winter to spring

conditions. Initial daily average albedo exceeds 0.9, but a rapid drop to a level of 0.7 is

apparent between Days 132 and 136. This is clearly associated with the rapid rise in air

temperatures from -l9oC to -2oC between Days 128 and 135 @igure fV.2). In terms of

causation, this drop in albedo can be linked with the rise in snow temperatures by between

4oC and 15oC (depending on depth of sensor). Rising snow temperatures cause changes

in snow density and grain size, significantly reducing snow optical reflectivity.
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Albedo remains relatively stable around 0.7 until Day 162 when a sæady decline to

0.5 occu¡s. This corresponds to the period when air temperatures cross and remain above

OoC for the fust time and snow temperatures throughout the snow pack approach OoC.

Daily average albedo over the entirety of SIMMS'93 averages 0.71 with a maximum of

0.94 occurring on Day 130 and a minimum of 0.45 occurring on Day 169.

The shortwave albedo record for SIMMS'94 displays a similar seasonal evolution

to that of the previous year. 'Winter values do not exceed 0.9 as in 1993. Generally they

remain at around 0.85. The major drop in albedo occurs substantially earlier than in

SIMMS'93. Day 142 can be identified as the beginning of an almost continuous drop in

albedo ending at Day 159. This compares with SMMS'93 where the major drop in albedo

begins on Day 162. Early spring rainfall on Days 142 and 145 are clearly associated with

the early drop in albedo at the SIMMS'94 MYI site. These rainfall events drive snow

temperatures rapidly upward such that the entire snow pack rests at a temperatue of near

0'C by Day 147. A slight drop in air and snow temperature between Day 160 and 170 is

associated with a rebound in albedo, followed by a steady decrease to 0.4 after Day 170.

The average albedo for the SIMMS'94 program as a whole was 0.66 which is the lowest of

all the field seasons. The maximum albedo value of 0.86 occurred on Day 124, the

minimum albedo value of 0.39 occuned on Day 179.

The shortwave albedo record for the SMMS'95 MYI site follows the same trend as

that in the preceding two years, the main difference being that the fluctuations in the record

are comparatively smaller. The SIMMS'95 MYI albedo record begins significantly earlier

than in previous seasons. Albedo initially remains st¿ble around 0.75 before rising to a

maximum level of 0.85 on Day 123. This increase appears to be related to fresh

precipitation on Day 118 and Day 119 (a total of 4mm of fresh snow). Rapid decreases in

albedo begin on Day 150 when air temperatures approach zero for the first time. Beyond

Day 156, temperatures at all levels through the MYI snow pack were at near-zero levels.

This corresponds to the continuous drop in albedo (Figure lV.l2).
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4.3.3. Snow Geophysical Properties

4.3.3.1 . Snow Thtckness

Snow thickness was measured at the SIMMS MYI sites near the snow temperatu¡e

sensor ¿Irrays. Snow thickness was measured on a daily basis unlike the grid and pit

samples in which depth was recorded every three days. These data provide a useful

su¡rlmary of day to day snow thickness variations through the spring transitional period

(Figure fV.13)
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Figure IV.13 Snow thickness recorded at the snow temperature arrays for the MYI sites

of SIMMS'92, SIMMS'93, SIMMS'94 and SIMMS'95

Snow thickness at the SIMMS'92 MYI snow sensor array was the greatest of all

the seasons, averaging 80 cm. Thickness could not be monitored on a daily basis due to

the remoteness of the MYI site. Prolonged cold conditions allowed a thick snow cover to

remain at the end of the record on Day 156.
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SMMS'93 shows a large variation in snow thickness from winter to spring. Snow

thickness evolves from an average of 40 cm prior to Day 130. A rapid increase to a

maximum of 70 cm occurs over the next two days due to precipitation. Snow depth

stabilizes at 65 cm until Day 160 when a steady decline in snow thickness is evident,

reaching a minimum of 30 cm on Day 174. Snow thickness at the MYI snow sensoï ¿rrray

over the entire field season averaged 53 cm.

Snow thickness at the MYI site during SIMMS'94 follows a similar pattern to rhat

of SIMMS'93. The main difference is the premature onset of melt caused by rainfall on

between Days 140 and 150. This is manifest in an initial drop in snow thickness, followed

by a stable period with snow thicknesses of 35 cm. Advanced melt is apparent between

Days 162 and 172 when snow thickness drops to the seasonal minimum of 21 cm. Snow

thickness at the MYI snow sensor array averaged 44 cm over the duration of SIMMS'94.

The snow thickness recorded at the SIMMS'95 MYI snow sensor array displays a

similar seasonal evolution to that of SIMMS'93. A rapid increase in snow thickness from

45 cm to a maximum of 62 cm is evident between Days 119 and I22. This increase is

caused by fresh snowfall between these days. Snow thickness remains relatively stable at a

level of 55 cm until Day 156 at which point a steady decline to a minimum of 30 cm is

evident. Recorded snow thickness over the duration of SIMMS'95 averaged 5l cm.

4.3.3.2. Snow Density

Snow density was measured using a pit sampling methodology. Density,was measured at

regular intervals throughout the snow pack. Average snow density for all depths shows a

clear increase during the spring meltperiod (Figure IV.14).
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Figure IV.l4. Average snow density for the MYI sites of SIMMS'92, SIMMS'93 and

SIMMS'94 (SIMMS'95 data unavailabte)

In SIMMS'9Z, the limited number of sampling days makes it difficult to observe a

definiæ trend. It is evident however that the increase in snow temperatues from an average

of -10oC on Day 140 to an average of -6.5oC on Day 150 seems to conespond to the

increase in average snow density from 2.5kglm3 to 3.6 kg/m3.

The SIMMS'93 MYI site allowed extensive sampling of snow properties before

melt occurred. Figure IV.14 shows that density is relatively stable at between 320 and 350

kg/m3 between Days 115 and 160. Although snow temperatues are increasing during this

period, the bulk of the snow pack remains below OoC with the result that moistue-induced

density changes are not apparent. It is only between Days 160 and 165 that pronounced

density increases are measured throughout the snow pack. This corresponds to the period

when snow temperatures at all depths approach 0"C. It is at this time that aggregation of

wet snow grains occurs, forcing air out of the resulting conglomerations. This is evident

as an increase in snow density.

The early onset of melt during SIMMS'94 cut short the number of snow sampling

days at the MYI site. Nevertheless, the increase in average snow density during melt onset
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is evident between Days 140 and 146. This corresponds to the period when rainfall

occu¡red and snow temperatures rose from an average of -8oC to an average of OoC.

4.3.3.3. Snow Wetness

Snow Wetness was measured using a capacitance plate with results expressed as a

Vo of water by volume. Average snow wetness inc¡eases significantly with the onset of

melt conditions (Figure IV.15)
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Figure IV.15. Average snow wetness for the MYI sites of SIMMS'92, SIMMS'93 and

SIMMS'94

Full melt was not achieved at the end of SIMMS'92 MYI snow sampling on Day

155. This is evident from wetness measurements which show only stight deviation from

an average figure of 0.8Vo. This can be confirmed by inspecting snow temperatures

(Figure IV.3) which at the time of the last wefiress measurement, were still significantly

below 0oC.
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SIMMS'93 shows a greatü range of wetness values. Wetness remains relatively

stable at0.5Vo until Day 160 when a rapid increase is evident to a final level of 6Vo. This

increase is sudden and corresponds to the period when snow temperatures at all depths

exceed OoC for the fi¡st time.

The early transition to melt during SIMMS'94 did not allow many werness

measurements to be taken. However there is an apparent increase in snow wetness for the

SMMS'94 MYI site, despite wide fluctuations.

4.3.4. ERS-I Average Scattering Coefficient (o"¡

ERS-1 average scattering coefficients were extracted from 5x5 pixel windows over

the MYI sites (Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2.) A clear seasonal tend in the evolution of oo is

apparent (Figure fV.16). There are also wide variations in ERS-I oo evolution on an inter-

annual basis.

The SIMMS'92 ERS-I time series reflects the prolonged cold conditions which

charactenzed the field season. MYI oo remains stable at a level of -9.5 dB until Day 170.

The onset of melt as indicated by a fall in ERS-I oo is not evident until Day 188. The

average scattering coefficient for the enthe field season is -10.5 dB. Due to prolonged cold

conditions, the range in values is small, the maximum being -9.6 dB and the minimum

being -13.2 dB. In conüast to SMMS'92, the time series of ERS-1 average scattering

coefficients for the SIMMS'93 MYI siæ displays the full evolution from winær to advanced

melt conditions. Between Days 85 and 146 backscatær levels are stable at a level between

-9 and -10 dB. This stability is associated with scattering from the bubbles in ice

hummocks at a period when the dry snow cover is virtually úansparent to C-band

radiation.
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Figure IV.16. ERS-I scattering coefficients (o') of the MYI sites for SIMMS'9Z to

SIMMS'95

The first indication of melt onset occurs on Day 153 when MYI oo drops to a level

of -11.25 dB, over one dB lower than the MYI oo of the previous ovelpass On Day 146.

This drop in oo corresponds to a period when air and snow surface temperatures first

approach near-thaw levels (Figures IV.2 and IV.4). The major change in SIMMS'93 MYI

ERS-I oo occurs in the melt period between Day 153 and Day 166. A pronounced,

continuous fall in oo of 6 dB is apparent. By Day 166 the MYI oo has reached the seasonal

minimum of -17.3 dB.

This decline in oo is closely associated with temperature and moisture changes in

the snow which occur over the same period (Figures [V.4 and IV.15). The physical

mechanism causing the decrease in ERS-I oo is the absorption of microwave energy in wet

snorw, resulting is suppression of the previously strong backscatter levels from hummock
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ice. An increase in snow water volume of 5.5Vo @igure IV.15) occurs over the period of

the MYI oo decrease.

Between Days 166 and 176, another pronounced change in the ERS-1 oo of the

SIMMS'93 MYI site is apparent, associated with the arrival of the advanced melt period.

In this case it is a rapid increase of 7.5 dB caused by ponding of snow melt water on the ice

surface. By Day 176 MYI oo is at a level similar to that which it was at during the winter

period. Air and snow temperature measurements ceased shortly afær Day 176 when melt

water threatened site integrity. The decrease in ERS-1 oo after Day 176 is apparently due

to the drainage on melt ponds with scattering from the exposed ice surface becoming

dominant. The average scattering coefficient for the SIMMS'93 MYI site over the enti¡e

field program was -11.2 dB with a maximum of -9.1 dB and a minimum of -17.3 dB.

The ERS-1 oo time series for the SMMS'94 MYI site shows similar characteristics

to the SIMMS'93 time series. There are more minor fluctuations in the oo which may be

related to dielectric effects of brine in the snow pack, since there is evidence that saline sea

water intruded into the meltponds of the SIMMS'94 MYI siæ at some point in its existence.

Some of the minor winter period fluctuations appeil to be related to fresh snow fall. Such

fluctuations are evident as I to 2 dB increases in MYI backscattering on Day I21,135 and

142. Snow roughness variations might explain these fluctuations.

The first indication of melt onset occurs between Day 742 and Day 150 when a 5

dB decrease in MYI oo is evident. This corresponds to the first significant rise in air

temperatures to OoC and above. Between Days 142 and 150, snow temperatures at all

depths climb rapidly, reaching levels ne¿Lr zero by Day 146. The inirial decline in MYI oo

is followed by a rebound to -11 dB between Day 150 and Day 158. This does nor appear

to be associated with melt pond formation since the rebound is not that pronounced. There

appears to be an association between this small rebound and a period between Days 150

and 160 when air temperatures drop slightly below zero, causing partial refreezing of melt
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ponds (Figure IV.7). There is also a slight depression in nea¡-surface snow temperatues

during this period.

The increase in ERS-I oo associated with the arrival of advanced melt occurs in

eamest between Days 167 and 187 when a 5 dB increase from -14 dB to -9 dB is apparent.

While the snow temperature record ends on Day 165, it is apparent from the air temperatwe

record that temperatures climb steadily above zero after this period, indicating advanced

melt conditions. The average ERS-I average scattering coefficient of the MYI site for the

entire SIMMS'94 field season is -9.9 dB. The maximum is -8.2 dB and the minimum is

-14.0 dB.

The ERS-l oo for the SIMMS'95 MYI site displays a similar seasonal evolution to

that of SIMMS'93 and SIMMS'94. The primary difference is in the magnitude of the oo

rebound during advanced melt. In SIMMS'95, it is comparatively sma1l. ERS-1 oo for the

SIMMS'95 MYI site fluctuates around -10 dB until Day 148 when a steady oo decline is

evident during the early melt period, reaching -14 dB by Day 160. This corresponds to the

period when snow surface temperatures reach thawing levels and microwave energy is

absorbed in the damp snow. Between Day 160 and Day 200 there are a series of

fluctuations in the MYI oo. These appear to be related to formation, re-freezing and

drainage of meltponds. The initial rebound in the advanced melt period due to ponding is a

fraction of that observed in the previous two field seasons. The average scattering

coefficient for the SIMMS'95 MYI site was -11.5 dB, the lowest of the four SIMMS

seasons.

There appears to be a relationship between the magnitude of the MYI oo drop at

early melt and the snow thickness at that time period. This is a reflection of the physical

mechanism causing the oo change. Microwave penetration depth is strongly linked to the

liquid water volume in the snow pack. The thicker the snow pack, the greater the

attenuation of the microwave oo and the greater the magnitude of the oo change. Inter-

comparisons between MYI oo variations and snow thiclness can be made for the early melt
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period of SMMS'93,'94 and '95. (Early melt period evolution of the 1992}y'IYI oo did

not occur by the end on SIMMS'92). SIMMS'93 displays by far the mosr significant

change in MYI oo at the early melt phase: 7.5 dB (Figure IV.l6). The snow depth

recorded at the MYI sensor array was also the thickest of the th¡ee field seasons at the early

melt poinq 63 cm (Figure tV.13)

The changes in oo atearly melt for SMMS'94 and SIMMS'95 are very similar at

5.0 dB and 4.5 dB respectively. This similarity appears to be due to very similar snow

depths at the early melt period, 55 cm and 52 cm for SIMMS'94 and SIMMS'95

respectively. It appears that the l0 cm deeper snow depth in SIMMS'93 is related to the

2.3 to 3.0 dB greater change in oo du¡ing early melt compared with SIMMS'94 and '95.

4.4. Conclusions

In Chapter II, Section 2.9, the following question was posed as the first

investigation objective:

How do surface temperature, radiative, geophysícal varíables and ERS-I bacl<scatteríng

cofficíents of multi-year íce vary with time, both withín and between SIMMS field

programs?

In this chapter the seasonal and inter-annual variability of key SIMMS climate,

snow and remotely sensed variables was presented as a function of time for SIMMS'92,

'93 and '94 (SIMMS'95 where available). It has been demonstrated that there is a

characteristic spring period evolution of all the variables. Inter-annual differences in the

evolution of the measured variables were large in some cases, and reflected the influence of

regional weather patterns and their year to year variations.
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It was noted that the progression of the ERS-I oo of multi-year ice follows a

characteristic pattern over the four scattering seasons: winter, early melt, melt onset and

advanced melt. Variations in oo can be associated with physical changes in the snow cover

over multi-year ice, notably snow moistu¡e and snow density. AII these physical changes

a¡e caused by seasonal changes in air and sno\il temperature, consequently the association

between air and snow temperatue and ERS-I oo for MYI is close.

It has been demonstrated in this chapter that both shortwave and microwave

interactions with MYI are both affecæd by a number of geophysical state changes occurring

over MYI during the melt period. Clear physical reasons exists for a relationship between

MYI albedo and MYI oo. In the following chapters, the statistical significance of this

relationship will be assessed and models consftucted to predict MYI albedo from changes

in ERS-I oo during the early melt period.

Due to large inter-annual variations in geophysical and radiative properties of sea ice

demonsfrated in this chapter, it becomes apparent that energy balance variables such as sea

ice albedo cannot be prescribed as a simple function of temperature, latitude and ice type.

A remote monitoring technique is required which estimates albedo based on the unique

properties of sea ice in a given year. It is proposed that the estimation of albedo from

changes in the ERS-I oo represents such a technique.
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CHAPTER v. Reløtionships Between the Evolution of albedo,

ERS-I o", Radíative Fluxes and Snow Temperature over Multi-
Year and First-Year Sea lce

5.1. Introduction

The following were posed as research questions in Chapter l:

What ís the significance of srnw temperature ín explaíníng the evolution of multi-year íce

albedo?

Wh.at are the contributíons of snow temperature and radiative fluxes to the explained

variation in the ERS-I oo of multi-year ice.?

Do statístically signfficant dffirences exist between the radíative properties of multt-year

ice andfirst-year ice?

These three investigation objectives are the primary focus of this chapter.

Multivariate søtistical analysis is used to assess how snow temperatures influence albedo

over multi-year ice. Multivariate methods are also used to investigate the influence of snow

temperatues and radiative fluxes on MYI oo. The radiative properties of first-year ice and
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multi-year ice are then compared and it is determined whether albedo predicted from MyI
oo is also representative of albedo over first-year ice.

5.2. Analysis Design and Methods

5.2.1. Significance of Snow Temperature in Explaining the Evolution of

MYI Albedo

Multivariate statistical analysis was used to assess the role played by snow

temperatures at three profile depths in the evolution of the shortwave albedo of multi-year

ice during the melt season. Daily averages of snow temperatures at thtee relative snow

depth levels were tested against daily average albedo measurements using stepwise

regression techniques (Table V.1). Relative snow depth was used in order to standardize

for seasonal variations in snow thickness. Data extend from the beginning of each field

proglam to the onset of melt pond formation.

Table V.l Variables and time frames used in multivariate analysis of snow temperature

and albedo for multi-year ice

Cafegory Tlnæ Fnans Variables

SrcwTarperd:re(t) DaþAverage SIMÌ\iß'9 Tasnows¡f.

DaþAverageSIMI\,ß'93 Tæffio@t
ÞilyAvenage SIMIVß'94 TæsrowlceinF eæe
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Models were computed for SIMMS'9Z, '93, and '94. SIMMS'95 snow

temperature daø for the MYI site were not available at the time of writing. Stepwise

regression was used to the combination of snow temperatures that best explained the

variation in albedo. Stepwise regression computes a series of regression equations, adding

or deleting independent variables at each step (Neter and Wasserman, 1974). The F

statistic of the independent variables is the criteria for their entry or exclusion. The

independent variable with the largest F value is the fust to be added to the model providing

that this F value exceeds a predetermined level (F to include). Subsequent independent

variables are added to the model providing that their F values exceed the predetermined

level when calculated in combination with the fust independent variable (i.e. both va¡iables

explain a significant variation in albedo). As more variables are added to the model,

variables already in the model may be dropped if they are no longer significant in

combination with variables added later. The model terminates when no more independent

variables are either added or deleted.

The conribution of remaining independent variables to variation in the dependent

variable is expressed by the standardized regression coefficients or beta cofficíents (p.).

þ.' coefficients facilitate comparisons between regression coefficients by showing the

effect of the given independent variable in the context of the other independent variables.

Standardized regression coefficients are defined as follows (Neær and Wasserman,IgT4).

(v.1)
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5.2.2. Relative contributions of snow Temperatures and Radiative

Fluxes to the Evolution of Multi-Year Ice oo

Stepwise regression techniques were also used to examine the influence of

temperature and radiation variables on the ERS-I oo of multi-year ice (Table V.2). Three

time frames were used in this analysis; daity aveÍage, solar noon and ERS-1 overpass

coincident. Two hour averages of radiation and temperature data cenfred on 13:30 local

time were used for the solar noon time frame. Two hour averages cented on 13:30 hrs

also coincided with descending ERS-1 passes. Two hour averages of data cenüed on

22:30 hrs were used for comparison with ascending ERS-I passes. Dat¿ from SMMS'93

and SMMS'94 were used in the analysis. SIMMS'92 datahad too few coincident surface

and ERS-l observations to be used effectively. SIMMS'95 data were not complete at the

time of witing.

Table V.2 Variables and time frames used in multivariate analysis of ERS-1 oo

temperatue and radiation over multi-year ice.

Cafegqry Variables Tlnn Franre Year

Tqreerene hþAverage

SohNoon

ERS-1qñritsÍ

DaþAverage

SohNoon

ERS-I oofurcitaú

Stepwise regression tests were performed atthegíVo

presented for those variables which were identified by

contributing significantly to the observed variation in the

confidence level. Results are

the stepwise procedure as

ERS-I oo of multi-year ice.

Rdiaion

T æsrowsnfu

Ttffio@t
Tæsnowlæirlcrfu

Neshcrtrpa¿e

Nehngware

Neallwa¿e

SIMN/ß'q3

SIMI\rß'94

SIMIVß'93

SIMN4S'94
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Standardized regression coefficients were used to show the effect of the given independent

variable in the context of the other independent va¡iables in the model.

5.2.3. Comparison Between Shortwave, Longwave and AII-wave

Radiative Fluxes over Multi-Year Ice and First-Year Ice

The use of ERS-I oo as a proxy for energy balance over sea ice is based on the

assumption that radiative exchange over multi-year ice is statistically similar to that over

first-year ice types. In order to test this assumption, the seasonal evolution of daily

averages of net longwave radiation (L*), net all-wave radiation (Q*) and shorrwave albedo

(a) were compared between the SMMS'92,'93 and '94 FYI and MYI sites (Table V.3).

Albedo data were also available for SIMMS'95.

Data from FYI and MYI sites were graphed against Julian Day to illusnate ice type

influences on evolution. Data which showed a linear evolution with time were subjected to

general linear tests to investigate whether the evolution of FYI and MYI radiative fluxes

was statistically distinguishable (Table V.3), providing that the assumptions governing the

use of linear models were not violated. This procedure involved fust fitting a full model

which provides separate regressions for FYI and MYI fluxes vs Julian Day. The error srurl

of squares SSE (F) was obtained for this model by summing the SSE for the FYI and MYI

regressions. A reduced model which uses one regression for both FYI and MYI data vs

Julian Day was then fitted and the error sum of squares .S.tE lR) obtained. The F statistic

which expresses the difference between SSE(R) and S.SE(F) was then calculated. The

greater the difference, the more the data suggest a conÍast in FYI and MYI radiative flux

evolution. (Neter and Wasserrnan, I974). General linear tests were performed at a 95Vo

confidence level. The general linear test statistic is calculated as foltows (V.2)

ssE(R)-ssE(F) . ssE(F)
- (nlFn24)(n1+n2-2)-(ry+n2-4)

94
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where n1 and n2are the degrees of freedom associated with FYI and MYI fluxes

respectively.

Application of the general linea¡ test is formally stated following Neter and Vy'asserman

(te74):

If F < (1 - a: 2,n1 + n2 - 4), conclude Ho, that linear regression functions are the same

If F > (1 - cr: 2,n1 + nz - 4) conclude Ha, that linea¡ regression functions are not the same

where a is significance level (in this case 95Vo)

2 indicates the number of independent variables.

n1 and n2 indicate FYI and MYI sample size (4) degrees of freedom

Table V.3 Data used in general linear test comparison of radiative flux evolution between

MYI and FYI

Variable Year

hlyAveragel*FYl SIMIVS'q3

DaþAveragel*lvM SIMN/ß'q3

DalyAverageqFYl SIMIvß'92

hþAverageqþIYl SIMI\,ß'92

hþAveragegFYl SIMN4S'92

hþAveragealvlYl SIMN/ß'92

5.2.4 Comparison of the Seasonal Evolution of Albedo Between Multi-

Year Ice and First-year fce

The use of ERS-1 oo for multi-year ice as an proxy for estimating sea ice albedo is

based on the assumption that radiative exchange over multi-year ice is statistically similar to
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that over first-year ice types. A number of statistical techniques were used in order to

assess the degree to which the seasonal evolution of shortwave albedo differs between FYI

and MYI.

Albedo data from FYI and MYI sites were graphed against Julian Day to illustrate

any ice type effects on evolution. Due to the curvilinear shape of the evolution, and

regression residual distribution, general linear tests could not be used to test for differences

in the slopes of albedo vs Julian Day except for SIMMS'92. In order to place parameters

on the overall levels of albedo, analysis of variance of albedo means was performed to

assess the magnitude and significance of the difference in mean albedo between FYI and

MYI within and across SIMMS'92,'93,'94 and '95.

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Significance of Snow Temperature in Explaining the Evolution of

MYI Albedo

Results are presented in response to the following investigation objective:

What ís the sígníficance of snow temperature in explaining the evolution of multi-year íce

albedo?

Snow temperature at the snoøice interface explained the greatest proportion of the

variation in albedo for both SMMS'92 and SIMMS'94 (Table V.4). In SIMMS'94 this

t€mperature level explained variation in albedo in combination with temperature at the snow

surface.
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Table V.4 Results of stepwise regression of daily averages of snow temperatues against

daily average albedo. (F level to enter 4.0, F level to remove 4.0)

Year Significant

Variable

p ' Coefficient F to Rermve

SIMIr''IS'92

SIMÌ\,S'93

SIMN4S'94

Tsnowdbe

Tknwæ507o@r

Tsnowæb

Tsnowæsr:rh

-.557

-.878

-1.096

.2%

5.44

140,.67t

m.9ß
14.653

Snow temperature at the snow/ice interface had a þ'of -.557 and -1.096 for

SIMMS'92 and SIMMS'94 respectively indicating that an increase in near ice snow

temperatue of 1.0 is associated with a corresponding decrease in albedo of .557 during

SIMMS'92 and -1.096 during SIMMS'94 (expressed in standard deviation units). The

SIMMS'93 model resulted in snow temperature at the 507o depth level explaining the most

significant proportion of variation in albedo. A B' of -878 is apparent for this temperature

level indicating that an increase in snow temperatue of 1.0 is associated with a decrease in

albedo of .878 (expressed in st¿ndard deviation units)

These results show that as temperature increases, albedo decreases with the rate of

decrease being dependent on the seasonal evolution of snow temperatures for each year.

Except for snow temperatures near the ice surface, no single snow temperature level

influences albedo to a greater extent than the others. All three temperature levels are

significant in explaining albedo variation depending on the year. This suggests that albedo

is closely related to temperature-induced physical changes throughout the snow pack,

particularly water content, grain size and density. Basal layer snow temperatures were

significant in two out of the three cases, indicating that they integrate the diurnal and

seasonal dynamics from the overlying snow volume.
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5.3.2. Relative Contributions of snow Temperatures and Radiative

Fluxes to the Evolution of Multi-Year fce oo

Results are presented in response to the following research objective:

Whnt are the contributior* of snow temperature andradiøtive fluxes to the explained

variation in the ERS-I oo of multi-year tce.?

Temperature and radiation variables were modelled against ERS-l d for MYI over

three time periods: daily average, solar noon and ERS-l coincident for SIMMS'93 and

SIMMS'94 (Table V.5).

Table V.5 Results of stepwise regression of temperature and radiation against ERS-1 oo

for multi-year ice. (F level for inclusion 4.0, F level for deletion 4.0)

tr¡bdel Year firrp Frarrre
Significant
Variable

p' F ûo Rennve

Torperarevsd Sn¡nÆ'93 DalyAver4ge Tsnowæb -.%
SolaNæn Tsnowæice -.%5

ERs-looirrilqú Tsnowæice -.%2

Radiabnvscf DaþAver4ge q -.8Ð

SolaNmn K'lr -.7n

ERS-I coinciJat q -.6n
Torpa'a:revsd SIMIVß'94 hlyAverage Tsnowæbe -.979

Sol¡rNæn Tsrnwdbe -.974

ERS-loftriteft Tsrpwdbe -.856

Radiairnvsd kþAverage K* -.432

q -.6m

q -.832SdaNæn

59.2v

58.169

5s.089

?Á.ffi
tzM
5.W

n.tu
25.%9

21.u5

5.530

r0.6s0

t7.997

ERS-loiritsf Ø -.7l2 11.836
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Within the temperature category, it was consistently found that temperature in the

basal layer near the snow/ice interface was significant in explaining the variability in oo.

This indicates that basal layer snow t€mperatures best integrate the linkages between snow

physical properties and microwave scatûering, specifically the effects that liquid water have

on microwave penetration depth.

Within the radiation category, K* and Q* were each found to be significant in

explaining the variation in MYI oo depending on the model and time frame used. Data

from SIMMS'93 show that K* accounts for the greatest proportion of the variation in oo

for the solar noon time frame. Fo¡ the daily average and ERS-1 coincident time frames, e*
explains the greatest component of variation in ERS-1 oo. Within the daily average time

ftame, Q* had a p' coefftcient of -.890 indicating that an increase in daily average Q* of

1.0 corresponds to a decrease in ERS-1 oo of .890 (expressed in standard deviation units).

Q* also explained the greatest component of ERS-I oo variation using the overpass

coincident time frame. Q* had a B' coefficient of -.622. V/ithin the solar noon time

frame, net shortwave radiation (K*) had a p'value of -.780 indicating that an increase in

K* of 1.0 corresponds to a decrease in MYI oo of .780 (in standard deviation units).

The significance of K* over the solar noon time frame indicates the role that

localized maxima of net shortwave radiation play in affecting snow geophysical propertiei

prior to the onset of melt. Noon focused maxima of K* in the winter period cause

temporary changes in snow moisture, grain size and density, all factors which control oo

from MYI.

Outside of the noon time frame for SIMMS'93, Q* explains the greatest proportion

of va¡iability in oo. This shows that all-wave radiation contributes to the variability in oo

and that the dominance of K* is confined to the solar noon period. The significance of e*
during the overpass time frame may be explained by the fact that a large proportion of the

ERS-l overpasses are in the late evening (22:30 hours) at a time of reduced insolation.

While K* accounts for variability in MYI oo in descending pass imagery (local ove{pass
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time 13:30 hours), it is relegated to a secondary role in explaining variation in ERS-1 oo

during ascending passes. The relative significance of K* vs Q* in explaining variation in

ERS-I oo may be related to the relative frequency of ascending passes vs descending

passes in each SIMMS year.

The relationship between radiative fluxes and ERS-I oo for multi-year ice was also

examined for SIMMS'94. For the daily average time frame, K*, in combination with Q*

explained the greatest component of variation in ERS-I oo. K* had a B' coefficient of

-.432, while Q* had a þ'of -.600. Within the solar noon time and ERS-1 overpass

coincident time frames, net all-wave radiation (Q*) explained the greatest proportion of

variationinoo. Q* hadaB'coefficientof -.832and -.772for thesolarnoonandERs-1

coincident time frames respectively. This contrasts with SIMMS'93 where K* was

dominant in explaining noon variability in oo. This difference could be related to the

dominance of mild cloudy conditions throughout the greater part of SIMMS'94. K* would

consequently be less of a driving force for changing oo than in SIMMS'93 where relatively

clear conditions characterizeÀ much of the spring transition period.

5.3.3. Comparison Between the Shortwave, Longwave and Alt-wave

Radiative Fluxes over Multi-Year fce and First-Year Ice

Results are presented in response to the following investigation objective:

Do statístically signíficant dffirences extst between the radíatíve propertíes of multi-year

ice andfirst-year íce?

General linear tests were performed on SIMMS'93 net longwave radiation (L*) and

SIMMS'92 net all-wave radiation (Q*) to test for similarities or differences in their
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evolution between fhst-yeil and multi-year ice. These data were used due to the linear

natue of their evolution with time. Results of the general linear test for SMMS'93 net

longwave radiation (L*) are presented in Table V.6.
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Table V.6 Results of general linear test of FYI and MYI L* vs Julian Day for SIMMS'93

ssE(F) ssE(R) F F crit

40027.1 400M.1 0.019 3.15

The evolution of net longwave radiation during SIMMS'93 varied little between first and

multi-year ice types. (Figure V.l). This is supported by the results of general linear tests

applied to the FYI and MYI L* data (Table V.6). The F value falls below the critical value

indicating that the regression slopes for FYI and MYI L* are not statistically distinguishable

at a 95Vo confidence level. The primary atmospheric property affecting L* is low level

cloud cover, which has the effect of reducing the Lî flux from the ice surface and

increasing L*. This phenomenon occurs to the same degree over FYI and MYI, explaining

the non-significant difference in the evolution of L* between the ¡wo ice types.
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Figure V.3 Regression slopes for daily average Q* vs Julian Day atthe SIMMS'}}FYI
and MYI sites
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Table V.7 Results of general linear test on FYI and MYt q* vs Julian Day for SIMMS'92

ssE(F) ssE(R) F F crit

53r.25 644.9 2.36 3.49

All wave net radiation (Q*) shows little variation between FYI and MYI during

SIMMS'92 (Figure V.3). The regression slopes show a decrease in Q* with time, a trend

opposiæ from a typical Q* record. The data record stops short of the evolution to radiative

conditions typical of the spring melt period, and the decrease in net radiation is probably

associated with the changing synoptic conditions which affect Q* (cloud cover or fresh

snowfall for example). The similar evolution of FYI and MYI Q* during SMMS'92 is

confirmed in the results of the general linear test (Table V.7). The F value falls below the

critical level indicating that the regression slopes of FYI and MYI Q* vs Julian Day are not

statistically distinguishable.
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The evolution of Q* during SIMMS'93 shows a clear seasonal increase for both

FYI and MYI as the melt season progresses (Figure V.5). MYI Q* is generally higher than

FYI Q*, but increases less rapidly than FYI Q* after Day 165. General linear tests were not

used to test for slope differences, because the shape of the disnibutions and regression

residuals violated the assumptions governing use of linea¡ models
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The SIMMS'94 qx record shows a clear seasonal increase for both FYI and MYI

(Figure V.6). The main difference between the two ice types occurs after Day 150 when

FYI q* increases more rapidly than MYI q*. Due to the shape of the disfributions and

their residuals, general linear tests were not used to investigate slope differences.

5.3.4 Comparison of the Seasonal Evolution of Albedo Between Mutti-

Year Ice and First-Year Ice

Results of comparisons between FYI and MYI albedo vs Julian Day are presented

fOr SIMMS'92 tO SIMMS'95:
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Figure V.7 Regression slopes for daily average shortwave albedo vs Julian Day at the

SIMMS'92 FYI and MYI sites
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Table V.8 Results of general linear test on FYI and MYI albedo vs Julian Day for
SIMMS'92

SSE(F) SSE(R) F Føit

0.0t47 0.036 t6.64 3.49

FYI and MYI albedo show differences in both magnitude and evolution during

SIMMS'92 (Figure V.7) even though data do not extend to the onset of melt. FYI albedo

is consistently higher than MYI albedo until Day 154 when it drops rapidly. MYI albedo

remains relatively stable at 0.8 until Day 155 when it begins to decline. This conûasting

evolution is reflected in general linear test results (Table V.8). The F value is greater than

the critical level and it is concluded the regression functions for FYI and MYI albedo vs

Julian Day are not the same
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Figure V.9 Daily average shortwave albedo vs Julian Day ar the SIMMS'93 FYI and

MYI siæs

During SIMMS'93 FYI and MYI albedo show a strong evolution from winter to

advanced melt (Figure V.9). It can be seen that, over the majority of the record, FYI

albedo is on avera ge SVo to I07o greater than that over MYI. The rapid decrease in FYI

albedo during the melt period is clearly apparent, in comparison to the slower decrease in

MYI albedo. This can be related to different snow thickness at the two sites. Shallower

snow cover on the FYI site results in a sEonger response to warming whereas the thick

snow cover at the MYI site appears to result in a slower albedo decrease. During the

advanced melt period, it can be seen ttrat MYI albedo remains at a level consistently higher

than FYI albedo. Due to the shape of the disnibution and residuals, general linear tests

were not appropriate to investigate slope differences.
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Figure V.10 Daily average shortwave albedo vs Julian Day at the SIMMS'94 FYI and

MYI siæs

SIMMS'94 FYI and MYI albedo evolution (Figure V.10) is exfremely similar until

Day 150, at which point FYI albedo levels out to an average value of 0.6 while MYI albedo

continues to decrease to a minimum of 0.4. The divergence of the two records during the

ponding phase after Day 160 is probably due to the fact that the MYI in this year was

actually a conglomerate rather than a truly MYI form. This meant that the albedo was the

same throughout the normal winter period yet resulted in a different albedo once the snow

pack ablated because of difference in topography. Due to the shape of the albedo

distibutions and the patterns of residuals, general linear tests were not suitable for

investigating differences in slope.
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Figure V.11 Daily average shortwave albedo vs Julian Day ar the SIMMS'95 FYI and

MYI siæs

The evolution of FYI and MYI albedo for SIMMS'95 (Figure V.l1) is exrremely

similar throughout the entire record. The relatively smooth topography and conglomerated

sFucture of the SIMMS'95 MYI site may explain its similar albedo evolution with the FYI

site, since it would be associated with a similar distribution of snow at the nvo sites. MYI

albedo is slightly higher during the advanced melt period, probably due to the influence of

exposed ice hummocks countering the low albedo of the melt ponds. Due to the curvilinear

relationship between albedo and Julian Day, linear æsts for slope differences were not used

to investigate differences between FYI and MYI alb€do evolution.

Statistically significant differences in the evolution of shortwave albedo between

FYI and MYI exist for all years except SIMMS'95. Smooth topography and a similar

snow distribution between FYI and MYI sites for SIMMS'95 is the likely cause of this

anomaly. Overall however, these results indicate that FYI albedo needs to be charactenzed

separately since its albedo evolves in a statistically distinguishable way from that of MyI.
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In order to derive an offset for FYI albedo in the final mapping process, mean FYI and

MYI albedo were compared using an analysis of variance approach (Table v.9).

Table V.9 Results of analysis of va¡iance for FYI and MyI albedo

Yeår lce'llpe Meân
Albedo

I!ßan
Difference

p value

SIMÌvlS'g2 FYI

T{YI

SIMN,S'q3 FYI

NIn
SIMI\,ß'g4 FYI

IVIYI

SIMÌvS'95 Fn
lvIYI

0.854

0.806

0.773

0.714

0.716

0.ffi
0.7û

0.7fi

0.048

0.059

0.m3

.ær8

.w75

.0/'28

.8769

0.ofg

The albedo of multi-year ice is consistently lower than that of fust-year ice. This

difference ranges from 0.003 for SIMMS'95 to 0.059 for SIMMS'93. General melt

conditions and ice morphology appear to explain the variation in the FY/MYI albedo

contrast. A statistically significant difference between FYI and MYI albedo means exists at

the 95vo confidence level for all SIMMS years except SIMMS'95 (p-value .8769).

Albedo differences are primarily due to the contrasting hummock/melt pond

morphology between the two ice types in the winter season. Exposed MYI hummocks

have a lower albedo if they are not snow covered. FYI has complete snow cover and a

higher albedo. Once into the seasonal transition, the differences in albedo are likely related

to topographic contrasts between the two ice types. FYI albedo drops more rapidly

because all the surface is changing not just the snow covered melt ponds as in the MyI

case.

Although it has been demonstrated that in three out of four years of data, FYI

albedo evolves differently than MYI albedo, it is difficult to represent this in classified
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ERS-l imagery. Snong statistical relationships exist befween MYI oo and MYI albedo as

will be seen in Chapter 6. FYI oo in contrast is to dynamic to associate with albedo

changes in multi-temporal ERS-1 data. To circumvent this problem FYI albedo is

calculated as a linear offset relative to predicted MYI albedo. In order to make the offset

representative of as many FYI-MYI contrasts as possible, an analysis of variance was run

using FYI and MYI albedo data from all projects pooled together (Table V.10).

Table V.10 Results of analysis of variance on FYI and MYI albedo using data pooled

from SIMMS'92 through SIMMS'95

Ice Tlpe I\,þân p value
Differcnce

I\4ean
Albedo

FYI

lvIYI

0.7s7

0.721 0.437 .m38

The mean difference between FYI and MYI albedo over all the SIMMS data sets is

0.037. Since this figure results from differences between a variety of FYI and MYI types,

it is considered appropriate to be used as an albedo offset for FYI in the final thematic

albedo images. It can be seen that this figure is statistically significant at a 957o level

(p value .0038), indicating that FYI and MYI albedo across atl SIMMS data is statistically

distinguishable be¡veen the t'wo ice types.

The primary assumption made here is that interannual variation in average FYI and

MYI albedo is equivalent to spatial variations due to different FYI and MYI forms. Since

only two representative FYI and MYI sites were monitored by radiation instrumentation in

any individual SMMS project, combining several years of data is the only 'way to get a

representation of albedo contasts due to ice type variations. Results from Table V.10 are

used in thematic albedo maps to assign FYI albedo and offset of. 4Vo relative to that for

MYI.
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5.4. Conclusions

In Chapter l, the following questions were posed as specific investigation objectives :

Whnt ís the signíficance of srnw temperatùtre ín explaíning the evolution of multi-year íce

olbedo?

Whnt are the contríbutíons of snow tentperatLtre and radiative flu.xes to the explained

variance of the ERS-1 oo ofmultí-year tce?

Do statisttcally stgnificant dffirences exist between the radiative properties of multi-year

ice andfirst -year ice?

Multivariate statistical analysis techniques were used to investigate the first two

research objectives. In the first instance temperatures at three levels through MYI snow

cover were modelled against daily averages of shortwave albedo over multi-year ice using

stepwise regression techniques. Results varied between each year. During SIMMS'92 and

SIMMS'94, snow temperature at the ice interface explained the greatest proportion of

variation in albedo. In SIMMS'93, snow temperature at 507o depth was the significant

variable.

Sæpwise regression æchniques were also used to examine the covariance of ERS-l

MYI oo with snow temperatue; and net shortwave, longwave and all-wave net radiation

fluxes. These variables were analyzed against ERS-t oo over three time periods; daily

average, solar noon, and ERS-1 overpass coincident. Within the temperatue category,

temperature at the snoVice interface was found to explain the greatest proportion of

variability in MYI oo for both SMMS'93 and SIMMS'94. Within the radiation caregory,
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net shortwave radiation (K*) and net all-wave radiation Q* were found to explain the

greatest proportion of ERS-1 MYI oo variation.

Va¡iations in the evolution of the radiative fluxes between first-year and multi-year

ice were examined using general linear tests. Q* and shortwave albedo evolved in a

statistically distinguishable way between FYI and MYI depending on year. L* was

influenced primarily by atnospheric conditions and its evolution did not vary significantly

between FYI and MYI. It was concluded that first-year ice albedo is on average0.037

greater than that of multi-year ice. This is an important factor in the mapping of albedo

from MYI oo changes, since FYI witl be segmented out and assigned and albedo 4Vo

greater than that of pure multi-year ice.
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CHAPTER vI. Modelling Daily Average shortwave Albedo

from the ERS-I oo of Muhi-Year Ice

6.1. Introduction

The following question was posed in Chapter II, Section 2.9 as the fifth

investigation obj ective :

Is there a statísttcally sígnfficønt relatíonship between the ERS-I (Nerage scattertng

coffictent and the shortwave albedo of multí-year ice?

In the previous chapter, a number of important findings were made. The first is

that the net shortwave radiation flux (K*) and net all-wave flux (Q*) both explain

statistically significant portions of the variation in MYI oo over the melt period. Snow

temperatue near the snodice interface also explained a statistically significant porrion of

oo variation. It was also noted that statisticatly significant differences exist between Q* and

albedo between FYI and Nm. Sbtistically significant differences were also found between

FYI and MYI albedo over most SIMMS years. It was determined that FYI albedo \ilas on

average 4Vo greater than MYI albedo over the melt period based on data from SIMMS'92

through SIMMS'95.

These results firstly demonstrate that important relationships exist between

shortwave and microwave interactions with multi-year sea ice. Secondly, they demonstrate
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that shortwave radiation exchange over multi-year ice is significantly different from that

over fust-year ice. From the standpoint of albedo mapping, this means that albedo mapped

from time series changes in MYI oo will need to be offset by +4Vo over a.reas of FyI.

In this chapter, søtistical relationships are sought between MYI oo and MyI
albedo, the purpose being to develop a model whereby time series changes in MYI oo can

be used to classify SAR imagery into thematic maps of albedo.

6.2. Analysis Design and Methods

Regression analysis was used to assess the relationship between MYI oo and

albedo over two time periods using both oo and change in oo (Âo") as independent

variables. The analysis design is described in more detail in the following section.

6.2.1. Statistical Relationships Between Shortwaye Albedo and ERS-I

oo for Multi-Year Ice

It has been demonstrated that both shortwave and microwave interactions with sea

ice are affected by similar geophysical processes. Statistical relationships between

shortwave and microwave interactions were explored using regression analysis between

MYI oo and albedo. Two time periods were used (Figure VI.l). The flrst was the full

season model where relationships between MYI oo and albedo were examined from winter

through to the onset of advanced melt The second time period was the melt season model

which relaæd MYI oo to albedo from the early melt to the beginning of advanced melt.
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Figure VI.l Time frames of the full season and melt period models relating ooand Âoo to

daily average albedo. These time frames are displayed in the context of the
phenomenological evolution of MYI oo and albedo over the four spring scattering seasons

Due to the limited number of paired data points (MYI oo with coincident albedo

measurement) for each individual SIMMS year, ERS-l and MYI albedo data from

SIMMS'92 to SIMMS'95 are pooled together, not only to increase sample size, but also

make the model representative of inter-annual variations in MYI types. Both MYI oo and

change in MYI oo (Âoo) relative to a winter mean were used as independent vadables.

In tot¿l four regression models ,were constructed using data pooled from all SIMMS

seasons. In each of these four models, four sub-models were generated each representing

the o"/albedo relationship for each individual SIMMS year (Table VI.1). Season refers to

the time span of the model as represented in Figure VI.1. Column #5 refers to the number

of paired data points (days with both ERS-l and surface albedo daø) from all the SMMS

years combined. This column is followed by the sample size from each SIMMS spring

field season individually.
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Table VI.l. Variables, time frames and data points associated with the four regression
models of MYI scattering coefFrcient vs daily average albedo

(AIlYeæ) 1992 rw3 lw rÐs

1 vmæ
2 Ntnd
3 vm¡c

Albdo Fil
@ilyAve) Seascn
Albdo h/tfr
@ilyAve) Perbd
Albdo Full
@ilyAve) Seasar

T
l6

30

3

0

3

0

9

6

9

6

8

5

8

5

10

5

10

5Albdo I\eft 16

Information relating to the ERS-I imagery used for the extraction of MyI oo

st¿tistics is presented in Appendix C. In Models #3 and #4, Lo" was calculated relative to

a winter value (Table VI.2). This winter value was the mean of all ERS-1 MYI oo values

from the start of SIMMS surface albedo measurement to the fïrst drop in ERS-I M}f oo in

excess of 1 dB (indicating onser of melt).

Table VI.2 Calculated mean winter oo values for MYI from ERS- I d,ata acquired prior to
the onset of melt

Yeâr ll4ean Winter # of ERS-I sænes rsed foF
ms-l MYI d calculafion of l!ftan MYI d

SIMI\,ß'92

SIMIVS'93

SIMI\4S'94

SIMIVß'95

-9.05d8

-9.825d8

-9.24:75ß

-10.40sd8

3

4

4

6

ERS-I MYI oo values from melt onset onwards were subnacþd from the calculated

winter mean for their respective year. The result is a series of Áoo values which become

more negative the more temporally removed they are from the winter mean. The Áoo
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values were modelled against albedo over both full season and melt period to draw

comparisons with Models #I and#2.

Statistical tests were performed to make inferences about the slopes of the o./albedo

relationship for individual SIMMS years and for all years combined. The null hypothesis

states that the slope is not significantly different from zero versus the alternate hypothesis

that the slope is significantly different from zero. Tests were performed at a confidence

level of 95Vo. These hypotheses are formally staæd as follows:

Ho: .B1 =0

Ha: BI +0

Two tailed t-tests were used to assess the significance of the slopes. Tests were

carried out on individual SIMMS years and on all years combined. When the calculated t

value for a given slope fell in the rejection region (i.e., exceeded critical t) Ho was rejected

and it was concluded that the slope was statistically different from zero.

Graphical analysis of residuals was used to ensure that the linear models were

appropriate for the data. Residuals are the differences between the observed values and the

fitted values (Neter and lùy'asserman, 1974). In regression models, residuals are assumed

to be independent, normal with a mean of 0 and a constant standard deviation. Visual

analysis of residual plots is an effective way to ensure that these assumptions are not

violated.
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6.2.2. Predicting Daily Average shortwave Atbedo from ERS-I oo :

A Model for Image Classification

The four models outlined previously were all assessed on the basis of their

statistical and physical significance. Selection of a working model for image classification

was based on the coefficient of determination (R2), seasonal clustering and degree of data

scaffer for each model. Attempts were made to examine inter-annual variations in the

o"/albedo relationship using heterogeneity of slopes tests, but the sparse number of dat¿

points for individual years made meaningful comparisons impossible.

In the mapping of albedo from oo, a method is required whereby the dB values of

the image can be divided into classes of albedo. The statistical relationship observed

between ERS-I oo and albedo is used as a mapping function. The approach used here is to

utilize 90Vo confidence limits around the predicted albedo values as thresholds in image

classification. These prediction intervals express how dependable the value of y predicæd

by the regression equation really is.

For a given value of x, the prediction interval for an individual y is expressed as

follows:

y'-E<y<y'+E

(u.r)

x0 represents given value of x
tu/2is 1.746 and has n -2 degrees of freedom

S is the standard error of the estimate
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These equations were written in a spreadsheet and confidence intervals were

generated for predicted albedo values. The generated confidence intervals were used as

thresholds for image classification. For each 0.1 dB change in the independent variable the

corresponding albedo was calculated with 90Vo upper and lower confidence limits. Classes

were formed whenever the upper limit of the upper confidence interval fell below the lower

limit of the lower confidence interval from the previous class. The mean albedo level for

each albedo class was calculated and entered into a table with the upper limit of the upper

confidence interval and the lower limit of the lower confidence interval. The range of dB

change associated with each class was recorded and used as the basis for image

classification.

6.3. Results and Discussion

6.3.1. Statistical Relationships Between Shortwave Albedo and ERS-I

oo for Multi-Year Ice

In Section 6.2.1 four statistical models were outlined. Models #1 and #2relate

ERS-I oo to daily averages of multi-year ice albedo over the full season and the early

phases of the melt period respectively (see Figure VI.1). Models #3 and #4 relate change

in ERS-I oo (Âoo) to daily averages of multi-year ice atbedo over the full season and early

melt period respectively. In the following sections, the statistical results from these models

are presented and discussed.
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6.3.1 .I . Model I : ERS-I MYI oo vs Daily Average Albedo: Full Season

The first model used the ERS-1 oo of MYI as the independent va¡iable and MyI

daily average albedo as the dependent variable. Data covering the winter, early melt and

melt onset scattering periods are used Figure VI.1). The regression plot of ERS-1 MYI oo

vs daily average albedo data for the full seasons of SMMS'92 through '95 (Figure W.Z)

shows a positive relationship befween MYI ERS-I oo and daily average albedo. There is

also a considerable degree of scatter in the dat¿ which results in a relatively low R2 value of

0.608.
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Figure VI.2 Regression plot for Model #1 (ERS-I oo vs daily average albedo for multi-
year ice from winter to the onset of advanced melt) Data are pooled from SMMS'92
through SIMMS'95
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Figure VI.3 Residual plot for Model #1 (ERS-1 oo vs daily average albedo for multi-
year ice from winter to the onset of advanced melt)

The statistical significance of the regression slope was tested using paired t tests as

described in Section 6.2.1 (Table VI.3).

Table VI.3 Results of t tests of slope significance fo¡ Model #1 (ERS-1 oo vs daily
average albedo for multi-year ice from winter to the onset of advanced melt)

Year Data Poinb df T value T crit p value

oÐo
-o
(ú

õ
:fp
U'oÍ.

AIlYeas

SIMÌVS'93

SIMÌvß'94

SIMÌ\rß'95

30

9

8

l0

?Å

7

6

8

65%

zw9
4.890

7.1u3

LW
L%s

L47
Lffi

<m1
.uns

.wz7

.ml

Table VI.3 shows that the least squares

average albedo are statistically significant in

model for full season ERS-1 oo vs daily

all cases except for SIMMS'92. It is
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speculated that the small sample size is the determining factor in this case. It can be

concluded from Model #1 that overall there is a statistically significant relationship between

ERS-I oo and daily average albedo for multi-year ice. However there is considerable

scatter in the data and evidence s¡16çalized non-random clustering. This clustering appears

to be related to two separate relationships which a¡e evident in the regression plot; one for

winter (oo values above -10 dB), and one for spring (oo values below -10 dB). The winter

cluster appears to be a random data cloud since neither ERS-I oo or albedo change

significantly during the cold season and are subject to only minor variations. Consequently

the winter component should not be included with the spring data. This clustering is

evident in the distribution of residuals (Figure VI.3). The general shape of the distribution

indicates that variance in the error terms increases with the higher oo values typical of

winter conditions. The issue of clustering will be addressed in the discussion section

(6.3.1.5) where comparisons between the futl season and melt period models will be made.

6.3.1.2. Model2: ERS-I MYI oovs Daíly Average Atbedo: Melt period

The second model consisted of regression of ERS-1 MYI oo vs daily average

albedo for a reduced time span excluding the winter period and covering early melt and melt

onset periods only (Figure VI.4). This reduced time frame is shown in the context of oo

and albedo evolution in Figure VI.l. Model #2 was used to examine the relationship

between oo and albedo without the cluster of data points associated with the cold pre-melt

period.
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Figure VI.4 Regression plot for Model #2 (ERS-l oo vs daily average albedo for multi-
year ice for the periods of melt onset and early melt) Data are pooled from SIMMS'92
through SIMMS'95
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Figure VI.5 Residual plot for Model #2 (ERS-I oo vs daily average albedo for multi-
year ice for the periods of melt onset and early melt)
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Two aspects of this regression plot differ from the full season model O4odel #1).

Firstly there is less clustering in the data points, due to the removal of the winter period

data. Secondly the slope of the regression line is considerably less pronounced than that of

the full model (0.027 vs .034). There is still a fairly wide scatter of daø points around the

line, however the overall R2 increases slightly over the full season model (0.651 vs

0.608). This occurs despite the reduction in overall sample size by 14 datapoints. This

suggests that the melt period as modelled here summarizes the majority of the relationship

between oo and albedo, whereas the inclusion of cold season data (Model #1) slightly

degrades the overall model performance. This is confirmed by analysis of residuals

(Figure VI.5). Exclusion of winter data results in a residual plot which shows a random

distribution of the error terms around the mean, indicating constant variance and

independence in error term distribution. Analysis of residuals indicates that the use of a

linear model is appropriate for Model #2. For any individual year, the sample size is

generally too small to draw conclusions from. Results of T tests of slope significance are

presented in Table VI.4

Table VI.4 Results of t tests of slope significance for Model #2 (ERS-l oo vs daily
average albedo for multi-year ice for the melt onset and early melt periods)

Year Data Points df T value T crit p value

AIlYeas

SIMN/ñ'q3

SIMÌ\6.94

SIMNß'95

t4 5.ru7

4 3.76t

3 3.295

3 6.ú7

l6

6

5

5

2145

2776

3.182

3.t82

.w2

.0198

.M59

.m89

Table VI.4 shows that overall, when data from the melt onset and early melt periods

of all years are combined, the relationship between ERS-I oo and daily average albedo for

MYI is statistically significant at the 957o confidence level (P= .0002). In addition each
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individual SIMMS year displays a statistically significant relationship berween oo and

albedo. SIMMS'92 was not modelled since data fall primarily into the winter period when

seasonal change in either variable is not apparent.

6-3.1 -3. Model 3: Chnnge in ERS-I MYI oo vs Daily Average Atbeda: FuIl Season

Model #3 (Table VI.l) was computed using data from the fuII season time frame

used in Model #1. However, in this case the independent variable was change in ERS-1 o.
(Áo" ) relative to the calculated mean winter MYI oo shown in Table VI.2. The regression

plot of Âoo vs albedo (Figure VI.6) show a slope and poinr distribution similar to Model

#1, with evidence of slightly less scatter. This is reflected in an R2 value of .670 compared

to .608 for Model #1. This suggests that the use of Âoo rather than oo as an independent

va¡iable results in a slight improvement in model performance.
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Figure VI.6 Regression plot for Model #3 (Áoovs daily average albedo for multi-year
ice from winter to the onset of advanced melt) Data are pooled from SIMMS'92 through
SIMMS'95
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Figure VI.7 Residual plot for Model #3 (Áoovs daily average albedo for multi-year ice
from winær to the onset of advanced melt)

It can be seen that all slopes for Model #3 except SIMMS'92 are statistically

significant at a95Vo confidence level (Table VI.5). It is also notable that the T and p values

are extremely similar be¡ween this model and Model #1.

Table VI.5 Results of t tests of slope significance for Model #3 (Âo" vs daily average

albedo for multi-year ice from winter to the onset of advanced melt)

AIlYem

SIMIVß'93

SIMÌ\,ß'94

SIMÌ\,ß'95

28 7.y1

7 Zng
6 4.890

8 7.108

<m1
.uns

.wz7

.ml

n
9

8

l0

zw
z%5

L447

zffi

It can be concluded that standardizing for inter-annual variations in ice

characteristics by using Áoo as an independent va¡iable results in slight improvements in
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overall model performance. The problems of scattering and clustering evident when oo

was used as an independent variable in Model #1 appear to be lessened with the use of
Áoo. The distribution of residuals (Figure VI.7) still shows the apparent non constant

variation evident in Model #1. This indicates that, although the use of Áoo as an

independent va¡iable improves model performance slightly, several assumptions governing

the use of linear models are violated.

6.3 -l .4. Model 4 : Change ín ERS-I MYI oo vs Daíly Average Albedo: Melt períod

Model #4 examines the oo- albedo relationship over the same time frame as Model

#2 (eafly melt and melt onset), but uses Âoo instead of oo as the independent va¡iable

(Figure VI.8) The regression plot for Model #4 is exrremely similar ro thar of Model #2

except the scatter in data points appears to be slightly reduced. R2 is 0.71, slightly higher

than the R2 of 0.651 for Model #2. The slopes of Regression Models #2 and #4 are

exfremely similar. Results of T tests of slope significance are presented in Table VI.6
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Figure VI.8 Regression plot for Model #4 (Áoovs daily average albedo for multi-year ice
for the periods of melt onset and early melt) Data are pooled from SIMMS'92 through '95
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Figure VI.9 Residual plot for Model #4 (Áoovs daily average albedo for multi-year ice
for the periods of melt onset and early melt)

Table VI.6 Results of t tests of slope significance for Model #4 (Âoovs daily average
albedo for multi-year ice for the melt onset and early melt periods)

o
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fp
øo

CE
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SIMI\rß'93
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t6

6

5

5

t4
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3

3

s.849

3.761

3.295

6.W7
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zT76

3.182

3.182

<m1
.m1
.Msg
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Regression slopes are st¿tisticatly significant for individual SIMMS years and all

years combined (Table VI.6). Model #4 follows the uend ser by Model #3, this being that

the use of Âoo instead of oo as an independent variable results in improvements in overall

model performance. Residual albedo graphed against ERS-I Áoo (Figure VI. 9) shows

that the exclusion of winter data results in a residual plot which shows a random
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distribution of the error terms around the mean, indicating constant variance and

independence in error term distribution. Analysis of residuals indicates that the use of a

linear model is appropriate for Model #4. The sample sizes for individual years are

generally too small to draw conclusions from.

6'3.1 .5. Statístícal Relatíonshíps between Albedn and ERS-I oo: Díscussíon

The four models for which results were presented raise important statistical,
physical and modelling issues. Although in all cases statistically significant relationships

were demonstrated, all models suffered to some degree from problems associated with
small sample sizes a¡rd inter-annual variability. Before a working model can be constucted
to relate time series variations in ERS-1 oo to changing atbedo, the st¿tistical limit¿tions

inherent in the four regression models must be discussed.

The first issue which presents the greatest problem is the small sample sizes being

used' SIMMS daily averagealbedo measurements are available between April and June for
all the SIMMS spring field seasons to date. However when albedo data which coincides

with an ERS-I overpass are used, the sample sizes are reduced d¡amatically. Even in the
full season models (#1 and #3) the total number of data pairs (ERS-I oo with
corresponding surface albedo data) only amounts to 30. The most ERS-I overpasses in the

full season model from any single year was 9 during SIMMS'g3. The number of data

points in the regression model is limited primarily by the repeat period of the ERS-1

satellite' ERS-I scenes covering the SMMS sites are typically separated by between 3 and

6 days. Daily coverage of single sites such as that promised by RADARSAT would resulr

in a major improvement in sample sizes. The problem of small sample sizes is profracted in
Models #2 and #4 when the time span of observation is reduced to cover only melt onset

and the early melt period' The total number of paired oo and albedo daø points is reduced

to a total of 16 wittr each individual year contributing between 3 and 6 dat¿ points.
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The second problem which was alluded to in Models #l and #3 was the issue of

data clustering, in particular the two apparently independent clusters of winter and melt

period dat¿. It is tempting to retain winter data since its removal drastically reduces sample

sizes, but it becomes apparent that this winter data does not contribute significantly to the

statistical relationship. It can be seen from Figures VI.2 and VI.4 that the winter data form

a random cloud with no clear frend. This is also evident as non constant va¡iance in the

residuals (Figures VI.3 and VI.5) The physical reason for this is that snow physical

properry changes which affect microwave and shortwave interactions (e.g.. wat€r in liquid

phase) do not occur until the early melt period. During the winter period, small

perturbations in oo and albedo are simply a function of variability. This reason for

removing winter data is that there is no physical basis for a relationship between oo and

albedo to exist during this season. This is confi¡med by comparing performance between

the models with winter data (Models #1 and #3) relative to the models where winter data

has been removed (Models #2 and #4). The R2 values of the reduced models actually

increase compared to the full models with winter data, despite the fact that the reduced

models have 14less data points. This is a clear indication that the winter data points do not

contibute significantly to that part of variation explained by the regression.

Given these observations about the winter data, adecision was made to use only

the reduced (melt period) models in further analysis, since only these are representative of

change in microwave and shortwave inûeractions. Problems still remain with these models,

notably small sample sizes, R2 values no higher than .71, and broad confidence intervals

around predicæd albedo values

The use of Áoo as an independent variable in Models #3 and #4 resulted in

improvements in model performance, primarily due to reduction in inter-annual variations

in ERS-I oo. From a geophysical perspective, the degree of scatter remaining in the

relationship between ERS-I oo and albedo appears to stem from the importance of ice

characteristics and snow characteristics in determining pre-melt backscatter levels and
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albedo respectively. ERS-I oo from multi-year ice is primarily a function of ice

characteristics, notably hummock bubble structue. Conversely albedo is more a function

of the seasonal state of the snow cover with factors such as 'wetness and density

determining the degree of reflection. Only during the melt period do snow properties

directly conÍol both ERS-1 oo and albedo parameters. During this period snow wetness

controls the penetration depth of microwave radiation (reducing oo from MYI), while

simultaneously reducing albedo through moisture-induced changes in grain size and

density.

It appears that much of the scatter in data apparent in Models #1 and #2 stems from

inær-annual variations in MYI oo due to variations in multi-year ice characæristics be¡reen

the four years of data used in the models. Scatter in the regression daø þarticularly during

the cold period) is associated with situations where inter-annual variability in MYI oo due

to ice type is high relative to inter-annual variability in albedo due to snow characteristics.

There is still variability associated with the use of Áoo as an independent variable

since the magnitude of oo change associated with variation in albedo is, in itself variable on

an inter-annual basis. Snow depth is a factor that may impart variability in the Áoo

parameter on an inter-annual basis. With a thick snow cover the Áoo associated with a

given change in albedo will be much greater than the Áoo associated with the same albedo

change given a less thick snow cover. Snow thickness strongly controls the magnitude of

the ERS-1 oo drop during the snow melt period, whereas albedo is more dependent on the

seasonal state ofthe snow cover, regardless ofthickness.

In conclusion, when data from more than one year are used, as in the case in this

study, inter-annual variability will be a problem. Standardization using Âoo can only

reduce this variability to a certain degree.
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6.3.2. Daily Average shortwave Albedo from ERs-L oo : A Model for

Image Classification

It was concluded that only the reduced (meltperiod) models accurately represent the

relationship between ERS-t oo and albedo. The winter daø in the full season models is

essentially redundant, having no clear nend of its own, to the point that it actually degrades

overall model performance (R2) compared to the melt period models. The statistical

properties of the two melt period models (Model #2 and #4) were assessed in order to

select one as the basis for use in image classification. R2 value, slope and residual

distribution were all considered (Table VL7).

Table VI.7 Performance comparison between Models #2 and,#4.

Variable Variable Poinß alue

#2 N1y¡d @ftyAve)

#4 lvIYI^d Albedo

@fuAve)

16

16

.651 .W2

.710 <ml

It can be seen that the statistics associated with the two models are very similar.

Model4 has a higher R2 value indicating the søndardizng effect that the Áoo variable has

on reducing inter-annual variability in oo. In both cases the slope P value indicates a

statistically significant relationship at the 95Vo confidence level. Residual disnibution in

both cases indicated that the use of a linear model was appropriate. Due to the similar slope

p values and residual distributions of Models #2 and #4, the overall model performance

(R2) was used as the decision rule for selecting a working model for image analysis. Table

VI.7 shows that Model #4 has an R2 value that is .059 higher than Model#2. Model#4
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explains 5.97o more of the relationship between oo and albedo than does Model #2. Based

on these results, Model #4 was selected for use in image classification.

Ideally the inter-annual variations in the regression slopes would be tested to

examine how representative the pooled data are compared to each individual year.

Unfortunately the data points are so few in the melt period model that meaningful

comparisons cannot be made between individual years and the pooled data. The first major

assumption that is made in using Model #4 as a basis for image classification is that it

representative of the inær-annual variations berween the four years of daø it cont¿ins.

Confidence limits around predicted y values were used as the basis for the

formation of discrete albedo classes. These were generated using microcomputer

spreadsheet software by application of the formula presenûed in Section 6.2.2.

-5 -4 -3 -2
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Figure YL10 90Vo confrdence limits for mean predicted albedo for Model #4

Figure VI.10 shows the regression plot for Model #4 \Ã/ith 90Vo confidence

intervals for mean predicted albedo. The width between the upper and lower confidence
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limits va¡ies with the value of Áoo. The widest bands occur at the exfiemities of the linear

relationship and become narrow at 
^oo 

values between -1.6 and -3.0 dB. The width of the

confidence intervals reflect certainty in the relationship. Certainty decreases with distance

from the mean of the relationship.

Albedo classes were formed whenever the upper limit of the upper confidence

inærval fell below the lower limit of the lower confidence interval from the previous class.

Using this confidence interval interpolation approach, thirteen classes of albedo were

extracted. The parameters of each class are summarizedtnTable vI.8

Table vr.8 Albedo classes and 90vo confidence intervals from Model #4

fi,rr.ruu IvIyI 
^d 

årDeq() Llass Atlreoo L
Clæs l!ft¿lt Upper CI I¡werCI

1

2
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4

5
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I
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l1

n
13

t4

+20o+0.5d8

+0.4o{.4d8

{.5o{.9d8
-1.0o-1.1d8

-1.2b-1.3d8

-1.4o-1.5d8

-1.5o-1.6d8

-1.6b-l.7dB

-1.8o-2ldB

22ø-L8dß
2-9ø4.18
42ø6.ffi
ó.6o-7.9d8

>-8.0d8

0.7n

0.76t

0.741

0.7n

0.725

0.7t9

0.717

0.715

0.747

0.6%

0.660

0.606

0.551

0.s29

0.848

0.788

0.7v
0.735

0.7n

0.72t

0.718

0.716

0.712

0.7M

0.690

0.63

0.615

0.586

0.7n

0.7s8

0.739

0.731

0.724

0.718

0.716.

0.714

0.76

0.6n

0.ffi
0.617

0.588

0.{n

It can be seen that the confidence interval interpolation approach results in fouræen

distinct classes of predicæd albedo each bounded by their upper confidence interval and the

lower confidence interval of the previous class. The advantage of this approach is that the
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albedo classes reflect the statistical uncertainties associated with the Åoo - albedo

relationship defined in Model #4. The predicted albedo classes at each extreme are large,

encompassing a variation in albedo of approximately 0.10 This reflects the st¿tistical

uncertainty associated with predicted albedos in these regions, an uncertainty due to their

distance away form the mean of the relationship. Albedo classes become progressively

tighter nearer the mean Âoo and the greatest cluster of data points. Although fourteen

distinct classes of albedo are created using the confidence interval approach, there are a

large number of classes which encompass such a small range in albedo that they are

indicative of little more than minor fluctuations. In addition, some to the albedo classes are

associated with positive changes in MYI oo. This causes problems with image

classification since MYI albedo associated with positive oo change will be misclassified as

FY[, since FYI oo increases during the melt period. The albedo classes in Table VI.8 were

modified to eliminate positive change classes and to combine the remaining classes into

intervals as close to 5Vo albedo change as possible. Table VL9 shows the modified albedo

class parameters used for classification of ERS-1 change detection imagery.

Table VI.9 Albedo classes used in the classification of ERS-1 change detecrion imagery

I
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5

6

0o-t.4dB
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0.6s3
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0.s86

0.47r
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6.4 Conclusions

The following question was posed in Chapter 2, Section 2.9 as the fifth investigation

objective:

Do statistically signiftcant relatíonships eist between tlg ERS-I oo and shortwave albedo

for multi-year ice?

In this chapter it was demonstrated that statisticalty significant relationships do exist

between oo and albedo for multi-year ice during the melt period. Regression techniques

were used to assess the relationship between the two variables over two time periods:

winter through to early melt; and melt onset to early melt. oo and Áoo were both used as

independent variables. It was found that oo and albedo data in the winær period, formed a

random data cloud which did not contribute to the explained component of variation in the

regression models. The two models which related oo to albedo over the melt onset and

early melt periods had consistently higher R2 values than the models with a winter data

component. This occurred despite the fact that the melt period models were based on a

sample size of only 16 points, 14 fewer than in the full season models.

The use of Áoo as the independent variable improved model performance,

indicating the effect it has on st¿ndardizing for inter-annual variations in the oo levels of

multi-year ice. Overall, Model #4 which related MYI Áoo to albedo over the melt onset and

early melt periods, explained the greatest proportion of variation between the trvo variables

(R2 .71). This model was used as the basis for an image classification model. 90Vo

confidence intervals were generated for predicted albedo values. Albedo classes were

inærpolaæd between these confidence intervals, resulting in a model which incorporates the

statistical characteristics of the relationship into the finat classified albedo images.
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CHAPTER vII. Mappíng the Melt Period Evolution ol Sea lce
Albedo over the sIMMS Regional Research area using

Temporal Change in Multi-Year lce ao

7.1. Introduction

The following question was posed in chapter II, section 2.9 as the final

investigation obj ective:

To what extent can spatíal variattons ín the evolutíon of oo be used to map seasonal

chnnges in shorn¡tove albedo over ERS-I Imagery?

In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that a statistically significant

relationship exists between the ERS-1 average scattering coefficient (oo) and the daity

average albedo of multi-year ice during the early melt and melt onset periods. 90Vo

confidence bounda¡ies were generated for predicæd albedo values and were used to isolate

distinct classes of albedo associated with the magnitude of change in the ERS-I oo of

multi-year ice relative to an average winter value.

In this chapter the emphasis is shifted from point relationships to spatial

relationships between microwave and shortwave interactions. The specific focus is the

feasibility of using the statistical relationship between oo and albedo for multi-year ice to

map albedo over a series of ERS-I images. This procedure involves several image
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processing techniques including image mosaicking, change detection and classification.

The aim is to produce a series of thematic maps showing the change in sea ice albedo over a

region of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago during the early melt period. Change detection

and albedo mapping are performed for the melt period of 1995 due to the large extent of

multi-year ice forms in the SIMMS'95 research area. These ice conditions which were in

marked contrast to the previous three SIMMS field programs in which first-year ice forms

were domina¡rt

7.2. Analysis Design and Methods

The approach used in the generation of SAR-derived albedo maps involves several

image processing æchniques. A number of image processing packages were used to derive

the final products. The primary stages in the generation of albedo maps; mosaicking,

change detection, classification and map generation are described in detait in the following

sections.

7.2.1. Generation of ERS-I SAR Image Mosaics

Mosaics of repeat-pass SAR imagery were used as the basis for the production of

melt-period albedo maps. The primary reason for using image mosaics is that the

geographic area covered by single Lo-Res scenes (100 km x100 km) is not sufficient to

show any large scale spatial patterns in albedo. By using mosaics of ERS-l imagery it is

hoped that spatial variation in albedo (based on latitude, ice characteristics, proximity to

land etc.) will be apparenr.
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Monitoring change using repeat-pass ERS-I imagery is complicated by the fact that,

during the spring period of 1995, ERS-I was operating in Phase G (Multi-disciplinary)

with a repeat period of 35 days. Since the melt period (up to the point of surface ponding)

observed during the SIMMS'95 field program occurred over a period of approxim ately 20

days, it is obvious that the use of repeat-pass scenes for the same location is not feasible.

However, it is possible to reduce the interval between imagery to 3 days by using

overlapping swaths for the following two reasons:

1) While repeat-pass images are themselves separated by 35 days, the interval between

successive repeat-pass image pairs averages 3 days with a slight longitudinal shift relative

to the track occurring in each case.

2) Dttect inter-comparisons can be made between multiple repeat-pass image pairs

providing that the first image in each pair was acquired before the onset of melt. The MyI

signature varies by less than I dB during the pre-melt period, making it an extremely søble

reference point for change detection.

Due to these factors, it was possible to map albedo at intervals of between 3 and 6

days. In order to accommodate the shifts in successive atbedo maps due to pass and track

variations in the ERS-1 imagery used in their generation, a regional scale base map mosaic

was constructed from overlapping ERS-l ascending and descending passes acquired

between Apnl24 and May 10, 1995. Albedo maps were georectified and placed on rhis

base map which acts as a coñtmon reference point.
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72.1 .l . Selectíon and Calíbratíon of Image Data

All ERS-I imagery used in the mosaics was acquired from the Alaska SAR Facility

(ASF) at the Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks. All imagery was low

resolution (Lo-Res) and was ordered on the basis a number of categories including time

frame and geographical area. A rectangular area bounded on the north and south by 83oN

and 73oN respectively and on the east and west by 100'W and 96oW respectively was used

to define the area of the mosaic. Lo-Res imagery for the winter period was requested

within this geographical region between Day 114 and Day l4g,representing the 35 day

period ending three days prior to the onset of melt Lo Res imagery for the melt period was

requested within the same geographical area on a day by day basis from Day 150 to Day

168.

Data were transferred from ASF using file üansfer (FTP). Image Dat¿ from ASF is

uncalibrated. Radiometric calibration to dB values is performed on the basis of information

provided in the image header file. Radiometric calibration from raw digital numbers to dB

is based on three coefficients (a1, a2, and a3) in the radiomefric data record of the header

file (BickneLl, 7992). a1 is the noise scaling, a2 is the linear conversion, and a3 is the

offset. The conversion of digital number d, to average scattering coefficient (oo) in dB is

expressed in (VII.I).

oo= 101o9[a2(j2 - a1n(r)) + a3 (vtr.1)

where n(r) is the noise versus range function which compensates for variations in noise due

to range, incidence angle and antenna pattern. Calibration to dB was performed using

MacSigmaO-Il, a microcomputer application which reads the calibration information

contained in ERS-1 header files, applies the conversion equation and opens the image file

as a fully calibrated backscatter image with all values being in dB. MacSigmaQ_Il allows
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calibrated imagery to be saved in byte form meaning that dB values are converted to digitat

numbers (DNs) which are accurately calibrated to account for the range, incidence angle

and antenna pattern variations described above. This is an important procedure since ASF

image files opened directly as grey level images in other applications without flust being

calibraæd in MacSigma0-tr will have DNs which are uncorecæd for spacecraft and sensor

variations. Byte images from MacSigma0-Il can be opened in other image applications and

the grey levels can be routinely converted back to dB by applying a simple linear function.

This procedure is outlined in more det¿it in section 7.2.2.2.

72.12 Geræratíon of Repeat-Pass Image Mosaícs

Repeat-pass image mosaics were generated for seven time periods ranging from the

end of the winter period to the onset of ice surface ponding. Each repeat-pass mosaic

consists of two image mosaics separated by 35 days. Mosaics were created by joining

successive scenes from the same overpass together. This resulted in an image swath strip

of between 2 and 5 images in length (depending on image availability). The overlap

between scenes was calculated by recording the y coordinates of distinctive land pixels (x

coordinaæs are identical) visible in both images. The difference in the y coordinates was

applied to the origins of the successive images. Images were then joined together with

overlap regions taking the pixel values of the previous image in the swath. This resulted in

an exact seamless match between successive scenes.

In most cases the same number of scenes were available for repeat-pass imagery

with the y axis offsets being identical. In some cases more scenes were available for the

winter part of a repeat-pass than for the melt period pass 35 days later (Table Vtr.l). In
this case, mosaics were reduced to a common size with some of the excess winter imagery

being used in the generation of the winter period base map mosaic. Detailed information
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relating to the images used, their latitudelongitude coordinates and time of acquisition are

presented in Appendix D.

Table VII.I Repeat-pass image mosaic pairs used in the generation of change detection
imagery a¡rd albedo maps.

Inuges in
l\¡Iosaic

(rows x culs)

5

5

4

4

2

2

4

J

4

2

4

4

5

5

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

n

Añ?A,tçB5

w29,1Ð5
Af,n,lÐ5
Jr:ne1,1995

wzlÐs
Jrme6, 1995

N1ftD/5, 1995

Jr¡ne9, lÐ5

wg,tÐ5
h¡:elZt9F¡5

N,Éy 10, 1995

Jt¡æ14 lÐ5

w13,1995
JutelZ 1995

hætd:1325
hqtd:1325
hæd: l33l
Dæød:1331

Asæù. ?229

^cÆù,2229As@xt 2235

As€xl 2235

Asß,ú,22:.40

Asæú. ?2:.40

hæld 1323

hcotd 1323

Dæmd:1328

hæd 1328

14Zx4731

LUZx4l3l
lA2/xffi6
ßAxffi
lA2Axl9[D

lAZxl9[D
lAAx3?-53

l0Ax2lUI
IA2/x3;9[

IA2/'xI9[D

lAAx3?-fl

lUAx32fl
lAAx3W
lAAx3ffi

72.1.3 Generatíon of RegíonalWinter Mosaíc

A mosaic of winter period ERS-I imagery was generaæd as a base map to provide a

reference for the longitudinal shifts in successive ERS-I passes and the difference in the

path angles of ascending and descending passes. The winter mosaic also provides a

regional context to the superimposed albedo maps. The winter mosaic was consEucted

using several overlapping swaths of ascending and descending pass imagery acquired

between Apnl24 and May 10, 1995 (Table VII.2).
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Table YII.zImage Mosaics used in the generation of the winter base map mosaic

Innges

Aú2A,1Ð5

Aún,19p/5

w5,7Ð5
I\,úry8, 1995

høding
høding
As@ding

Asøding

5

4

4

4

4I\ey 10, 1995 hødiru

Table VII.2 shows that the winter mosaic was constructed from three overlapping

descending pass mosaics and two overlapping ascending pass swath mosaics. The winter

mosaic consists of 21 low resolution images in total. Due to stight variations in the satellite

Eack between successive passes, adjacent image swaths are out of alignment by between 1

and 2 degrees. For both the ascending and descending passes, successive mosaics were

aligned to the previous mosaic using geometric rectification techniques based on a ground

contol point model to correct the angular variations. These techniques are described in

detail in Section 7.2.2. A ground control point model was calculated to describe the

locations of common pixels in the adjacent mosaics. A linear mapping function was

generated to summa¡ize the relationship between pixel locations in the two mosaics. Care

was taken to ensure that the residuals were as low as possible. These procedures were all

performed using microcomputer remote sensing software.

Nearest neighbour resampling was used to add each mosaic to the base map. The

two ascending pass mosaics were joined together and rotated clockwise through l2g

degrees to roughly align them with the mosaic of three descending pass swaths. The

ascending pass mosaic was then accurately aligned and joined to the descending passes by

resampling based on a linear mapping function. This resulæd in a descending pass oriented

base map. The base map was rotated counter-clockwise through 150 degrees to orient it
with geographical North.
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7.2.2. Change Detection Techniques

Change detection refers to comparison of multi-temporal remotely sensed data to

examine seasonal or other forms of change. Change detection images can be generated by

comparing two or more images of the same area acquired at different points in time

(Sabins, 1978).

The production of change detection images requires several steps. The first is

accurate registration of the images being compared. Regisfration is achieved through the

use of ground control points which are clearly identifiable on both images. Typically one

image is defrned as the 'master'image and the image which is being registered to the master

is termed the 'slave' image. The best disfribution of ground control points is to have the

majority disnibuted near the edges of the images with several uniformly spaced control

points near the cenfre of the image (Richards, 1986). The number of ground control points

used depends primarily on the complexity of the mapping polynomial used to resample the

two images together. Linear mapping functions are most often used for quick image

rectification since they øke less processing time and are less sensitive to control point

variations (Hall, 1995). The linear mapping function is the most desirable model for

rectification since higher order models may inhoduce distortion into the image.

V/hen preparing images for change analysis, accurate registration is essential.

Consequently the errors associated with a linear rectification of one image to another should

be less than one pixel. If unevenly distributed errors occur, this may indicate differential

distortion in the image and a higher order mapping function may be appropriate. Before

using a higher order model, it is essential to re-examine the erroneous control points to

make sure human error is not responsible for the discrepancies (Hall, 1995).

Resampling refers to the process by which the slave image is aligned with the

master image based on the mathematical parameters of the selected rectification model. In

change analysis it is desirable to preserve the original digital numbers, consequently nearest
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neighbour resampling is most appropriaûe. Nearest neighbour resampling assigns the value

of the closest master image pixel to the slave image pixel.

Once accuraûe image registration has been achieved, one of several change detection

procedures can be used. The most simple procedure is image differencing where one

image is subtracted from the other. Image differencing results in a change image where

positive, negative or zero digital numbers indicate positive, negative or no change

respectively. Depending on the image characteristics it may be desirable to apply a filær to

the input or output images. Averaging filærs which smooth the images are effective when

large areas of change are to be detected (Hall, l9S5).

Once a difference image has been generated, thresholding of the change values

needs to be undertaken in order eliminate pixels whose change is søtistically insignificant

from those whose change is significant. Th¡esholding can be thought of as a way of

distinguishing between variability and change. A simple example of thresholding would be

to eliminate all negative values of change, displaying only positive and no change values.

More sophisticaæd forms of thresholding can be devised depending on the nature of change

and user requirements.

Another form of change detection is image ratioing. This follows the same

procedure as image differencing through subEaction except that the pixel values of one

image are divided by the pixel values of another image. The ouþut image values will range

from 0 to a maximum value (depending of the degree of positive change) with 1 indicating

zero change.

7.22.1. change DetectionTechniques for ERS-I sAR Imagery: A Revíew

In comparison to the literature describing change detection techniques for visible

wavelength imagery such as Landsat and Spot, research into change detection techniques

for ERS-1 SAR data is sparse. Most of what has been written concerns agricultural and
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forested regions, but many of the techniques are equally applicable to the analysis of

change over landfast sea ice. In this section, a review of some of the techniques is

presented.

Weydahl (1992) employs change detection techniques befween a series of SAR

images to detect variations in soil moisture and frozen soil near Oslo, Norway. Weydahl's

study was carried out during the Commissioning Phase of ERS-I (Fall 1991) when its

repeat period was 3 days. The author stresses the advantage of these repeat-pass images,

specifically they can be used directly in change detection with rectification being required

only to correct for minor range and azimuth variations. These minor variations are due to

slight differences in satellite overpass time and trajectory @ignot and van Zyl,1993). The

advantages of repeat-pass imagery are also stressed by Villasenor et. al. (1993) who note

the high spatial stability between repeat-pass orbits such that look angle differences of a

fraction of one degree between repeat-pass images are typical. This stability in image

geometry is important to surfaces such as grass, forest, scrub and open water where

backscatter change due to surface change can effectively be swamped by variability due to

radar geometry in non repeat-pass imagery.

The actual technique used to generate change detection images varies between

studies. Villasenor et.al. (1993) use a number of techniques including simple image

differencing in their study of change over Alaska's North Slope, noting that this method is

attractive in that it results in a simple statistical expression of change. Conversely the ratio

method is regarded as preferable by Rignot and van Zyl (1993) who note that it is robusr to

calibration errors and terrain effects (the latter is not a major concern in change detection

over sea ice). Weydahl (1992) uses the ratio of the pixel values between the two input

images. This method results in a range of values in the change image from a maximum

(depending on the magnitude of positive change), to a value of 1 for no change, through to

0, which represents the greatest negative change.
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The issue of thresholding ERS-1 change detection images to eliminate insignificant

change has received some attention in the research literature. Rignot and van ZyI (1993)

use the probability of error associated with the ratio method to set thresholds for significant

change in dB. The probability of error is found to be closely related to the degree of image

speckle with the minimum dB change detectable being highly dependent on the number of

looks in the imagery.

Although the problem of speckle-induced error is not as great an issue with 4look

Lo-Res data, applþg a simple 3x3 averaging filær to the input or change images can aid in

the production of large interconnected areas of change with a reduction in the effects of

small point targets (lileydahl, 1992).

72.2.2. Chnnge Detectíon between Repeat-Pass S/¡R Image Mosaics

The techniques of change detection outlined in Section 7 .2.2 were applied to the

seven image pairs shown in Table VII.1. The images in each pair are repeat-pass image

mosaics separated by 35 days with an interval of approximately 3 days between image pairs

(each successive pair overlapping the coverage of the previous pair by between 40To and

80Vo). The first image in each pair was acquired during the winter season. Consequently

va¡iation in ice signatures between these winter images is minimal (less than 1 dB for multi-

year ice) and the dB values for multi-year ice can be considered to represent the winter

mean.

The difference in the average scattering cross section of multi-year ice becomes

greater between the paired images (from time Tl to T7) with the progression from winter to

early melt. Image differencing was used to generate change detection images showing

negative, positive and zero change in ERS-I average scattering coefficient. The change

images were then used to create maps of estimated albedo for multi-year ice based on the

statistical model outlined in Chapter 6.
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In Section 7.2.2 the importance of precise registration between multi-temporal

images was sûessed. The advantage of using repeat-pass imagery is that the two paired

mosaics are identical except for minor range and azimuth variations (Rignot and vanZyI,

1993). In the case of the seven pairs of mosaics used in this study, these range and

azimuth variations were apparent as an offset in the x and y coordinates of a given pixel in

one of the image mosaics relative to the same pixel in the other mosaic in the pair. To bring

the two images into exact alignment, an offset was applied to the winter image in each pair

until distinctive land pixels identified in both images had the same coordinates. The offset

varied between each of the 8 image pairs, but was generally only between -3 and +2 for

both axes. Alterations in the size of the winter image due to the application of this offset

were corrected by sub'sceneing both images to a new, slightty reduced common size.

The generation of change images for ERS-I data is complicated by the fact that oo

is expressed in decibels, with sea ice values typically ranging from -25 to -5 dB. In many

image processing packages only 8 bit imagery can be handled with values ranging from 0

to 255. When performing image algebra on ERS-1 imagery, t6 bit precision is required,

primarily to handle negative pixel values. To address these issues, all change analysis was

performed using an image analysis package with 16 bit capabitity. This allowed the pixel

values in 8 bit grey scale imagery to be converted to oo in dB through a floating point

scaling factor. Once the images were calibrated to dB, d.ifferencing techniques were use to

show spatial variability in backscatter change.

The seven pairs of ERS-1 mosaics generated for change analysis were imported as

TIFF files from an 8 bit image processing package into an image analysis package with 16

bit capability. Since the mosaics were constructed from byte imagery produced by

MacSigma0 II, the grey levels were fully calibrated for all spacecraft and sensor variations.

Calibration of the TIFF images to dB values was a simple matter of applying a linear

function which expresses the relationship berween grey level and dB values in byte imagery

from MacSigmaO-Il (Figure VII.l). This linear relationship was determined by noting
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pixel dB values in MacSigma0 II, then noting the corresponding digital number of the

same pixels in 8 bit image processing applications.

" 
=.* ou3T'l'.ii1i= ,

Figure VII.I Linear relationship between digital number and oo in dB for 1995 ASF Lo-
Res imagery calibraæd using MacSigmaO_tr

The following formula was applied to the seven pairs of image mosaics to calibrate

them to dB. This procedure made use of image analysis software with 16 bit capability.

dB = -25.459 +.1 * DN

where DN = 8 bit TIFF grey level berween 0 and 256.

-24.459 is the noise floor in dB

+.1 * DN is the linear relationship between DN and dB.

(vr.Ð

Once image calibration to dB had been achieved, seven change detection images

were generated, one for each pair of repeat-pass images covering the melt period of 1995.

Image subtraction was used to create change detection images, with the spring period

mosaic being subnacted from the winter period mosaic in each case. Subtraction was used

because it produced a statistical expression of change which corresponds to that of the
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statistical model for albedo classification outlined in Chapter 6, namely difference in spring

MYI oo values from a winter mean. The resultant change detection images were classified

into three change classes: positive change > +1 dB, represented by red; negative change >

-l dB represented by blue; and insignificant change (bet'ween +1 and -1 dB) represented by

green. This three way classification was chosen as a simple way of illustrating seasonal

progression of ERS-I oo as a function of ice type. Using more than three colours to

illusEate o" change results in less intuitive difference images ffillasenor,1993).

The selection of the +1 dB and -l dB as thresholds for the unclassified change class

was based on a number of factors. The most important is that both multi-year and first-

year ice ERS-1 oo a.re subject to minor fluctuations immediately prior to the onset of melt.

These fluctuations are generally less than I dB for multi-year ice. During the winter

period, first-year ice can be subject to significant variations in oo in response to oceanic and

atmospheric heat flux changes (Barber and Thomas, 1996). These fluctuations appear to

be suppressed to levels below 1 dB nearer the onset of melt. The use of +l dB and -1 dB

as thresholds between change and no change classes ensures that minor variability in FYI

and MYI oo is not mistaken for the seasonal change in FYI and MYI oo respectively,

which occurs in response to the ar¡ival of melt conditions. In the change detection

imagery, this threshold prevents 'false starts' in the melt period being detected from minor

pre-melt fluctuations in MYI and FYI oo.

Several techniques were used to enhance the seven change detection images after

classification had been achieved. The fust was the application of a simple averaging filter

to the change detection images. Although the three change classes were visible after

classification, they were grainy, largely due to speckle in the original imagery. A 3x3

averaging filter was selected which takes the average of the 9 pixels in the window and

assigns it to the centre pixel. Application of this filter to the classified change detection

images resulted in the production of large homogeneous regions of change, associaæd with

different ice types.
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The second enhancement technique was the application of a mask over areas of

land. This was performed because there were no clear patterns of change over land and it

was often difficult to distinguish land from ice in the filtered change image. Due to the lack

of a well defined radiometric threshold separating land from ice in the ERS-I imagery, land

had to masked out manually. A series of polygons were created around land masses in the

imagery and all pixel values inside set to zero. All remaining pixels representing ice were

set to one. This resulted in a binary mask. Due to the longitudinal shifts occurring

between each repeat-pass image pair, seven binary land masks were created, one for each

change detection image. Each filæred detection image was multiplied by its respective land

mask image. In the resulting image all change values for land had been reduced to zero and

the three change classes for ice remained intacr

Bivariate histograms of the two image mosaics in each repeat-pass set were

generated to illustrate the seasonal change in oo as a function of magnitude in oo. The

bivariate histogram approach takes all the pixels in the first image with a certain value, x

and then computes the average value, y, of these pixels in the second image. An

agreement line bounded on either side by a I dB envelope was superimposed over each

bivariate histogram. This provided a graphical representation of oo changes outside the

insignificant change class (1dB to +1dB) used in image classification.

7.2.3. Generation of Albedo Maps

In the preceding chapters it has become apparent that there is a stong relationship

between shortwave and microwave fluxes over multi-year ice during the early melt and melt

onset periods. Va¡iations in the ERS-I oo and the shortwave albedo of multi-year ice are

directly related to the seasonal metamorphosis of the snow cover over multi-year ice, with
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increases in snow moisture having the most important influence. It has been noted that the

spring period evolution of multi-year ice oo is relatively stable in comparison with that of

first-year ice. It has been demonstrated that this søbitity can be exploited in modelling to

predict daily averages of albedo from time series variations in MyI oo.

In Chapter 6 it was observed that variability between multi-year ice types and

between different field seasons makes prediction of albedo from absolute ERS-I oo values

for MYI extremely difficult. This problem was reduced by predicting albedo from change

in ERS-I oo (Áoo) relative to a winter mean oo value. This standardizes some of the ice

type and inter-annual variability. The most obvious obstacle to effective mapping of albedo

from time series variations in MYI oo is that the procedure is dependent on the presence of

multi-year ice during the melt period. In the Resolute region, multi-year ice in large

quantities was absent during SIMMS'92,'93, and'94. Only in SIMMS'95 were the ice

conditions dominated to a significant extent by multi-year ice, much of it being

conglomerated with other ice types. SIMMS'95 therefore provides the most favorable

conditions for mapping albedo from time series variations in MYI oo.

Although mapping of multi-year ice albedo from time series changes in its oo has a

good theoretical and statistical basis, questions remain concerning fîrst-year ice and how

the evolution of its seasonal albedo may be mapped from changes in its oo. Specific

questions regarding the mapping of the FYI albedo component are statcd below:

1. Can FYI albedo be mapped, like MYI albedo, based on oo changes relative to a "winter

mean", when the winter period is characterizedby variabiltty in FYI oo which may be as

large in magnitude as initial seasonal change in FYI oo?

2. It was demonstrated that FYI albedo is on average 47o greater than MYI albedo for all

SIMMS spring field programs, this being largely due to increased reflectivity from snow

over its flat surface. However, is it scientifically and statisticalty valid to assign all FYI
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regions an albedo offset of +4Vo relative to the mean derived MYI albedo in the rest of the

map? \What about albedo variability between smooth and rough FYI and variations in FYI

albedo with latitude and proximity to land?

3. How reliably can FYI be segmented from MYI and other ice types before application of

its own albedo mapping function?

Barber (1994) set forth some ideas for the mapping of albedo f¡om time series oo.

Barber's approach outlined in Figure II.7 (Chapter II) uses time series shifts in the

histograms of pure multi-year and thick first-year ice to map out albedo over a series of

sub-periods. Each sub-period is defined by a change in oo large enough to be associated

with a change in albedo. During the winter period, a change in oo sufficiently large to

associate with an albedo value would require a time span of several weeks. During the melt

period, albedo could be mapped out several times per week due to the marked seasonal

evolution of FYI and MYI oo. The approach to albedo mapping (Figure VtI.2) ourlined in

the following sections follows the general approach proposed by Barber (1994).

Histograms of Âoo for the change detection images form the basis of the mapping

function. The negative histogram values indicate decreasing backscatter from MYI relative

to the winter level. Albedo classes for MYI are assigned based on the magnitude of this

decrease, with the gteatest change corresponding to the lowest albedo. The winter level of

oo for FYI is not stable enough to provide a benchmark, against which melt period change

in oo can be used to extract albedo classes for FYI. FYI albedo is therefore assigned a

value 4Vo greater than the mean albedo value for all pure multi-year ice in the image. The

threshold between +1 dB and -1 dB oo change is used to protect against misclassification

errors between multi-year ice, rubble ice and first-year ice. Rubble ice oo appears to

decrease only slightly over the early melt period, with the result that, even near the arrival

of surface ponding, areas of rubble ice can be misclassifîed as MYI with high albedo.
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In the albedo maps, all a¡eas with oo change between +1 and -1 dB are left unclassified. In

the early change images much of the image is unclassified due to small changes in oo.

With the arrival of melt however, the ice types with stable oo such as rubble ice are the sole

remaining unclassified regions, while MYI and FYI are classified into albedo.

7.2.3.1. Albedo Classesfor Multi-Year lce

In Chapter 6, a st¿tistical model for classification of change detection imagery into

classes of multi-year ice albedo was presented. The model was based on regression of

MYI Âoo vs albedo. Although the number of data points used in the model was less than

ideal, the model was used as a tool for image classification. Albedo classes were

interpolated between the upper and lower 90Vo confidence bands for the predicted albedo

values. The albedo classes for associated changes in MYI oo are summarized in Tabte

VII.3

Table VII.3 Albedo classes and 907o confidence intervals used in the classification of
ERS-1 change deæction imagery

{bedo MylÅoo Albedo Clæs
L'lass Ìvlen (Vo)

Uppr90Vo CI l-owerg0%o()

1

2

3

4

5

6

0o-1.4d8

-1.5rr-3.,)d8

-3.3o4.7d8

4.8o{.5d8
{.6tc{.0d8

>-&0dB

74.l%o

69.37o

Ø.5Vo

59.7Vo

fl.Wo

SZWo

T7.3Vo

71.87o

6.ZVo

65.lVo

6l.5Vo

58.5Vo

TZlVo

ffi.47o

65.37o

67.7Vo

58.67o

47.lVo

The seven change detection images were used as

multi-year ice albedo. All pixel change values in each

the basis for classification of

class were assigned to their
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respective albedo class using the Âoo thresholds shown in Table Vtr.3. The mean albedo

of each class was used as the new pixel value.

It was noted in Chapter 6 that all of the regression models of change in ERS-1 oo

vs albedo had a small component of positive change in oo. This is usually associaæd with

minor fluctuations in MYI oo prior to melt. A distinct class of high surface albedo can be

statistically linked to increases in MYI oo between 0 and +2 dB, but to classify the change

detection images to show this class is problematic. In all the change detection images,

positive change values a¡e dominaæd by first-year ice types. This would result in first-year

ice being misclassified with the small areas of multi-year ice albedo generated from minor

increases in MYI oo. To solve this problem, only decreases in backscatter (negative

change values) were classified as MYI albedo classes. This means that the higher winter

period albedo values of MYI (77Vo to 817o) cannot be mapped. The first MYI albedo class

that can be mapped is associaûed with MYI oo variations of 0 to -1.4 dB and has a mean of

74.l%o. In the final albedo maps however, all change values between +1 dB and -1 dB are

left unclassified to avoid misclassification with rubble ice whose oo decreases only slightly

during the melt period.

Once land masks had been applied to the classified albedo images, histograms of

derived-MYl albedo frequency were generated. First-year ice was excluded from the

histograms by excluding all positive change values from the change imagery. A mean MYI

albedo for the entire image was calculated by multiplying the number of pixels in each class

by the mean albedo for that class. This weighted value was divided by the total number of

classified pixels to give a weighted mean albedo for all the MYI in each of the seven

images.
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7.2.3.2. segmentation of First-Year lce, Multi-year lce, Rubble lce and Land

The problems of effective segmentation of FYI from MYI and other ice t)?es were

addressed by Barber (1994) in his assessment of albedo mapping f¡om time series oo. In

this study, a stable segmentation threshold is created, not based on the absolute oo values

of FY[, MYI and other ice types, but on the change in their respective oo between winter

and spring. In each of the seven change images, the threshold for separating first-year and

multi-year ice types was the +1 dB and -1 dB change value respectively. During the melt

period, the distinction between FYI and MYI can be clearly seen as positive and negative

change in oo respectively, relative to the winter levels of both ice types. In contast, rubble

ice forms are effectively contained within the +1 dB and -l dB thresholds. Since the

increase in oo for FYI and the decrease in oo for MYI continue from the point of melt onset

in snow to the onset of melt water ponding, the +1 dB and -l dB thresholds are useful

segmentation thresholds throughout the melt period. In either the winter period or the

advanced melt period, a different segmentation scheme would need to be devised since in

both of these periods there is no oo change trend that is unique to each ice type.

In each of the seven change detection images, FYI was defined simply by

thresholding out all values of change below +1 dB. This excludes MYI and rubble ice.

FYI albedo was set at a value 4Vo greater than the mean albedo for all pure MYI classified

in the change imagery. This figure is based on the difference in mean albedo recorded at

the FYI and MYI sites of SIMMS'92 through SIMMS'95.

Albedo for pure MYI was calculated based on the magnitude of its Âoo in each of

the seven unclassified change detection images. Due to the lack of a clear Âoo threshold

separating pure and young, compacted MYI, Áoo statistics for pure MYI had to be

exÍacted from polygons drawn around pure MYI floes. Old, pure MYI floes are easily

detectable in SAR imagery by their rounded shape, the result of numerous collisions with
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sttrrounding ice. Statistics were collected from each polygon and summed up to calculate a

mean prue MYI Áoo for each of the seven change detection images.

Albedo for pure MYI was calculated by feeding the Áoo into the regression model

outlined in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2. A mean albedo associated with each of the seven

pure MYI Âoo values was predicted. In each of the seven final albedo maps, fhst-year ice

was assigned an albedo 4Vo greater than the respective predicted albedo for pure MYI. The

Áoo and mean albedo for pure MYI and the derived FYI albedo a¡e shown in Table W.4.

Table VII.4 Pu¡e MYI Âoo, predicted albedo, and albedo applied to FYI

Difference Innge pl|Ie MyI^d(dB) Predicted PuIe IvfYI {nRtie_d_FvrAlbedoDafe

w29,19pi5
June1,1995

Jup6,1995

Jurc9,1995

JmelZ 1995

Jme141995

JunelZ 1995

0.0s5

-r.23

-4.1

-4.5

-5.66

-6.285

-s.97

76.lVo

7Z6Vo

Ø.2Vo

63.Mo

59.6Vo

57.\Vo

58.7Vo

ffi.l%o

76.67o

ffi.2Vo

67.Wo

63.6Vo

61.\Vo

6277o

Histograms showing the overall albedo class distribution for both FYI and MYI

were generated for each of the seven thematic albedo images. The MYI albedo class whose

confidence intervals encompassed the FYI mean was combined with the FYI class. An

integrated weighted albedo expressing for both FYI and MYI was calculated for each

thematic albedo image.

The classified images with albedo classes for multi-year and first-year ice smoothed

using a3x3 averaging filter to reduce speckle and emphasize large homogeneous albedo

classes. A colour scale look up table (LUT) was applied and class names edited. An

intuitive colour scale was selected, ranging from bright white, for the highest albedo
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values, to deep blue for the lowest values. MYI albedo classes were renamed, showing the

mean albedo of the class and the upper and lower 90Vo confidence intervals associaæd with

the class means (Table VfI.3).

The next sæp involved masking out land since it is was inevitably misclassified into

either FYI or MYI albedo classes depending of its relative change in oo. The same land

masks that were used to cover up land in the thematic change images were used over the

thematic albedo maps. Multiplying the land mask by the thematic albedo map set all pixel

values for land to zero while preserving the values and colors of the thematic albedo map.

Since each of the seven thematic albedo maps were to be superimposed on to a

regional base map mosaic of unclassified ERS-1 imagery, it was decided rhat it would be

more visually appealing to place the original grey levels of land over the thematic albedo

images rather than leaving land as large areas of black. This would result in a more

seamless blend of the thematic albedo map with the base map while emphasizing albedo

variations.

The procedure for restoring the original grey levels of land was relatively

staightforward. It first involved making negatives of the land masks such that land was

assigned I and ice was assigned 0. These'ice masks"was multiplied by the original winter

period ERS-I mosaic in each of the seven repeat-pass image pairs. This resulæd in images

where all ice was set to zero and appeared black while all the land areas kept their original

values and grey levels. These images were simply added to the respective land-masked

thematic albedo images. The zero values of land were converted back to the original grey

levels of the winter mosaic while the values and colours of the albedo classes were

preserved. The result was seven thematic images displaying classes of multi-year ice and

flust-year ice albedo with change between +1 dB and -1 dB left unclassified. Land

appeared as it did in original winter period ERS-I imagery. This improved significantly the

visual qualities of the final albedo maps.
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7.2.3.3. Productíon of Final Albedo Maps

Once the seven thematic albedo images had been generated and the original land

values restored, they were each placed on the base map mosaics of winær imagery, which

were then oriented to geo$aphic North. The thematic albedo maps generated from

descending pass imagery were joined to a copy of the base map oriented in the direction of

the descending pass swaths. Thematic albedo maps generated from ascending pass

imagery were joined to copies of the base map with an ascending pass orientation. The

final products were then rotated to bring them in line with geographic North. This meant

rotating all descending pass oriented products counter-clockwise through 150 degrees.

Ascending pass oriented products were rotated clockwise through 22 degrees. This

brought all seven regional albedo maps to a coffrmon orientation and allowed direct inter-

comparison between them, with the underlying base map providing a reference point for

the longitudinal shifts or different pass orientations of the overlaid thematic albedo maps.

An albedo class key, map grid and text were applied to the final images.
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7.3. Results and Discussion

7.3.1. ERS-I SAR Mosaics

The mosaicking procedure used to create both repeat-pass mosaics and the winter

base map resulted in highly effective image products, both in terms of visual appearance

and in radiometric accuracy. In the following two sections some examples of the repeat-

pass mosaics are presented to familiarize the reader with the characteristics of ERS-1 data

and the region encompassed by the imagery. The winter base map is also infroduced and

assessed.

7.3.1 .I . Repeat-Pass Imøge Mosaics

Seven sets of repeat-pass image mosaics were created in total with each set consisting of

two images separated by 35 days. As was mentioned in ea¡lier sections, the advantage of

lepeat-pass imagery is the stability in image geometry and alignment, making change

analysis relatively staightforward. Figure VII.3 is an example of a repeat-pass image

mosaic set. Figure VII.3 (a) is a mosaic of five ERS-1 Lo Res SAR images acquired on

April 24, 1995. Figure VtI.3 (b) is a mosaic of five ERS-1 images acquired during the

repeat-pass, 35 days later on l:Nday 29,1995. These images are descending pass images

with ERS-I moving from the bottom of the images to the top, and north pointing to the

bottom of the page. The image sizes are identical as are the offsets required to overlap

successive images in the mosaic. The primary difference between the two images is the

change in oo of the first-year ice, evident by the contrasting grey levels. Each mosaic

covers an area approximately 100 km by 400 km in size.
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Figure Vtr.3 Repeat-pass mosaic set of ERS-I imagery. (a) Mosaic created from April
24,1995 daø. (b) Repeat-pass mosaic created from imagery acquired 35 days later on May
29.1995.
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7.3 .l .2. Regtonal Winter Mosaic

The winter base map (Figure Vtr.4) was created from a series of overlapping strips

of descending and ascending pass imagery acquired befween ApríL24 and May 10, 1995

(Table Vtr.2) and is used as a reference frame for overlaid albedo maps generated from

repeat-pass imagery with different positions and orientations. The mosaic is oriented with

geographic north. The confrasting path angles between ascending and descending passes

are clearly apparent. Ascending passes are represented by the image swaths oriented in a

south-east to north-west direction. Descending passes are represented by the image swaths

oriented in a north-east to south-west direction. Due to the relative stability of multi-year

ice signatures during the winter period, the base map mosaic is relatively seamless even

though it was consúucted from imagery acquired over a period of approximately two

weeks. The mosaic has a maximum width of approximately 300 km and a maximum

length of approximately 450 km. Several major Arctic Islands are encompassed by the

mosaic. The northern region of Prince of Wales Island is clearly visible in the south of the

image. Bathurst Island dominates the north-central and north-west region of the image

mosaic, while Cornwallis Island is the large land mass to the east of Bathurst Island. The

SIMMS'95 intensive research region lies to the immediate east of Lowther Island, directly

in the centre of the image. The Grinnell Peninsular of Devon Island is visible in the

extreme norttr-east of the image.
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Figure VII.4 Base map mosaic constructed from three descending pass and two

ascending pass image swaths acquired between April 24 and May 10, 1995. Image

oriented to geographic North.
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7.3.2. Change fmagery

Seven change detection images were created using image differencing techniques

be¡ween the repeat-pass image pafus. Change detection images were classified into regions

of positive, negative and insignificant change. In the following section temporal and spatial

patterns of oo change are interpreted from these change images.

7.3 2.1 . Temporal and Spatíal Patterns of Change ín ERS-I oo During the Melt Períod:

Introductíon

During the spring melt period, first-year ice and multi-year ice oo co-evolve in

characteristic ways. First-year ice oo experiences a rapid increase, while multi-year ice oo

undergoes a significant decrease. In change detection imagery the onset of melt can be

clearly identified in the contrast between FYI positive change and MYI negative change.

The melt period evolution of FYI and MYI oo during spring of 1995 exemplify this

seasonal co-evolution (Figure VII.5). Values were exFacted from 10x10 pixel windows

over one representative pure MYI ice floe and one area of smooth FYI covered by all the

repeat-pass image pairs. Figure VII.6 shows the location of the siæs.
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Figure Vtr.s Seasonal evolution of oo for pure MYI and smooth FYI in an a.rea covered

by all fourteen ERS-1 ove{passes used in this study

Figure VII.6 Location of MYI and FYI pixel sample points used to collect the oo values

plotted in Figure VII.5. These sites were the only representative prue MYI and smooth

FYI ice areas covered by all fouræen ERS-I overpasses used in this study.
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Multi-year ice oo remains extremely stable right up to the onset of melt (Figure

Vtr.s). This is the primary reason why multiple sets of repeat-pass imagery can be used to

map MYI albedo from change in oo. In contrast, the oo of the smooth FYI is dynamic

throughout the cold season as its scattering properties change in response to variations in

atmospheric and oceanic heat fluxes. Change detection imagery provides an excellent

indicator of the temporal and spatial changes in ERS-I oo with the progression of the melt

period.

7.322.Temporal and Spatial Patterns of Change in ERS-I oo During the Melt Period:

Results from Change Detectton Imagery.

In this section, observations of temporal and spatial variations in the change in

ERS-l oo are made from seven thematic change images, each generated from sets of

repeat-pass imagery. Evolution of the melt period from pre-melt to the onset of melt water

ponding is represented by seven change images spanning seven time periods T1 through to

T7.

The Tl data set consists of ERS-1 image mosaics separaæd by 35 days and change

imagery showing positive, negative and insignificant Âoo between April 24 andMay 29,

1995 @igure Vtr.7). It can be seen that the primary change that occurred between ApnIZ4

and May 29, 1995 was in the oo of first-year ice. FYI shows a clear increase in oo greater

than 1 dB, a change that is clearly evident in the classified image (Figure VII.7d) by the

regions of red. The oo increase of a represent¿tive FYI site between ApnJ24 andMay 29

was approximately 6 dB @gure Vtr.s).
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This increase was not a steady tend between the two dates, since major variations

in FYI oo occurred in the intervening time period, probably related to atmospheric and

oceanic heat flux variations, since temperatures at this point were not quite at thaw levels.

The increase in oo for FYI is also evident in the bivariate histogram of the April 24 and

May 29 images (Figure \lII.8).
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Figure VII.8 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the April 24 oo component. The

black area represents the May 29 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the two images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -ldB to +ldB Âoo class.

It can be seen from Figure VII.8 that the dominant change in oo between the two

dates occurs at oomagnitudes below -19 dB. It can be seen that there is an increase in oo

for the May 29 image which is inversely relaæd to the oo magnitude in the Aprrl24 image.

This component of change corresponds to first-year ice, indicated by the areas of red in

Figure Vtr.7(d). In contrast to first-year ice, multi-year ice oo remains extremely stable
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berween Apnl24 and May 29, with any changes in oo falling within the -1 dB to +l dB

Âoo class thresholds. This is evident in the dominance of green in the thematic change

image (Figure VII.7d).

Figure VII.5 shows the seasonal evolution of oo for a representative MYI ice type.

It can be seen that there is no significant change in MYI oo between ApnI24 and May 29'

This is confi.rmed in the bivariate histogram for the two dates (Figure Vtr.8). It can be seen

that Âoo remains inside the unclassified change region for almost all oo magnitudes above

-19 dB, explaining the dominance of green in Figure VII.7(d). There is a small region of

negative change between -9 dB and -7 dB and this corresponds to the isolated blue classes

in Figure VII.7(d). This st¿bility seems to be evident for the majority of MYI types in the

change image. Unlike FYI, significant fluctuations in MYI oo do not occur during the

winter period because MYI oo is controlled by microwave absorption in the snowpack,

with snow moisture being the main determinant of backscatter levels. The low level of

change between these two images is primarily due to the fact that they were both acquired

prior to the onset of melt. Many of the Âoo patterns shown in Figure Vtr.7(d) are due to

seasonal variability rather than seasonal change.

Change between April 27 and June I (Figure VII.9) is much more evident than

between April24 and May 29. There is a slight increase in the area of positive oo change,

mainly due to increases in the oo of fust-year ice near land. More importantly, the increase

in FyI oo is now more likely to be a function of basal layer volume scattering and ice

surface scattering which in turn are caused by a downward conductive flux from the

atmosphere (Barber et. al. lgg4). The most noticeable change is the dramatic increase in

the a¡ea of negative change represented by blue in Figure Vtr.g(d). These areas all occur

within multi-year ice floes. This indicates incipient melt conditions affecting oo over

certain types of multi-year ice. It can be seen that large areas of MYI still exhibit a Âoo of

less than 1 dB (indicated by green). The bivariate histogram for the two images (Figure

VII.10) clearly shows these changes.
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Figure VII.I0 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the April 27 o" component. The

black area represents the June 1 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the two images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -ldB to +ldB Áoo class thresholds.

The oo changes represented in Figure VII.9(d) are clearly shown graphically in

Figure VII.10. There is a large area of negative oo change at magnitudes below -15 dB. In

contrast to the bivariate histogram for T1 (Figure Vtr.8), the area of negative change in

Figure VII.IO is large, encompassing oomagnitudes greater than -12 dB. This corresponds

the ma¡ked increase in blue in Figure VII.9(d) relative to Figure VILT(d) Figure VII.5

shows that, for a representative MYI site, June I represented the boundary between winter

and melt conditions, evidently different forms of MYI, display different changes in oo at

this poing possibly due to effæt of varying thicknesses of damp snow on the absorption of

microwave energy. It is interesting to note that the change images for Tl and T2 are

separated by only three days, despite this, the change in oo between the two images is
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significant. These first two change images provide a very visual representation of the

dynamic nature of oo at the onset of melt.

The T3 data set of repeat-pass imagery for May 2 and June 6 (a and b), and the

change imagery (c and d) were acquired from ascending passes (Figure VII.11).

Consequently the images are angled approximately 130 degrees relative to the descending

pass imagery of Tl and T2. T3 is the first time frame where the second image in the

repeat-pass pair is clearly within the early melt period. This is evident in the dramatic

spread in the area of MYI oo decrease in Figure Vtr.ll (d) as microwave energy is

absorbed in the deep moist snow cover over multi-year ice. Compared to Figure VII.9 (d)

for T2, Figure Vtr.11(d) shows that nearly all the multi-year ice has experienced a decrease

in oo gleater than I dB over the 35 day period. At this time period, ice falling within the

-ldB to +ldB Áoo thresholds has become significantly reduced in extent. The remaining

stable ice signatures appear to be primarily associated with rubble ice between Bathurst

Island and Cornwallis Island. Represent¿tive FYI and MYI oo values plotted against time

in Figure VII.5 show that the oo of both ice types has departed significantly from their

respective winter levels by June 6. These changes are also apparent in the bivariate

histogram for the two images (Figure Vtr.12).
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Figure YlI.l2 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the May 2 oo component. The

black area represents the June 6 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the two images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -ldB to +1dB Áoo class thresholds.

Figure VII.12 shows a similar trend to Figure VII.l0 despite the smaller image

sizes. Below a oo magnitude of -15 dB the increase in oo is inversely proportional to the

oo magnitude of the May 2 image. Negative change in oo occurs at all oo above -13 dB,

while ttre range of oo magnimdes which change less than I dB is exEemely n¿urow.

The T4 data set of repeat-pass imagery for May 5 and June 9 and change imagery

(Figure VII.13) shows little difference from the previous change image. The major

difference is a detectable increase in oo from the rough icelrubble in between Bathurst and

Qsrn'üralli5Islands. This can be seen in the replacement of the green in the T3 Áoo theme

image (Figure VII.11 d) by red in the T4 Áoo theme image (Figure VII.l3 d).
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The T4 image data covers alarge area to the south of the T3 image and includes an

area of conglomerated ice types in Peel Sound which display all three change classes. This

ice, visible in the south-cenEal region of the images, appears to be a combination of MYI,

FYI and rubble. The pure MYI floes are clearly seen as blue in the Áoo theme image

(Figure Vtr.13 d) since they are the only ice type with a oo that has decreased since May 5.

Rubble ice oo exhibits change less than 1dB (green), whereas young FYI is clearly

identifiable by its increasing oo as veins of red running through the conglomerate. The

bivariate histogram of oo for the May 5 and June 9 images (Figure VII.14) provides a

graphical representation of these changes.
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Figure VII.14 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the May 5 oo component. The

black area represents the June 9 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the fwo images. The grey envelope bounding the ageement line represents

the -ldB to +ldB Âoo class th¡esholds.
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Figure VII.14 shows a similar trend to Figure VII.12. Below a oo magnitude of

-14 dB the increase in oo is inversely proportional to the oo magnitude of the May 5 image.

Negative change in oo occurs at all oo above -13 dB, while the range of oo which changes

less than t dB is extremely narrow.

At this point it is apparent that the use of change in FYI and MYI oo could be used

as an effective ice classification tool. Figure VII.5 shows that the absolute values of FYI

and MYI oo become extremely similar after the onset of melt, before crossing over each

other on June 6. To classify ice in this period or even in the winter when FYI oo fluctuates

significantly is problematic. Conversely, the separation of ice types is preserved

throughout the melt in change detection imagery, with the boundaries between positive and

negative oo change accurately representing FYI and MYI respectively. The use of Âoo as

an ice classification tool may warrant further investigation.

The T5 change images (Figure VII.I5 c and d) are virtually identical to those for

T4. This indicates that the rate of oo change or FYI and MYI types is stable, multi-year ice

oo is still decreasing and FYI oo is still increasing. Some ice types, notably the rubble in

Peel Sound exhibit oo values which, even at this point into the melt period, have deviated

less than 1 dB from their original winter level. The bivariate histogram of oo for May 8

and June 12 (Figure VII.16) provides a graphical representation of the change in oo.
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Figure VII.16 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the May 8 oo component. The

black ¿uea represents the June 12 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the two images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -ldB to +ldB Áoo class thresholds.

Figure Vtr.16 shows a slight change over the previous two bivariate histograms.

At this point in the melt period all May 8 oo values between -14 dB and -25 dB have

increased to a uniform level of approximately -12 dB by June 12. This probably indicates

that basal layer snow scattering and ice surface roughness changes over FYI have caused

an increase in oo that is similar regardless of the original oo of the underlying fîrst-year ice

types.

The area of negative oo change between the two dates shown in Figure VII.16 is

significantly greater than in the previous two bivariate histograms. This indicates an

increasing magnitude of Áoo for multi-year ice as microwave energy is further absorbed in

the moist snow cover. The greatest negative Âoo occurs for May 8 oo values between -10
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dB and -8 dB. These experience a negative shift to a level of -14.5 dB by June 12. This is

the maximum Áoo for multi-year ice and represents the change for the oldest, pure MYI

forms. At this point in the melt period, the area of Áoo between +ldB and -l dB is small.

Figure Vtr.15 (d) shows that the green areas are confined primarily to rough ice, ridges and

rubble. In Figure Vtr.16 it can be seen that these low Áoo values occur at oomagnifudes

between -12 dB and -14 dB.

Figure VII.17 shows the T6 data set of repeat-pass imagery for May 10 and June

14 (a and b) and the change imagery (c and d). The image dat¿ were acquired during

descending passes. Consequently orientation is the same as that for the T1 andT2 data

sets. Figure VII.l7(d) shows the same patterns of change evident for T5. MYI oo

continues to decrease due to absorption of microwave signatures in damp snow and FYI

signatures continue to increase most likely due to a combination of elevated basal layer

scattering and snow surface scatt€ring. The stability in the raæ of oo change in the midst of

the snow melt period would make it a suitable time period to use Âoo as a means of ice

classification. These oo changes are graphed in a bivariate histogram (Figure VIf.18).
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Figure VII.18 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the May 10 oo component. The

black area represents the June 14 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the two images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -1dB to +ldB Áoo class thresholds.

Figure Vtr.18 shows little variation from the bivariate histogram for T6, indicating

that the spatial variability in Áoo between the two time periods is minimal. The negative

change component reaches its maximum extent at this time point with MYI oo values of -9

dB to -10 dB on May 10 reaching a seasonal minimum of -15 dB by June 14.

Figure VII.19 shows the last data set, fi representing the threshold between the

melt onset and advanced melt periods when snow melt water begins to pond on the ice

surface. Repeat-pass imagery was acquired on May 13 (a) and June 17 (b) during

descending passes. The thematic change image (d) was the last change image that could be

generaæd before the onset of melt water flooding of the ice surface.
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T7 represents the threshold between early melt and advanced melt. Beyond this

point change imagery would show MYI oo rebounding to near winter values as melt water

floods the ice surface. Upon drainage both FYI and MYI signatures would slowly

decrease. It can be seen from Figure VII.5 that the oo of multi-year ice experiences a minor

increase for the first time. This is indicative of the scattering effects of melt water as it

begins to form on the ice surface. Figure Vtr.20 shows the bivariate histogram of oo for

May 13 and June 17.
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Figure VII.20 Bivariate histogram showing relative change in oo as a function of
magnitude in oo. The white area of the graph represents the May 13 oo component. The

black area represents the June 17 oo component. The black dashed line represents

agreement in the t'wo images. The grey envelope bounding the agreement line represents

the -1dB to +1dB Áoo class thresholds.

Figure VII.20 indicates the first evidence of a universal increase in oo for both FYI

and MYI due to the onset of the advanced melt period and ice surface melt water ponding.

The positive change component experiences a oo magnitude independent increase from an
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average of -14 dB to an average of -12 dB between T6 and T7. This indicates the first

effects of surface melt water on raising FYI oo. There is still a large negative change

component between the two dates but the negative Áoo between the two images averages 1

dB less than for T6.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the change imagery presented here. The

first is that multi-year ice is clearly identifiable by the decrease in its oo relative to typical

winter values. Secondly, smooth first-year ice is clearly identi-fiable in change imagery by

its increasing oo. Finally, certain ice types, notably rough ice and rubble display oo

fluctuations of less than I dB berween winter and the onset of surface ponding

Because some rubble ice changes less than I dB over the course of the early melt

period, it could become misclassified as high multi-year ice albedo in the thematic albedo

images. For this reason all oo variations between +1 and -1 dB are left unclassified in the

albedo images to reduce misclassification enors between FYI, MYI and rubble ice.

7.3.3. Albedo Maps

The classification of the seven change detection images into thematic maps of sea

ice albedo resulted in a highly effective visual representation of the evolution of sea ice

albedo during the early melt and melt onset periods. Classification of albedo based on the

relative Âoo in the change imagery allowed the influence of different ice types on surface

albedo to be clearly visualized. In the following section, the evolution of sea ice albedo

during the melt onset period is presenæd, both spatially, in the form of thematic imagery,

and temporally in the form of time series histograms of albedo class frequency.
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7.3.3.L Spatial andTemporal Evolution of SAR-Derived Albedo During the Melt

Period

The spatial and temporal evolution of sea ice albedo over the SIMMS'95 regional

research area is clearly visible in the seven thematic albedo images. The albedo image for

May 29 (Figure VII.21) shows several interesting features. The first is the relatively high

albedo of frst-year ice south of Lowther Island. An albedo of 80Vo is assigned to the first-

year ice, representing an offset of + 4Vo over the mean albedo for pure multi-year ice

(767o). In the remaining areas of sea ice, the pattern of albedo is dominaæd to a significant

extent by unclassified areas represented in black. These areas are associated with change in

oo between +1 dB and -1 dB. This insignificant change class is clearly apparent in the Âoo

thematic image (Figure VII.7 d) as large regions of green. Because the May 29 albedo map

is based on oo change between April24 and May 29 imagery, both of which lie in the

winter period, there are large areas of multi-year ice in which oo did not change sufficiently

for an albedo class to be assigned. The unclassified component is evident in the grainy

appearance of albedo classes 2 and 3 which dominate the remainder of the MYI. At this

early stage in the melt period the change in oo over MYI is not sufficient to allow albedo

classification of all MYI. This is reflecæd in the 7o of allpixels in the thematic image which

are unclassified. For the May 29 image this figure stands at287o of pixels.
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The thematic albedo image for June 1, 1995 (Figure VIl.22) shows spatial

variations in albedo much more clearly. This is primarily due to a greatur difference in the

oo between the April 27 and June I imagery than was apparent between the April 24 and

lMay 29 imagery used in the generation of the lu4ay 29 albedo map. The greatü difference

in oo occurs because the June 1 imagery was acquired just after the start of the early melt

period. This is apparent in the diminishment of the green insignifTcant change class in

Figure VIL9(d).

The effect of the increased difference in oo be¡ween April 27 and June I is to reduce

the unclassified component in Figure VÍI.22 to 20Vo of pixels with a corresponding

increase in pixels classified into MYI and FYI albedo. Notable changes between the May

29 and June I albedo maps due to the increased difference in oo include the emergence of

classified first-year ice in the eastern inlets of Bathurst Island whereas the same ice in the

Iùlay 29 image remained unclassified. In addition, MYI in Barrow Strait is easier to

discriminate based on albedo variations between MYI types, due to the reduction in the

grainy effect of the unclassified component.

On the June 1 albedo image, the highest albedo values are associated with the fust-

year ice south of Lowther Island and in the eastern inlets of Bathurst Island. This first-year

ice has an albedo of 77Vo, a value 4Vo greatnr than the calculaæd mean albedo for pure MYI

(73Vo). The lowest albedo values are associated with the multi-year ice floes north of

Cornwallis Island and east of Bathurst Island. Class 4 which encompasses a range in MYI

albedo from65.3Vo to 68.27o dominates this region. Another area of low albedo is evident

over the MYI floes to the south of Bathurst Island where MYI albedo also falls primarily

into class 4. Areas of MYI with class 3 albedo ranging from 68.4Vo to 7l.8%o are also

evident in this location.
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The thematic albedo image for June 6 ffigure Vil.23) shows a dramatic change in

the pattern of albedo in comparison to June 1. Most notable is the significant reduction in

the unclassified component. 14 Vo of pixels in the thematic image a¡e unclassified

compared to 20Vo for the June I image. This is due to a significant change in oo between

the two image mosaics used to generate the albedo imagery. The June 6 image lies well

within the early melt period and has significantly $eater Âoo values than the May 2 image

acquired 35 days earlier. At this point in the early melt period, unclassified areas are

generally associaæd with rubble ice and not with FYI and Nm.

The increased Áoo on which June 6 albedo image is based is evident in the spatial

pattern of albedo relative to that in the June 1 albedo image. The most apparent difference

occurs over the multi-year ice floes south of Bathurst Island. In the June 6 image this

region is almost all classified into MYI classes 3 and 4 with unclassified pixels being

primarily confined to isolaæd ridges and rubble within the MYI floes.

In contrast to the MYI, the ice between Bathurst Island and Comwallis Island st'rll

has a large unclassified component. This indicates rubble ice with relatively stable oo

through the melt period. This ice is contained within the -l dB/+l dB Åoo th¡eshold which

prevents it from being misclassified into either FYI or MYI albedo.
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The spatial pattern of atbedo for June 9 (Figure VA,.24) is exûemely similar to that

for June 6 in the classified area common to both dates. The main difference is the

appearance of regions of low albedo associated with pure MYI north-east of Lowther

Island. These are visible as rounded dark blue features embedded in the light blue shades

representing albedo for the conglomerated MYI. These pure MYI floes fall into albedo

classes 5 and 6 encompassing an albedo range from 58.67o to 65.77o. The conglomerated

MYI ice forms surrounding these pure floes have albedo values which have changed little

from June 6, falling primarily into albedo classes 3 and 4. First-year ice still displays a

high albedo value, but it has decreased substantially since June 1, standing at 68Vo,4Vo

greater than the mean albedo for pure MYI which stands at647o.

At this point into the early melt period, the unclassified component associaæd with

Âoo between +1 dB and -1 dB is confined to areas of rubble ice such as Peel Sound and in

the area between Bathurst and Cornwallis Island. The use of the +1 dB/-l dB threshold at

this point in the melt period is an effective way of identifying rubble ice and preventing its

misclassification into either FYI or MYI albedo. This is due to the fact that FYI and MYI

oo are markedly different than their respective winter values at this point into the melt

period, having changed in excess of I dB from their respective winter values.
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The thematic albedo image for June 12 (Figure Vtr.25) shows linle difference from

the June 9 image. Pure MYI floes are slightly more visible, but the general pattern of

albedo is simila¡ to that in Figure VII.24. This illustrates that albedo changes are most

pronounced during the initial stages of snow melt. Once into the melt onset period, albedo

changes more slowly since the evolution of snow geophysical properties proceeds at a

more st¿ble rate. This is evident in the similarity in the spatial pattern of albedo between

Figures Vf,.24 and VII.25.
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The thematic albedo image for June 14 (Figure VIl.26) shows clear variations in

albedo due to the different MYI types. Pure MYI floes are clearly identifiable to the north

of Lowther Island as a cluster of rounded dark blue features. These features are

surrounded by the conglomerated MYI forms with higher albedo. At this stage near the

end of the early melt period, the oo difference between the two images used in the

generation of Figure VII.26 is large enough that both MYI and FYI areas are virtually all

classified into albedo. Unclassified areas are confined primarily to the rubble field in Peel

Sound and to ridges and rubble in Banow Strait.

The lowest albedo values are associated with the pure MYI floes north of Lowther

Island. These fall into MYI albedo classes 6 and 7 encompassing a range in albedo from

47.lVo to 6l.5Vo. First-year ice albedo still remains relatively high even at this stage in the

early melt period. FYI albedo is assigned an albedo of 62Vo, 4Eo greater than the mean

albedo for pure MYI which stands at 58Vo.

Figure VIl.27 shows albedo over the SIMMS regional research area on June 17,

1995. This image marks the transition between the melt onset and advanced melt periods.

Beyond this date melt water ponding of the ice surface occurs. Figure VIJ,.27 shows the

greatest variability in albedo of all the thematic albedo images. Most notable are the regions

of pure MYI which dominate large areas of the image, especially north and west of

Lowther Island. These pure MYI forms are distinguishable due to the large decrease in oo

they have experienced by this point in the early melt period. Absorption of microwave

energy in the deep snow cover over these MYI forms explains this large decrease in oo.

These large decreases in oo are associated with the lowest albedo values in the statistical

model outlined in Chapter VI. In Figure VII.27 pure MYI is easily distinguishable by its

dark blue colour, indicating that its albedo falls into classes 6 and 7 (mean albedo 54.9Vo

and 52.9Vo). The remaining MYI areas fall primarily into albedo classes 4 and 5 (mean

albedo 64.57o and 59.7) while FYI is assigned a value of 63Vo, 4Vo geater than the mean

albedo for pure MYI.
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Several conclusions can be made regarding the patterns of albedo shown in Figures

Vll.zl through VIJ..27. The fust is that the most notable changes in albedo distribution

occur during the early melt period between May 29 and June 6. These changes are most

apparent as a diminishment of the unclassified component in the imagery (associated with

Åoo between - ldB and + I dB). As the difference in the oo increases between the two

input images used in the generation of the albedo maps, the unclassified component

becomes isolaæd to rubble ice. FYI and MYI albedo classes emerge progressively as the

change in oo becomes large enough for albedo to be associaæd with it. Beyond June 6, the

change in oo is sufficient for virtually all FYI and MYI to be assigned an albedo class.

Changes in albedo occur less rapidly after the end of the early melt period. During

the melt onset period, the major change in the distribution of albedo occurs over pure multi-

year ice. Pure MYI becomes progressively more visible as its albedo decreases more

rapidly than that of the surounding conglomerated MYI forms. This indicates the effects

of deep snow over pure MYI in attenuating microwave radiation to a greater extent that the

snow over younger, compacted MYI.

The final conclusion which can be drawn from Figures VII.21 through VIL27 is

that the primary source of variability in albedo is ice type. In Section 7.2.1 it was stated

that mosaics of SAR imagery were used to map albedo in order to show variability due to

latitude, proximity to land and ice type. Although the thematic albedo maps span a

considerable latitudinal extent, variability due to latitude is not readily apparent. Variability

in albedo due to proximity to land is also not readily apparent Over the regional scale

represented by these thematic images, ice type influences albedo to the greatest extent.

Most not¿ble are the differences between first-year ice and multi-year ice throughout the

evolution of the early melt and melt onset periods. The diffe¡ences in albedo between old,

pure MYI and younger conglomerated forms are increasingly apparent near the end of the

melt onset period. The stability of rubble ice oo is apparent from the fact that it remains
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contained within the -1dB to +ldB Áoo envelope throughout the early melt period,

remaining segmented from FYI and MYI.

The evolution of the multi-year ice albedo component is also traced graphically as

time series shifts in the frequency distribution of multi-year ice albedo classes (Figure

vrr.28).
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Figure VIL28 shows the melt period evolution of ERS-1 derived multi-year ice

albedo as shifts in the frequency distribution of the six MYI albedo classes. Histograms

are presented for the multi-yea¡ ice component in each of the seven thematic albedo images.

It can be seen from the first histogram (May 29) that winter albedo conditions are

dominant. Class 2 which has a mean albedo of 74.l%o is the dominant class. Class 3

(mean albedo 69.57o) forms a secondary peak in the frequency distribution. The weighted

mean albedo for the multi-year ice in the May 29 image is72.8Vo.

The arrival of early melt conditions is clearly identifiable in the June t histogram by

a change in the dominant MYI albedo class from class 2 to class 3 . In addition, classes 4

and 5 (mean albedo 64.5Vo and 59.77o respectively) become visible for the fîrst time. The

weighted albedo for the multi-year ice in the June I thematic albedo image is70.5Vo. The

emergence of the lower albedo classes reflects physical changes taking place in the MYI

sno\ry cover as melt conditions begin.

The June 6 histogram still shows that class 2 is the dominant albedo class.

However, class 4 with a mean albedo of 64.5Vo has risen to form a prominent secondary

peak. The shape of this distribution persists in the June t histogram. Weighted mean

albedo for MYI in the June 6 and June 9 thematic albedo images is 67.87o and 68.2Vo

respectively.

By June 12, the melt onset period is sufficiently advanced that classes 3, 4 and 5

dominate the distribution. Class 6 (mean albedo 52.9Vo) appears in the distribution for the

first time on June 12. The weighted albedo for MYI in the June 12 image is 66.67o. The

June 12 disribution characteristics a¡e repeated in the June 14 and June 17 histograrns. By

June 14 the weighted MYI albedo is 66.lVo and by June 17 weighted MYI albedo is

65.97o. The June 17 histogram represents albedo conditions immediaæly prior to the onset

of melt \trater ponding of the ice surface.

Figure Vtr.28 highlights several characteristics of the evolution of SAR-derived

MYI albedo. The most apparent is that albedo changes rapidly as soon as moisture appears
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in the snow cover (early melt) and then decreases more slowly as the snow becomes more

satuated (melt onset). This can be explained by marked moisture and density changes in

the snow cover which reduce reflectance from the snow surface. Between May 29 and

June 1, weighæd mean MYI albedo decreases 2.3Vo. Between June I and June 6 weighted

mean Nm albedo decreases 2.7Vo. After the initial melt in the snow cover, the decrease in

albedo is slow, ranging from l.6Vo between June 9 and June 12 to only 0.27o between

June 14 and June 17.

The evolution of albedo for both multi-year ice and first-year ice is shown in

histogram form in Figure Vil.29. The albedo for first-year ice (calculated as a linear offset

of +4Vo over the albedo for pure MYI) is combined with the multi-year ice albedo class

whose confidence boundaries encompass the FYI value. The FYI component of albedo is

denoted by the diagonally shaded histogram bars. The albedo values dividing the albedo

classes are the 90Vo confidence boundaries for each of the MYI albedo classes.
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The addition of the FYI component results in dramatic shifts in the frequency

distribution of albedo. The higher overall albedo of first-year ice is especially evident for

lMay 29, where it lies in its own class outside the upper 90Vo confrdence boundary (77.3Vo)

for the highest MYI albedo class. Between June 1 and June 17, the FYI component

becomes combined with MYI albedo classes, progressively shifting through lower albedo

classes as the melt season progresses.

These shifts in the frequency distribution of albedo classes can be expressed

through changes in the weighted mean albedo for FYI and MYI combined. The weighted

albedo values were calculated by multiplying the albedo class means for FYI and MYI by

their frequency. The weighted albedo values for each class were summed and divided by

the total number of classified pixels to produce a weighæd mean albedo for FYI and MYI

combined. The weighted mean albedo ranges from an initial value o175.8Vo on May 29 to

a minimum of 6l.7%o on June 14. The most rapid changes occur during the early melt

period when moisture first appears in the snow pack (May 29 to June 6). A 9Vo drop in

overall albedo occurs be¡ween these two dates.

It is evident from these histogram analysis techniques and from the thematic albedo

images themselves, that variations in the rate of Áoo are manifest as va¡iations in the rate of

albedo change between FYI and the different forms of MYI. In order to show variations in

the rate of change of Áoo-derived albedo for different ice types, the mean derived-albedo

values for four different ice types were plotüed against time from }4ay 29 to June 17 (Figure

VII.30). The four ice type derived albedos used were: weighted mean albedo for FYI and

MYI combined; weighted mean albedo for MYI, mean albedo for pure MYI; and derived

albedo for FYI (calculated as an offset of +4Vo over pure MYI albedo).
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Figure VII.30 shows clearly that the evolution of shortwave albedo as modelled

from ERS-I Áoo is ice type dependent. Pure MYI albedo which was calculated from the

exûacted Áoo statistics of old rounded floes visible in change imagery, displays the most

rapid drop in albedo. FYI albedo is offset to a level 4Vo greater than pure MYI albedo and

consequently exhibits the same rate of decrease. The weighted mean albedo for all MYI

forms decreases slowly after the initial early melt period. This reflects the influence of

younger, compacted MYI forms in dampening the albedo decrease evident for pure MYI.

The weighted mean albedo for FYI and MYI combined reflects the evolution of each of its

component ice types. It shows one characteristic corrunon to all the ice types, namely that

albedo decreases rapidly during the early melt period when water initially appears in the

snow pack. During the melt onset period, the rate of albedo change is considerably

reduced. This phenomenon is related to the moisture, grain size and density changes in the
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snow pack which act to reduce shortwave radiation from the surface. These changes are

most rapid during the early melt period and slow down during the melt onset period.

7.4. Conclusions

The following question was posed in Chapter II, Section 2.9 as the final

investigation obj ective:

To what extent can spatíal variatíons in the evolution of oo be used to map seasonnl

changes ín short',,vave albedo over ERS-I Imagery?

In this chapter it has been demonstrated that change deæction between repeat-pass

ERS-1 imagery is an effective starting point for mapping the evolution of albedo over sea

ice. Thematic imagery showing Áoo greater than +l dB, and -1 dB and between +1 dB

and -1 dB was generated for seven pairs of repeat-pass images. The degree of change

became more apparent as the melt period progressed. Multi-year ice became clearly

distinguishable by its negative Âoo values while positive Áoo were confined to first-year

ice. Rubble fields and ridges dominated Âoo values between -l dB and + I dB. Bivariate

histograms provided a clear graphical representation of these changes.

The negative Âoo values were classified into multi-year ice albedo classes based on

the magnitude of the decrease in scattering between the two input images. The 907o

confidence intervals from the statistical model outlined in Chapær 6 formed the boundaries

of the albedo classes. Âoo values for pure multi-year ice, identifiable by the rounded shape

of its floes, were extracted and used to calculaæd pure MYI albedo. A linear albedo offset

4Vo gleater than that for pure MYI was applied to all areas of positive Áoo (first-year ice).
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This offset was derived from analysis of albedo variations between MYI and FYI from

SIMMS'92 through SIMMS'95. Âoo values between +1 dB and -1 dB were left

unclassified to prevent rubble ice from being misclassified into FYI or MYI albedo.

It is concluded that the spatial variations in the evolution of oo can be used to map

seasonal changes in albedo. Several observations can be made from the thematic albedo

maps which were generated using this approach. Firstly, albedo changes most rapidly

during the early melt period when liquid water appears in the snow pack for the fust time.

This dramatically reduces MYI oo and albedo. Secondly, despite the large geographical

area covered by the thematic albedo maps, latitude and proximity to land do not appear to

influence albedo to a large ext€nt. The greatest source of albedo variability is ice type. The

conhast in albedo between fust-year ice, pure multi-year ice and younger, conglomerated

multi-year forms is clearly apparent in the thematic imagery.

The albedo mapping approach outlined in this chapter has several limitations and

would require extensive surface validation to assess its accuracy, but as a technique it

offers significant possibilities. In the next chapter, some of the primary limitations

associated with this procedure are discussed. In addition, the potential of RADARSAT

data as a tool for estimating sea ice surface albedo is assessed.
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Chapter VIII: Summary. Conclusíons and Future Directions

8.1 Summary of Chapters

In Chapter II an overview was provided of sea ice energy balance, SAR remote

sensing and microwave interactions with seasonally evolving sea ice. Recent resea¡ch into

the estimation of sea ice geophysical state changes from SAR dat¿ were reviewed. Work

by V/inebrenner et.al. (1994) involving the estimation of melt onset using changes in ERS-

I signatures of multi-year ice represents an imporønt step toward the estimation of surface

albedo changes over sea ice.

Chapter III infroduced the research undertaken at the SIMMS field location near

Resolute, NWT between 1992 and 1995. Collection of surface climate variables and snow

geophysical properties were described, as was the acquisition and processing of ASF ERS-

1 imagery of the SMMS sites for each year. In Chapter fV these data arc presented as a

function of time in order to illusEate seasonal and inter-annual variability in the evolution of

the primary climatological, geophysical and remotely sensed variables used in this study. It

was concluded that considerable inter-annual variability exisûed in the evolution of SIMMS

va¡iables based on contrasts in the general weather conditions between the four field seasons

used in this srudy. It was emphasized that estimations of sea ice albedo must reflect this

inter-annual variability and not be a simple function of latitude, temperatue and ice type.

Because C-Band SAR is sensitive to physical changes occurring over multi-year ice during

the melt period, it was argued that the albedo estimated from changes in the average
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scattering coefficient of MYI represents the unique characteristics of the marine cryosphere

for any given year.

In Chapter V, multivariate statistical techniques were used to examine how

shortwave, longwave and all-wave radiative fluxes as well as snow temperature explain

variability in the albedo and ERS-I oo of multi-year ice during the melt period. Snow

temperatures nearer the snodice interface generally explained the greatest proportion of

variation in MYI albedo. Snow temperature near the snodice interface also explained the

greatest proportion of variation in MYI oo. Of the radiation variables used, net shortwave

radiation in combination with net all-wave radiation generally explained the greatest

proportion of variation in MYI oo.

St¿tistical tests ,were performed to deærmine if the seasonal evolution of the primary

net radiation fluxes was different between multi-year and first-year sea ice. Net all-wave

radiation and shortwave albedo exhibited the largest variations with ice type, while net

longwave radiation was more dependent on general atmospheric conditions. Using data

from the MYI and FYI sites of SIMMS'92 through SIMMS'95 it was concluded that first-

year ice albedo is on average 47o greater than that over multi-year ice.

In Chapter VI, regression techniques were used to investigate the significance of the

relationship between ERS-I oo and daily averages of albedo for multi-year ice. It was

concluded that data from the winter scattering season did not contribute significantly to the

relationship. The most effective model used change in MYI oo relative to a winter mean

value as the independent variable, and used data from the early melt and melt onset

scattering periods only. 90Vo confidence intervals were generated for the predicted albedo

values and were used as the basis for the formation of six discrete classes of multi-year ice

albedo used in the classification of ERS-1 change detection imagery.

In Chapter VII change detection techniques were used on repeat-pass ERS-1

imagery to investigate the spatial evolution of oo through the melt period. Difference

images comprised negative, positive and non significant oo change components. The
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negative change component corresponds to MYI and was classified into albedo based on

the confidence interval interpolation approach outlined in Chapter VI. A linear albedo

offset of +4Vo relative to pure MYI albedo ,was applied to all FYI areas. The thematic

albedo imagery clearly shows that the most significant changes in albedo occru in the early

melt period when liquid water first appears in the snow cover. In addition, variation in

albedo based on ice type is clearly visible in the thematic images.

8.2 Conclusions

Based on the results presented in this thesis, the following conclusions can be made:

1) The seasonal evolution of sea ice is captured in climatological, snow geophysical and

remotely sensed data sets. This provides opportunities to investigate inter-relationships

between variables such as surface albedo and ERS-I scattering coefficients. During the

spring transition period, snow and ice geophysical changes are driven primarily by an

increase in radiative energy available at the surface. This causes geophysical changes such

as increases in snow density, wetness and grain size which affect both microwave

scattering and albedo.

2) The generation of models which relate changes in the microwave signatures of multi-

year ice to surface albedo represents a significant achievement in the study of energy

balance over sea ice. It demonsEates the potential for albedo estimates to be generated

which reflect the unique properties of sea ice in any given year. It offers an alternative to

simple parameterizations of albedo in climate models and it demonstrates that surface
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energy balance variables can be estimated regardless of persistent cloud cover over sea ice

during the spring period.

3) The application of change detection techniques over ERS-I imagery of landfast sea ice

also represents a significant research achievement It allows the seasonal evolution of oo to

be viewed in a spatial context with the ice type dependence of the relative change in oo

being readily apparent. Through the generation of bivariate histograms, it is possible to

view the magnitude dependence of oo change as the melt period evolves. Both ice type

segmentation and classification show tremendous potential from this work.

4) The point relationship between oo and albedo represenûed in the søtistical models is also

represented spatially in the thematic albedo imagery. Albedo variations are clearly visible

and are dependent on the relative change in oo for ice types in the change imagery.

Although the statistical models were generated from data acquired over specific points, ttre

physical basis for the relationship is such that changes in oo can also be used to map

predicted albedo spatially over a mosaic of ERS-I imagery.

The results presented in this thesis are limited by a number of factors. The major

limitations are associated with small sample sizes in the oo- albedo models. Although

surface albedo data were acquired continuously throughout the SIMMS programs, they can

only be paired with ERS-1 scattering daø at an average interval of three to six days. This

is due to the overpass frequency of the satellite. This considerably reduces the number of

paired oo-albedo data points which can be used in the models, especially when the models

encompass a time frame as short as two weeks (the truical duration of early melt and melt

onset). These small sample sizes are manifest as broad confidence intervals around some

of the predicted albedo classes mapped over ERS-I mosaics.
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Despite the fact the point relationships between MYI oo and albedo appear to

translate well in a spatial context, there is a need for a well developed spatial disribution of

surface albedo measurements. This is necessary in order to characterize the oo-albedo

relationship for different forms of MYI and for MYI at different latitudes and distance from

land. A comprehensive spatial sample of MYI albedo evolution would improve both the

predictive abilities of the models through increases sample size, and would provide

oppornnity for verification of the generaæd maps of predicted albedo.

8.3 Future Directions: RADARSAT

Many of the limiøtions evident in this study will be reduced with the availability of

RADARSAT data. RADARSAT offers excellent temporal and spatial coverage of A¡ctic

regions and will provide excellent opportunities for continuing research into the extraction

of energy balance variables from microwave scattering over sea ice. In this section a

review of the most important characteristics of RADARSAT is presented. Emphasis is

placed on how RADARSAT imagery could improve the albedo mapping techniques

outlined in this thesis.

The payload instrument on board RADARSAT is a synthetic aperture radar

operating at C-Band (5.6 cm wavelength). In contrast to ERS-1, the SAR instrument on

board RADARSAT operates at HH polarization. RADARSAT also differs from ERS-I in

that a variety of resolutions, image swath widths and incidence angle parameters can be

selected through ground command. RADARSAT applications of importance to Canada

include sea ice mapping, agricultural, forestry and geological resource monitoring and all-

weather Arctic observation s
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The RADARSAT orbit and image modes have been specified to allow maximum

national and global coverage (Figure VIII.l). In ScanSAR mode, RADARSAT will

provide daily coverage of polar regions above 75o (Ramsey et.al. 1993). ScanSAR mode

effectively reduces the repeat period from24 days to 4 days (Raney çLAL, lg91).

The ScanSAR imaging mode is of primary interest to sea ice research involving

energy balance estimation (Figure VItr.2). This is due primarily to the large geographical

areas covered by single ScanSAR scenes (500 x 500 km). ScanSAR mode uses rapid

beam steering to share rada¡ time between two or more separate subswaths in such a way

that full coverage of each is obt¿ined (Raney gt¿L, 1991). Two ScanSAR modes are

offered by RADARSAT. The first mode alternates between nro wide swath beams to give

coverage over 300 km in width. This results in a pixel resolution of 50 x 50 metres. The

second mode uses four beam coverage to image an area 500 km wide. The pixel resolution

associated with this mode is 100 x 100 metres.

FT€
n€scl.unoll

írce swr¡r B#
BEA¡¡S¡

Figure VIII.I Imaging modes of RADARSAT. Only one mode is available at a time.

The image swaths a¡e continuous and parallel to the subsaælliæ track. (Raney etal. 1991)
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A number of questions remain regarding the use of ScanSAR data in sea ice energy

balance estimation. The first question concerns the estimated level of oo error across the

combined beam subswaths. The second question concerns the response of oo to the wider

range of incidence angles associated with ScanSAR (between 20o and 49o in wide

ScanSAR mode). The final question concerns the response of HH polarization radiation to

seasonally evolving sea ice. Research suggests that the evolution of oo at HH polarization

will be similar to that at VV polarization with the added advant¿ge that ice type

discrimination will be substantially improved.

This thesis has demonstrated that it is possible to estimate surface albedo based on

temporal change in the ERS-I oo of multi-year ice during the early phases of the melt

season. Although these techniques are largely exploratory at this stage, they represent a

significant contribution to the field of sea ice energy balance studies. The excellent

temporal and spatial coverage provided by RADARSAT offers many opportunities to test

and refine the æchniques outlined in this thesis.
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Figure VIII.2 Simulation of RADARSAT ScanSAR coverage, produced by the Canada

Cente for Remote Sensing using a mosaic of ERS-I Imagery
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Glossary of Terms

Remote Sensing

Active Microwave Remote Sensing: Remote sensing that uses a sensor which both

transmits and receives microwave energy, providing its own source of illumination.

ERS-I: The first Earth Resources Satellite. Payload includes a C-Band synthetic aperture

radar (SAR).

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR): An active microwave instrument that uses the

forward motion of the sensor to synthesize alongradar antenna.

The Average Scattering Coefficient (oo): The standard measure of microwave

backscatter intensity per unit area received at the SAR antenna.

VV Polarization: Microwave energy is both transmitted and received in a vertically
polarized form.

Complex Dielectric Constant: A number which expresses how microwave energy

interacts with a surface or volume.

Dielectric Permittivity: A measure of how readily microwave energy penetrates

through a surface.

Dielectric Loss: A measure of how readily microwave energy is diffused once it has

penetraæd through a surface.

Digital Number (DN): A number between 0 and 256 associated with each pixel in a
lemotely sensed image. DN increases with the brightness of the return from the surface.

Ascending Pass: ERS-I orbit¿l phase where satellite travels toward the north pole,

imaging the northern hemisphere in a southeast to northwest direction.

Descending Pass: ERS-l orbital phase where satellite travels away from the north pole,

imaging the northern hemisphere in a northeast to southwest direction.
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Upwelling/Downwelling radiation: ReflecredÆncident radiation.

Georectification: Procedure by which a remotely sensed image is aligned to a map grid

Sea fce (as per the World Meteorological Organization Nomenclatu¡e,1970)

Sea Ice Albedo: The proportion of incident radiation reflected from the (snow covered)

ice surface.

Nilas Ice: A thin elastic crust of ice, which bends easily on waves and swell under

pressure. Has a matt appearance and is up to 10 cm in thickness.

Frazil Ice: Fine spicules or plates of ice

Pack Ice: Term used in a wide sense to include any area of sea ice, other than fast ice, no

matter what form it takes or how it is disposed

First Year Ice: Sea ice of not more than one winters growth, may be subdivided into

ttrin frst year ice, medium fust year ice and thick first year ice. Thin FYI is 30 to 70 cm

thick, medium FYI is 70 -120 cm thick and Thick FYI is exceeds 120 cmin thickness.

Multi-Year fce: Old ice up to 3m or more in thickness, which has survived at least two

surrlmers melt. Hummocks a¡e even smoother than in second year ice and ice is almost salt

free and blue in colour.

Landfast Ice: Sea ice which forms and remains along the coast where it is anached to

the shore, to an ice wall or ice front. Fast ice may be formed in situ from sea water or by

freezing of pack ice of any age to the shore. Fast ice may extend from a few mefres to

several hundred kilometers from the coast. If it is thicker than 2m above sea level it is

ærmed an ice shelf.

Floe: Any relatively flat piece of sea ice20 mefres or more across. Floes are divided

according to horizontal area as: giant (over l0 km across), vast (2-10 km across), big (500-

2000 m across), medium (100-500 m across), and small (20-100 m)
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Compacted ice: Pieces of floating ice a¡e said to be compacted when they have been

subjected to converging motion which increases ice concentration and/or produces stress

which may result in ice deformation.

Deformed ice: A general term for ice which has been squeezed together and in places

forced upwards and downwards. (includes rafted and ridged ice). Ridged ice is ice oiled

haphazardly one piece over the other in the form of ridges or walls. Usually found in fust-
year ice.

Hummock: A hillock of broken ice which has been forced upwards by pressure. May be

fresh or weathered.

Leads: Any fracture or passage-way through sea ice which is navigable by surface

vessels.

Frost Flowers: Crystalline featu¡es on the ice surface formed by upward extrusion of
brine

Basal Layer: The layer of snow nearest the ice surface

Thermohaline Circulation: Ocean circulation driven by a combination of global

temperature and salinity variations.

Melt Ponds: Areas of snow melt water lying over the ice surface
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Appendix A

ERS-I SAR Images Acquired During SIMMS Field Programs
(see section 3.2.4.2)
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SIMMS'92 ERS-I Acquisitions

Image ID# Day Local Time

SIMMS'93 ERS-l Acquisitions

Image ID# Day Local Time
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SIMMS'94 ERS-1 Acquisitions

Image ID# Day Local Time

SIMMS'95 ERS-I Acquisitions

Imase ID# Dav Local Time
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Appendix B

Conversion Tables: Julian Day to Date: 1992 - 1995
(see section 4.2)
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Appendix C

ERS-I SAR Images Used for the Extraction of MYI Scattering
Statistics for the oo - Albedo Regression Models

(see section 6.2.1)
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Italicized scaltering statistics were used to calculate mean winter sigmaO for the MYI
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Appendix D

ERS-I SAR Images Used in the Generation of Repeat-Pass
Mosaics for Change Detection Analysis

(see section 7.2.1.2)
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Mosaic Pass Imase ID# Local Time Centre Lat lN) Centre Lon w
24-Apr-95 Descending 181450

181451
181452
181453
181454

r81469
181470
t8r47l
t81472

183734
183736

183773
183774
t83775
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t83784
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1 83800
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183803
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18380s
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13:25
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13:31

13:37
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22:29
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75.10 1 9
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27-Apr-95 Descending

2-May-95 Ascending

5-May-95 Ascending

8-May-95 Ascending
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13-May-95 Descending

9-May-95 Descending
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1-Jun-95 Descending

6-Jun-95 Ascending

9-Jun-95 Ascending

12-Jun-95 Ascending
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t83797
183598

183606
183607

183609
r83610
18361 l
t836t2

181901
181902
181903
181904
181905

l3.31
13:31

13:31

13:31

22:29
22:29

22:35
22:35
22:35

22:40
22:40

13:22
13:22
13:23
13:23

13:28
13:28
13:28
13:28
13:28

76.1658
75.4502
74.7269
73.9963

75.6717
74.9513

73.9275
74.6

74.8162

73.4s69
74.1892

7s.087
74.3601
73.6274
73.2559

76.0995
7s.3833
74.6582
73.928
73.6986

95.944
97.3603
98.655
99.8433

98.2381
96.9092

96.6068
97.8418
98.1 145

97.3975
98.5119

95.8714
97.1078
98.2462
98.7861

95.3641
96.7681
98.2381
99.2306
99.5788
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